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r· 
Dear Mr Finance Minister. 

AdmlnlstraUve Staff College /of .lndla 
Bella Vlsla 
Hydarllbad 500 049 

November 8, 1991 

'I have pleasure ln sendlng you the Summary . of the 
Report of the Committee on the Financial System, along 
wlth a note by PrC?f M Datta. Chai.ldhuri and· ·Shri .M R ~ . · 
Shroff. 

The· Committee is now engaged in finalising the Main 
_Report and we hope to be eble to. submit U _s,hor~y,. . ' 
W lth regards , 

Encl: ~ummary of the Report 

Dr Manmohen Singh 
Union Minister ·of Finance 
Govemment of India 
NEW DELHI 

. . .. ~ .. 
' - ~ ' . . ' ~ ' . ', ' . 

"'vours 'sincerely, 
/],No- ... • .,,·-1· 

(M Nerasimham) 



Report dl . the eon.tt* en the 
Flnllnclal Systaa 

SUMMARY -----

1. The Committee's approach to ihe Issue of financial sector 

reform Is_ io ..:.s~rec ~at. t~~€~~1al services Industry operates 

on the basis of operatloo;'al flexibility and functional autonomy 

with a view to enhancing efficiency; productivity and 
.-··-

profltablllty. A" vibrant and competitive financial system Is 

also necessary to sustain the ongoing reform In the structural 

as~e~ts of _the ~~1, o~o."'~.) _ w~_ believe that ensuring the 

Integrity and autonomy of Operations of banks and DFis Is by 

far the more relevant Issue at present than .the question of their 

ownership. 

~ 
2. 1~nd~a~ 
mendable progress 

functional reach • 

banking and financial system has made com-

In extending Its geographical spread and 

The spread of· the banking system has been 

··~· .. 

.. 

a major factor In promoting financial Intermediation In the economy 

and In the growth. of financial sav 1nii) Ee. ~redlt reach also 

has been extensive and the banking system now caters to several 

million borrowers especially In agriculture and small lndust9 

~ DFis have established themselves as a major Institutional 

support for Investment In. the private sec!!i) ~ last decade 

has ~ltnessed considerable . diversification of the money and 
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capital merkets~w flnendef services end .. Instruments have 

apPeared en the acZoe) ·.' 
o"li"",:;P. 

~c . 
3 • ..,.., 'Despite this commendable progress serious problems have 

emerge lected In 11 decline In productivity end efficiency • 

end eros len of th~ proflteblllty _of. the __ be~klng_ sec~ C=e 
major factors resp~slble .for these ere:/'dlrected .l~v~tments; 
end (b) directed credit programmes .(Din bottl these_ cases, rates 

. .. -

of Interest that were available to banks were less 'then ,the 
• • ' 

market related rates · or whet they could have sea.~red from 

. e~temete dePloyment of fun*~re- has been a deterloretlcn 

In the quall ty of the loan portfolio Mlchln tum he& come In the 

.'!'BY -..o~ks' Income generation end a!hencement of their capital 

fun~dequacy of capital has been eccompenled by lnedequacy 

of loan loss provlslcns. The ec:c:ountlng end disclosure practices 

also do not always reflect the true state of affelrs of banks 

and flnendal lnstltutlcnj~he erosion of .~rofltablllt~ 'of banks 

has also emanated from the side of expenditure as a result of 

fast end massive expansion of branches, many of which ere 

unremunerative · especially. In the rural areas, e considerable 
u 

· degree of over-manning especially In the urban. end metropolitan 

centres end Inadequate progress In updating work technology • 

Both management ~esses end trade unlcn pressures have 

contributed to t~. ®hare have also been weaknesses 1n the 

Internal orgenlsatlcnal structure of the banks, lack of sufficient 

delegetlcn of authority end Inadequate Internal controls end 
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deterloretlan ln .. whet Ia. , termed 'housekeeping' such,. as~ ,balancing 

riA books and. recanclllatlan of Inter-branch and Inter-bank entr~ 

~ DFis also suff.- !ram. ·e degree . of portfolio contamlnet~an. 
Thla Ia _.. .pranounced .. ln ~e .case of the SFCs •. Being smaller 

Institutions the, lnt'""!'l'l organisational probl!""s of the DFis. have 

been less acute than, those .of ~the banks·'· However; both banks 

end ,the .. DFJs have'· suffered, from. excessive lidmlnlstratlv.e and 

political Interference In 'Individual credit d~JJ;..lgn making and 

lnl4!mal manegemen!:) E ,deterlQratlon . 1n ·the financial.· health~ 
of · · the system .. toes , reached ! . a . point .. w~ere · unless .. remedial -res IINI taken. soon, .. lt. could ·further .. erode the .real value 

of end return on the savings entrusted to them and even have 

., adverse Impact on depositor and Investor confideo:'ce· · ·~~ · ' 

dlegnosls of• ·the problems Indicates 'the 'lines . of · solution 'whlch 

the Committee: proposes with a. view as much to ImprOving the 

health·· of the system as for making' It an Integral part of the 

·. angofr_'!l process ·of IICDfiCIIIIIC reform:) • 

{'f\o • o-f .'* (~ ' - . , 
4. -· ~he Committee ls of the view that· ~- SLR Instrument 

should.. be deployed 1n conformity with the orlglnel Intention' 

of ,regarding 1t ·as' a prudentlal requirement and not be viewed· 

as a .major lnstrumen.t for: financing tl:le public sector) (2:· line 

with Government's d~~~:lslon to r~ce the fiscal deficit to a 

level consistent with mscro-econamic stability, the Committee recom

mends that· the SLR be. broug:lt dtN.-1 in a phased msnner to 25 per 

·~ over a period of about five ~ears, starting with some reduc

tion In the current year ltse9 
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5. ~ regar'ds the ·cash· . reserve 'ratio, • the,~ Reserve·' Bank' 

shoilld have~ the flexlblllty'• to ~ ciperate this ·lnstr\lment to.~ servEi' 

Its monetary poiley~, 'ob,iectlves;• ~_. 'The' Committee ''6eUeve!r.' that 

given the -Govemment's ~.:resolve> to ·reduce! the''flscitl deficit', 'ih; 

occasion for the ~.use'· of.· cash reserve' 'ratio to ~i:onti-ol" the '5econdary 

expansion • of · -credli should' also '· be '''less.· '' 'The" Committee' 

accordingly proposes that'•the Reserve"Bank'·conslder pi-.,SressivelY' 

reducing- the cash reserve ratio from Its pfesent''hfgh~blevel? 

With the deregulation of fntere'St ·rate'S 'there would' 'be ·more'·seope 

for: the use of open' !"'lrket operations· ·by'' the 'Reserve· Bank'''wlth' 

correspondingly less'emphaslS •on•··varlaticins·•iri''the CaSh reserve • 

ret:)> 

6. paid- to .. 

-. 

banks on their" . SLR Investments and. 00. • eRR •. , In, , ~aspect .of, 

lmpou'lded deposits above ,the baslc mi..tmum . should be fncrease9 

As discussed later, {the rates on . SLR . Investments .. should. be . -progressively market related whlle that on cash reserve require-
-----------

ment above · the basic mfnlmum should • be .. b.-oadly related to· 

~-ks'. aver~ge cost. of ... d;;~~ However, during -the d;~.;;;;;t" 
regime of 01dmlnlstered fnte.-est .-ates; ., this rate may be fixed 

at the .level of banks' one year deposit rate • 

• 7 • WIth respect to • . directed credit programmes, the 

Committee ls of the view .thai they ·have· played a useful purpose 

In extending the reach of . the banking system to cover sectors 
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.;hlch . were neglected . hitherto. Despite considerable 

unproductive lending, there ls evidence that the contribution 

of bank, ·.credit to -growth of agriculture and smail Industry has 
- --- - - --------- .-- - -- --- -- ---·- ·-· . 

. lll!d!an tnl>act.lhis cells for some re-examination of .. the present 

relevance of . directed . credit programmes a~ le<~st in respect, _pf 

·those who are able to stand on, their- own feet and to whom the 

directed · credit programmes witll. the- element. .of .interest 

concesslonality that.. has . accompanied• It . !las become 11 source 

of economic rent.. . The .Committee l'ecognlses that .In. the last 

.two decades banking and credit policies have been deployed 

· with a. redistributive objective. However, the Committee believes ·-------that the pursuit of such objectives sb.Q!J.lcL!!.se the lnstrumi!!J.taUt_y 
__ J ___ -------- ·' 

of the fiscal rather than the credit system. Accordingly 1 the 

. cC:...mlttee p...:.::-.:-that (!he. directed cred1~ _ programm~ should 

be. phased ;OUt. '·'ThiS· ·process. of phasing Qlt.• WQild also recognise 

.the need .. •that for,. some time It would be . necessary for 11 measure 

. of special ·_credit .support through direction. The Committee 

therefore, · .proposes that E.:. priority sector be redefined· to 

comprise the small and marglnal: farmer,. the tiny sector of 

Industry, small business and transport operators, village and 

cottage Industries, . rural· artisans, and other WMker section0 

~credit , ta~t for- this redefl~ed prlo~lty sector should hence

forth be fixed at 10 per cent of aggregate cred,&hlch would 

be broadly In line with the. credit flows· to these sectors at 

present. The Committee also proposes that a review may be 

undertaken at the end of three years to see if directed credit 
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;:t~l'!l!lrflllllleS .. _need ·J!) be, ~.tlnued~ f As. regards . medium -~d la!:'9e 

.fall!ll;S, ~.the larger ~ _sm~l ~strles, nc~udlng transport 

,pperatcrs, . etc., .who,:. would not . now 1=onst1tute. part of the 

th C lttee ·proposes. that _to further .,.,ede!~ _,prior,lty. sector, · e omm 

~ll!ll' ,,PII(Ik$ _tC), provide' :credit to. these erstwhile constliuants 

:C?f ~tbl!. prlcrjty .sector,• .the. Raserv~t Bank and other refinancing 

egaacles . lnstltut&. a. preferantl~l raf~'l.C!_!,cheme. in terll'ls _pf 

JNhlch .. lncreman~ltredlL..Jci....tbase~ors._!tguld l;>e __ _!ll~lble 

;;;-aran;~-~--~efl"'!nce subject_jO_J'IJ1r_mal eligibility criter1.9 

. -... 

for -· 

e. Thl! Committee ,Is . of the view that the present structure 
----~----·----·-~----·----'" 

.. of administered ~terast' rates is 'highly complex end rigid.:.-.._ 
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·:S!mllarly ,~ ~ierest rate . on Government ·borrowing· may· .allio 

·be·· gra~lly brought In line wltti market-deterinfued 'rates' whi.ch 

would be ·facllltated by ·the · rGJctlon ln · sv Meanwhlle, · 'tlie 

Committee would recommend that bessional Interest· raiH :Shauld 

be phased ou~G'.l.. 'structure of _Interest rates shauldo·"beer•~'a 
broeod relatlcnshJp to ·the Bank rate whlcli ·shoulcf' be· .,.eel 'as 

-an anchor· to signal the Reserve Bank's monetary· ·po~c.L stance..) 

G:t:;ould be desirable ~to p~-for -:hat ~ay:·boi-C..Ued' a· prltlle 

1 rate, which would 'be the floor of the lending· i-a- · Of 'b~Bo~w 

and DFI9 T~e spreads between the Ba~k rate, the l:!!lftk ~~ 
rates, the Govemment ·borrowing rates and the · prime · rate m.ioy 

be determined by the RBI broeodly In accordance wlth 'the ·criteria 

suggested by the · Chakravarty Committee so as to en8Ure that -============· .. the real rates of Interest remain positive. 

9. 0e inadequacy of capital in the ·banking· system · i.s '•a 

cause for concer~ While progress towards ' BIS : noi-ms · · ·is 

desirable, the C~ttee recognises that thfs will'.'have 'to-'De 

phased over time. The Committee· suggests that ~~ks "",d 

financial 'institutions should achieve a minimum 4 . per cent ·capital 

adequacy ratio in relation to risk ' weighted asse.0 by'' 'MarCh 

1993, of which Tier 1 capital; should be not less than · 2 ··par 

cent. The BIS standards of 8 per· cent should be achieved over 

the period of the following 3 years, that is, by March 1996. 

For those banks with an international presence it W<~Yld -be 

necessary to reach these figures even earlier. 
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10. ~e Committee. believes that ln respect of those banks 

whose operetlchs have been. prof.iteble end. which enjoy . a good 

reputetior:! ~. the. market~, they. could straight-away approach 

_the . "'1Pltel market for . enhenc"'!'~t of the~r capital •. 0The 

.Committee, therefore, r;eco~mends. that in respect of such banks, 

Issue ,of fresh capi tel to the public . through. 

should be permitted.@Subscrlbers to such 

the capital market 

issues could Include 

mutuel funds, profitable public sector ·undertakings end employees 

of thE!. institutions besides . the. general public. G) I~ 'respect of 

.Pther banks,. the Govemmen~ could Ji.eet ,the s~ortfell. in tho:lr 

.capital_, requirements by direct subscription .to capital or by 

provldlng a loan which ~ld be treated as subordinate deb0 

11 • Before erri v lng at the capital adequacy ratio for e11ch 

bank, it is necessary that the assets . of the banks be evaluated· 

.on the basis .o~ their _realisable values. The .Committee proposes 

.th~t the &ks end financial institutions -~~.E~-1!'~ _ecCC)unt~· 
practices particularly ln .. regard to income recognition end 

provisioning ege~:~·--.;c:,~~~5 T!l:is -:,~--~;s~or 
, adopting sound .Practices in ,regard to valuation of investments 

.on the llnes suggested by. the Ghosh Committee on Final Accounts. 

12. In . regard to income recognition the Committee recommends 

that in respect of banks end ~inanciel institutions which ere 

following the accrual system of accounting, no income should 

be recognised in the accounts in respect of non-performing assets. 
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An' . asset Jweuld be' considered non.:.'performing lf Interest on such 

·assets ·remain's '•past 'due''fcir 'a 1'period 1 exeeedlng 11io' dey.i' at the 

balance sheet date. The Committee further recommends that banks 

and financial"'inslitutloris ''be' 'giliert' il ''period'. ~f three ;years ~0 

ino~e :·towa'rds the''''above-·norms ln .. 'phased', manner 'begimioig 

with the c;'Urrent -'year. ·' 

l3·."" •··For'· th.,r.· tn:.rP<>s<>' of''prov'isfonfnE{,' the~•commlttee 'recom

mend_s .'that, using '·the 'health'· _code" cllissifiasUon ·-wh.icn·'is already 

In·' vogue 'In A ~anksYand 'finBndal Institutions, . the assets shoUld 

, ·be' ·classified 'lrifd feuit C..tegorles"iiamei'y,' 'S'tandard:; 'Sub-standard; 

Doubtful and Loss As~ets. · c 'In""f'Sgilrd ·, 1:1;·t Sub-stand.ird Assets~· 

a general provision should be ·created equal to 10 per cent of 

the' total 'ootslandings i.rider 1'uils 'category. <>:>'Iii'' resP.,a·· Of Doubt

ful Debts, 'provisicn'"shrutai·be ·created 'to '~e :·extent i>f ·100 per 
- ,. . ._., .. ,..:· - ,_,, - . ~ ·----.. --' - . 
cent ·of· the ·security shortfall·. '·In respect· of the secured portion 

of' some ·Doubtful' o.ibts;"turther '"p'rovision•· sholiid ~be ·created; 

:· rangingr from 20 ·per ··c..nr U 50·'per' ceni;"'dependuig on' the period 
"' t 
,. for ·'which such ·assets "'remain· 'In the doubtful' 'category·. Loss 

Assets'should' either ·bec·fufly1 written off''or'provisfon' be creat~d 

to·'·'the' extent··1 of''"100'~ 1per 'birit.' 1 The 'tO.,mltte.. ''is" of tha view 

that ·a period -of' ·'II years. shouid 'be given- to ·the banks and 

financial "'Institutions to· conform -to· these provisioning·· require-

ments. The movement towards these ·norms ·should be •done 1n 

a phased · manner beglmlng with' ttie ··cl.orrent year.' ·However,' 

It Is necessary"· fllr' banks- ·and :'financial:· lnstituticins to ensure 
.. .;·, 
.;· ... 
,~; 
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that In resp~cto of doul:ltful, . ~et:Jt;; ,lOQ per .cen' o_f· the · se"!!!"ltl( 

shortfall. is fully. ,provided, for .lrJ ,the shortest .po~slbl~ tll)le. 

.... :. .:, 

14.: 

and 

~ - ~ -, 

,T~e _=()"'mit tee. ~lleves. that 6 b~ce. · s,_!l~~"~~o l:>"c~f 
financial Institutions should be made tr'!!!~£11.!:ent. and_!'!!~ 

disclosures m11de In the 1>11lance sheets liS recommended by .the 

International Accounting St11nd11rds Coommltt~ This should 

be 'done .in- 11 _ ph11sed m!'nner· .comm,enclng._ >:<lth ... the :current year •. 

The Reserve . Bank,. h()we>~er..,: ., m11y .. , defer 1lmplem_ent11tlon -of ,suet) 

parts of __ the stan~r;d!;- _11s · i! ~cnsiders ' .. llpproprlate , durin!! the 

tr~~nsltlcinal period, .until ,the ".norms,_ .reg11rdlng; ~ncome ·recognitlCIJ ' ' . -. - . . . . -. . . 

15 •.. 1 .Th!' .~omm~~tee, ,suggests .. ~hat .}h~ ,c;riter_la ... recommended 

for. non performing assets and . provisiOning ,requirements ,be given 
' 0 • .0. T ~ ~ - ' ' -.J o" - • C • ' •• ' 

due ,recognltlcn pl( the: tax., IIUtl;lor,ltles. , , f~ . this .purposE!, . the 

Committee recommends. th'!t,,, the guidelines. t()1 be issued· ,I:>Y. the 

:Reserve B11n1;< of. Indl,a,,under Secticn• ~ 1?- ~f the ,Jncome T11x .Act 

should be In Une .. with . our, !'!'Commend11Uons ·for determln11tlcn 
i 

of non-performl"!J IISS!!ts>.- -,Also,,,, the .. specific pro>tlsions _ made 

by_ the_ . blinks ~'1d · Institution~ in ,line .with .. our: recommend11t1ons 

should be .m11de_ pel"mlsslble deductlCI')S _.;;.der .. the Income .T11x 

Act. Jhe Committee further suggests th11t in r!!gllrd .to g-r111 

provisions, Instead of .deductions., under Section 36-. (1) (vUII) .. 
being restricted to 5 per. cent of, .the tollll income an!f 2 per cent 

of the 11ggr"!!"te ·11v,erlllJ& 11dvances._ by_ rurlll ,br~~nches, it should 
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be restricted, -to ,_ 0.5 ~ per- .. , cent of .the , aggregate . average 

non-agricultural,. advances and ,.2 per . cent ,of1 the aggregate average 

advances by r-ural !>ranches,.,, This e)(emp!i~ shoulC!. also be 

available .. to . banks, hav~g. .operations , outside ->ll)dia, ,in respect 

of . their; InC!ian •. assets,,, i'!J addition, ,,to 'he deductions . available 

l,lnder section.-36 (1) (I(Ui). 

• _;-'I 1•- •• ~· .~ 

16.- Ban!<s, ..• ~t .,.p~esent;, c.,.xper,ienCE~; -consider.,ble difficultieJ 
. ·' 

in recoveries .• of .. ,,loans .. and . <>,nf9rcement .• of security .. charged. to 

them,. j _, ;rh'! , .. delays, clthat, ,character!se :our,,. legal , system .. have. 

resulted ~,io:l 1he ,b~Ocking, of a ,sigryi.ficanh pqrtion~ ... of .the funds 

of banks and DFis in unproductive . .asse~~ •• - 1he value, of which. 

deteriorate with the passage of time. The Committee, therefore, 

c;onsider,~·,tha,1 tther."'r-:_,ls,. -~rgen,t t 11leed., ~'? .. wor.k 01,1t,.,a:, suitablE! 

mechanism ,t,hrough .·wh~c;h th~ dues, ,,to, the c;redi~.Jnstitutions could. 

~e realis'!d """ithou_t, del~y ,.and .. ,strongly. recom!"ends that ~peci!"l 

J.ribunals .on , the . pattern, .reCf)mmend .. d. by , the, 1),wari . C0mmittee. 

on the ... subjec~ .be set up ... to .speed up. the ·l?rocess of recovery .. 

The introduction of '.legislation, .for, this· pur:pos,. .is, ,long . overdue 

and should .be P,roceeded :with .immediately,,,-

17. . While the. ·reform of: accounting practices . and the crt~Btion_ 

of Special. Tribunals. are essential, the ;committee believes that 

. an arrangement has to be . worked out . under which part at least. 

of the bad and doubtful debts of. tiJe banks . and financial 

institutions' are taken. off .t~e balance sheet so. that the banks 
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could recycle the funds realised~ through 'ttils ~process< into' more 

productive assets."' Fcir 'this ~"purposej" the {committee'· propose$ 

·the establlshment; 'if' 'necessar; b~V,speCial~lsiatlon;"'of" an 
Assets . Re;,struction'" 'Fund "(ARF)'' <whfeh'"'"''eauld"'take"' overi·•trom 

the banks "and finanei.ai institutiO..s• a ' portion" of"- 'the ·bad arid 

doubtful debts at a discount, the . lever :or 'disCount'' being 
::=:.:.::::_==:.....=..-=--====.:::...~--:.:.;,.::;:__:"'-·-· " -"" "" ""'""-

. determined by independent auditors on 'the basis of ·Clearly 

.. st~ul~t~·""~-~~~~:D!he 'A.RF' "shauld be pro~lded 'wittl' speciai 

powers for' recovery "somewhaf "'tii'osder~thari"""those ·contained in 
Sections" 29~32 of: th~"' State''•'f'fruinciel'"' "·Corporation's 'Act "1951'} 

The- capital · of . the ~ ARF' ., should. "be"' "'subscribed "''b'y 'the. public 

sector banks and financial 'institutions:'" : 

18." It' is necessary to ensure -that"'the 1bad ·and• doubtful•"'debts 

of' banks "and' financief institutions are transferred "to :the ARF 
/ 

in a phased manner·· to' ensure '"smOoth 'and" effective 1functloning' 

of the "ARF. , To begin' with, all consortium accounts where"'illor'e 

than One bank or lnstitution · is invoived should be transferred 

to the .ARF~ The number- of such , accounts ·will · not be · large but 

the amounts involved are substantial •tJ · make a difference " to' 

the balance sheets of banks. Gradually , "depending on the 

progress achieved tiy the .ARF, other' bad and doubtful 'debts could 

be' transferred over time• 

should pursue recovery through' the ·special' 'tribunals. Based' 

on the valuation given in respect' of each, a!iset by a panel of· 

at least two 'indepen-dent auditors, 'the AR F ""would · issue bonds 
/ ' 

to the concerned institution carrying an lriterest rate equal· to 
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_,the 'Government. bond rate and repal(able over a period of. 5 l(ears • 

.. These .. bonds will need to be guaranteed by the Government of 

India .. and _.should. be treated . as qualifying for SLR purposes. 

The advant!'ge to b11nks of this 11rr11ngement would be th11t their 

bad and doubtful · debts· would be off thei.r. books though at a 

__ prie4! but they w:ould havE! in subst~tution 1of ,these advances bonds 

,upto the discounted _value wlth a certainty of int'erest income 
. 

which would be an. obviously important aspect from·· the point 

of view of income recog')ftion, _and further by. making these bond 

.!loldings eligible for .SLR . purposes, banks' fresh resources 'could 

.become available, for. normal .lending purposes.. We wish to 

emphasise that this_ proposal should be regarded as an emergency 

,nieasure and not ,as a continuing source of relief to ~he banks and 

,Dfls, . lt should be made clear to the banks and financial 

institutions ,that. once their, bc;>dks are cleaned. up through this 

process'· ~he)( , should take normal care· and pay due _commercial 

attention in loan appraisals and supervision and m11ke adequate 

provisions for assets of doubtful realisable value. 

19. Selling these assets to the Fund at a discount would 

obviously mean 11n obligatior on the banks/DFls to write off these 

losses which many of them are in no position to do now, given 

their weak capital _position. We propose that to enable the banll:s 

to finance the write off represented by the extent of the discount, 

the Government of lndill would, where necessary, provide, as 

mentioned earlier, a subordinated loan counting for capital. 
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As far as the Government of India itself 1s' concerned; we believe 

that the rupee counterpart of any extemal assistance. that WQllld 

be available for financial sector reform could be used to provide 

this type of capital to the banks ·and DFis. 

20. The ARF would be expected to deal with those ae~ts 

which are in ·the process of recovery. In respect of sick units 

which are under nursing or rehabiiitatlon programmes, 1t is 

necessary to work out a similar arrangement to ensure smooth 

decision making and Implementation in respect of such nursing 

programmes. The Committee recommends that in respect of all 

such consortium accounts which are under a nursing programme 

or in respect of which rehabilitation programmes are in the 

process of being worked out, the concerned lead financial 

institu"tion and/or lead commercial bank should take over the 

term loan and working capital dues respectively from other 

participating institutions and banks. Such acquisitions should 

be at a discount based ·on the realisable value of the assets 

·assessed by a panel of at· least two independent auditors as in 

the case of transfer of assets to ARF. 

21. In regard to the structure of the banking system, the 

Committee is of the view that the system should evolve towards 

a broad pattern consisting off 

(a) 3 or 4 large banks (including the State 

Bank of India). which could become inter~ 

national ln character; 



(b) 8 to .. 10' national . banks with a network ·of· 

branches. throughout the country engaged 

in •universal' banking; 

(c) Local banks ·whose operations.· would • be. 

generally. confined . to a specific region; 

and 
,• . 

··(·d) ·Rural •banks (including RRBs) . whose. ·opera

\ions )IVOuld be. confined to the rural areas 

and.· whose business would ·be predominanUy 

engaged in financing of agricultu.re and 

ailted actlv lttes. 

xvi. 

The Committee· is of the 'view that the ·move towards 'thls .revised 

,system should be market driven and based on . prof,itability 

considerations and 

and acq\Jfsitions: 
/ 
' 

brou? about through a process of r~~ergers 

22. 'The Committee is of the· view that. the structure of rural 

credit will have to combine the local character · of the RRBs · 

and the resources, skills .and organisational/managerial abilities 
•. 

of the commercial banks. With this end in view the Committee 

recommends that each public sector bank should set up one or 

more rural banking subsidiaries, depending on . the size and 

administrative convenience of each sponsor. bank,, to take over 

all its rural branches and, where appropriate, swap its rural 

branches with those of other banks. Such rural banking 

subsidiaries should be treated· on par with RRBs in regard to 
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CRR/SLR requirements end . refinance . facUlties from NABARD end 

sponsor banks. The 10 · per' ·cent target for directed credit which 

have recommended as e trensltlonel measure should be we 

calculated . on. . the basis . of . the .. combined . totals of the parent 

banks end their 'subsldlerles. The Committee proposes, that 

while RRBs should be allowed to engage In ell types of banking 

business,. their focus should continue to be to lend to the target 

groups. to melnteln at e ' minimum the 'present level of their 

lending to these groups. With a view . to Improving the vlablllty 

of their operations, the Committee proposes that the interest 

rate structure of the RRBs should be in line with those of the 

-commercial banks... The Committee would leave the op~ion open 

to the RRBs end - their sponsor banks as to whether the RRBs 

should · retain their identity so. that their focus on lending to 

the target 51roups is not diffused or where both the RRBs end 

the sponsor banks wish to do . so they could be merged with 

the sponsor, - banks and the sponsor. banl<s In such cases should 

take them over as 100 per cent subsidiaries by buying out the 

shares from other agencies at e token price, end eventually 

merge them with the rural banking. subsidiaries which we have 
' 

proposed. For those RRBs that retain their Identity end whose 

viability would need to be improved, we propose that instead 

of investing in• Government bonds as pert of their SLR 

requirements, they could place the amounts stipulated under SLR 

as deposits with NABARD or some special federal type of agency 

that might be set up for this purpose. This . would also be 
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consistent ' with the · statutory ··requirements .. In' rthlS regard and 

, NABARD or this' 'agency,_ could -pay Interest 'on' ·such1 balances 'by 

investing or deploying these 'funds to. the best advantage an' '•their 

behalf ·and thus help to ellgment the Income of the RRBs~ -''"! n' 

.. I~·',· .. 

23 ; The ·Committee proposes 'that (;::,ernment' should I Indicate 

that there I would be 'no' further• nationallsetlon or bilriks-.-- 1 Such 

en assurance 'will ·remove 'the' exi~tlng· dlslrii:eritlve· for''"lhe •more 

dynamic among' the •private · banks'·· to grow; ' The· Committee·' also 

recommends that there· should not be. any· difference' 'irf"treatment 

between ~he public sector and the private -sector bank!) 'The 

Committee would propose that there be no bar to new banks in 

the private sector· being' set . up· proVIded ·they' conform to the 

start-up capital and other requirements• as may be prescribed 

by the Reserve Bank ·and the ·maintenance ·of' prudential ·norms 

with regard ' to· accounting, provisioning ilnd other·· ·aspects ·of 

operations. . This 'in' conjunction with the·· relevant statutory 

requirements governing ' their ·operations would· 'provide · adequate 

safeguards against misuse of banks-• resources' to the · deterlment 

of the depositors' interests . 

. ' '·" 

24. G:... Committee recommends that branch licensing be 

abolished' and the metter . of opening branches or closing of 

branches (other then ·rural branches for the · present) be· 'left 

to the commercial judgment of ·the Individual ban_:;) 
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~5_,_ The Committee also believes that, consistent with other 

aspects of Govemment policy dealing with foreign. investment,_ 
I . 

the -;policy, with- regard to allowing foreign banks to open offices 

in India either; as branches. or' where- the Reserve Bank. con-: 

siders it appi'Oprlate, as subsidiaries, should be more liberal, 

subject' to, the maintenance pf minimum_ assigned cepltel as may 

be .prescribe<! by the Reserve. Bank en_d the statutory. requlremen~ 

~£llcipJ:OC1tY. . Jplnt .ventures. • b!'tween Joreign banks end Indilll) 

banks ,,C()Uld also be -permitted, parti,cularly 1n .. regard. to 

merchant_ ard investment -banking, .leasing and 
. fi ;I 
.other newer forms 

of financial serv lees. 

26. Foreign banks when. permitted to, operate ln. India shoulcl 

be subjected ,to _the same. requirenents as areai'Pllcable to domestic._ 
-•. 

banks. . If, in, view of certain, 
0
constra1nts , such as ab'!ence pf, 

-branch network, ._the •. foreign banks are unable to fulfil certain 
/' 

requ~rements such .. as. directe<;l Cl"edit .(of 10. per cent of aggregate 

credit) the .Res~rve_. Bank , s!'lould. work -out -alternative methods 

with a view to ensuring a. ,level, playing field. 

27. The Committee is of ·the view that .the fore_ign operations 

of Indian banks need to be rational~sed. In line with the 

structure of the banking system visualised above, there would 

seem· to be scope for .. one or more ~f the large banks, in addition 

to the SBI, to have operations· ·abroad ~ major international· 

flnisnclal centres and in regions with ~trong Indian- ethnic 



:-presence. Pending ' the evolut~on · -of a -few'· Indian. ·banks with 

'an- · international- character, · •the·• · Commltte8' 'recOmmends as an 

interim measure ·that .. thi>se Indlan' .banks• ·with the 'largest' presence 

cabroad · and• ·strong·· -financial · position could jolnuy·· set· ·Op ··cone 

or ~more subsidiaries- to' take ··over •thel" ····existing·. ·branches 

·abroad. The SBI operations abroad can• contlnu& ·and ·indeed be 

·.strengthened in 'the ·course of time. The Govemment may also 

consider the larger banks ·Increasing their presence· abroad ·by 

taking over ,existing small banks incorporated abroad as a mel!"& 

of expanding their international- operations. 

28. The Committee believes· ·that E: intemal o)'ganisatlon 

of banks is besf. left to "the judgment -of the managements of 

individual banks. depending upon the size of . the bank. its 

branch spread and. range of functlon:)~wever, €::..- the medium 

1and . large national banks the Committee proposes a three-tier 

-structure in· terms of. head office, a zonal office and branches. 

In - -the. case ·of very large banks, a · ·four'-tler -organisation, as 

is the case with the State Bank, with head office, zonal office, 

regional off~ce and branch may· be: appropriate. ·.Local banks 

may not· need an intermediate tier between · the branch and the 

central offi:) 

29. The Committee endorses the view 

con:mittee on. Computerisation that ~e_::e is 

far greater use of computerised systems 

of the Rangarajan 

urgent need for a 

than·. at prese:!) 
... 
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euteriSIItlon, haS.• to. be .recogl)iSed, BS . an ,lndlspen511ble · tool 

for improvement in DJstomer service, the lnstltutlon end operation 

of better .. control: systems, greeter efficiency in informetilln 

technology, end.. the. betterment of the work environment for 

employees. These . ere essential requirements for banks to 

funcilon effectively . end . profitably in the lnoreeslngly complex 

end competitive environment which ls fest developing in the 

financial serv lees segm...,t of the economO 

30. Consistent· with .. the Committee's view the~ integrity 

end internal autonomy of banks end DFis is fer more Important 

then the question of ownershi~ .the Committee .makes the 

following recommendations regarding recruttment of officers & stall and appointments 

of chief executives and constitution of .the boards of Jhe lnstHutlons : .. 

31. The Committee .recommends that instead of· having a 

common recruitment system for officersGdividuel. banks should 

be free to make ·their, own recrultme9 (}:;;s• there, is no r;ed 

for setting up a Banking. Service Commission for centralised 

recruitment of officers nor for their recruitment, as at present, 

t~rough Banking Service Recruitment Boards (BSRBsD0is will 

provide scope for the banks to scout for talent end impart new 

skills to their personne.0 The Committee, however, predicates 

this recommendation on . the assumption that the banks will set 

up objective, fair end impartial recruitment pr~dures end, 

wherever appropriate, they could voluntarily come together to 
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have a joint recruitment system. As regards clerical grades, 

the present system of recruitment· through BSRBs may ·continue 

but we would urge that the appointment of· the Chairmen of these 

Boards should be totally left to the coordinating banks •. 

32. The Committee belleves that there has to be a 

recognition on the part of managements and trade unions · that 

the system cannot hope to be competitive lntemally and be ln• 

step with the wide-ranging ·Innovations taking place abroad 

without a radical change ln work fechnology and culture and 
' 

greater flexibllity ln personnel pollcies. We have been· 

reassured to know that organised labour ls as much convinced 

of the importance of enhancing the vlabllity and profitabillty 

of the banking industry and providing efficient customer service. 

It 'is equally incumbent' on management of banks to adapt forward· 

looking personhel policies · wMch• · would ·help to create a 

satisfying work •environment •. 

33. The Committee· recommends that~· 'Various guidelines 

and directives issued by the' Government or the Reserve Bank 

in regard to internal· administration of the banks should be 

revieY~ed · to ·examine 'their' continuing ·relevance in ·the context 

of the ·need to ensure the independence and autonomy of banks. 

Such guidelines which relate to matters of intemal administration 

such· 11s creation and c11tegoris11tion of posts, promotion procedures 

11nd simll~r m11tters should be rescind~ 
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34. The Committee beUeves thet b Indl.en banking system, 

at present, is over-regulated and over-edministere,V Supervision 

should be based on evolving prudential norms and regulations 

which should be adhered to rather than excessive control over 

administrative and other aspects of bank organisation 'llnd 

functioning. The Committee would also like to place greater 

emphasis on internal audit and internal inspection systems of 

banks,. The inspection by the supervisory a~thorities should 

be based essentially on the internal audit and inspection reports •

Their main concern should be to ensure that audit and inspection 

machinery (which will cover the credit appraisal system and its 

observance) is adequate and conforms to well laid down norms. 

35. The Committee is firmly of the opinion thatGhe duality 

of control over the banking system between the Re~ Bank 

~ 
and the, Banking Division of the Ministry of Finance should end .. ' 

and that the Reserve BanR '~'Shclufd" , be the primary agency for 

the regulation of the banking syste:) The supervisory function 

over the -banks and other financial institutions, the Committee 

believes, should be hived off to 11 separate authority to operate 

as 11 quasi-autonomous body under the aegis of .the Reserve Bank 
~~ 

but W>ich would be separate •fran other central banking ,functions 

of the Reserve Bank. The Committee recognises that as long 

as the Government has proprietary interest in banks and financl.el 

institutions, it wc>uld be appropriate for the Ministry of Finance 

to deal with other ·Government departments and Parlia111ent and 
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discharge Its other statutory obligations but not to engage 1n 

direct regulatory functions. 

36. ~tral to the Issue of flexlblllty of operations and 

autonomy of Internal functioning ls the question of depolltlcl-

slng the appointment . of the chief executive (CMD) of the banks 

and the boards of the banks and ensuring . security of tenure 

for th!t CMD • The Committee believes that professlcnallsm and 

. Integrity should be. t~e prime considerations ln detarminlng such 

appointment?d 

by Gov..G"ent, 

while the formal appointments have to be made 

they should be based on . a . convention of 

accepting the recommendations of . a group of eminent . persons who 

could be invited by the Governor of the Reserve Bank to make 

recommendations. for such appointments.. As regards the boards 

of public sector banks and institutions, as long_ as Government 

owns the banks,_ lt would be necessary to have a Government 

director to take. care of 'propr~~>rlal' concerns .but we .believe· 

that there ls no need for the Reserve Bank to hav9 a representa

tive_ en the boards. 

t.-a1:' ~ regards .development financial . institutions, the main 

Issue with regard to their . operations are to ensure operational 

flexibility, a measure ~f competition and adequate Internal 

autonomy ln · 

adminl•traticn 0 
recommen~ for 

mattars of loan sanctlcnlng and internal 

The Committee proposes that the C:y;i;,. '·. 

commercial banks in the matter of appointment 

of chief eocecuUves ~nd boe.r:da should also. apply to DF~ The 
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present system of consortium lending has been perceived as 

operating like a e~~rtel. The Committee believes that consortium 

lending should be dispensed with and, in its place, 11 system 

of synd1CIItlon or partlclpetlon in lending, at the instance not 

only, as now, of the lenders but also of the borrowers, should 

be introduced. The Committee also believes that commercial 

banks should be encouraged to provide term finance to industry, 

while at the same time, Ghe_ OFls should increasingly engage 

in providing core working e11p1t0 &s will help to enhance 

healthy competition between banks and OFI:? The Committee 

proposes that the present system ~f cross holding of equity and 

cross representation on the boards of the OFls should be done 

away with. The Committee )Nelcomes the removal of the tex 

concession enjoyed by lOBI as an important step in ensuring 

equality of treatment between various OF Is. As a further 

measure of enhancing competition and ensuring a level playing 

field, the Committee- proposes that the lOBI should retain only. 

its apex and refinancing role and that its direct lending function 

be transferred to a separate institution whlcl) could be incorpora

ted as a company • (2'he 
1 

infected cortlon of the OFI' s portfolio 

should be handed over to the ARF on the same terms and 

conditions as would apply to commercial ban9 

38. In the Cllse of state level institutions, it is necessary 

to distance them from the State Governments and ensure that 

they functlm on business principles based on prudential norms 

..,d have a management set""'p suited for this purpose. We 
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,propose .that. an .. action plan .on these, ~lnes . be worke~ out. and 

:implemented over· the next 3 years. 

39. · As regards the role of DFis in corporate take-overs, 

~he . .Committee. believes that. DFis should lend supp9rt .to existing 

managements who have a record Of conducting · the affair£; of. the 

company In a manner beneficial to all conce!"ned ,. Including the 

shareholders, unless In their opinion the prospective, new 

management is ~ikely to promote . the interests of the company 

better. In. doing .sQ we would expect the institution; io exercise 

their individual P.rofessional judgment. 

40.. 'fhe. DFis. should .. seek to. obtain thek .• resources from 

the market, on _competitive •terms and their . ;privileged access 

to concessional finance through the SLR. and .other arrangements 

should gradually be phased out ,over a perlo~ ,of three years. 

41. The, .. last decade. has witnessed a . considerable· growth 

in, capital market , operations with the emergence of new instru,.. 

ments and new institutions. The . capital market, however, is 

tightly controlled by the 'Government whose prior approval is 

invariably required for a new issue in the market, the terms 

of. the .issue and Its pricing. The process of 

setting up Securities and Exchange Board of Indf<! (SEBI) for 

overseeing the operations of the market Is still not complete 

with the legislation for this'" purpose yet to be enacted. We 
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believe the present ·restrictive environment Is neither ln tune 

with the new economic reforms nor- conducive .to the growth of 

the capital market Itself. 

,, -_.t . 

v6. · · · The' Committee strongly favoursfs:.bstantlal and 

Uberallsatlon' of the capital market. 'Prtor approval· 

speedy 

of any 

agency - either · !iovernment or SEBI for any Issue ln the 

market should be dispensed with. The Issuer should be fr"!' 

to decide on' the nature of the Instrument·, Its terms and its 

pricing) · We would recommend, ln this context, that the SEBI 

formulate a set of prudential gudiellnes · designed to· protect the 

interests of investor, to replace the extant restrictive 

guidl!llnes .. issued by the· ·Controller of Capital IsBUes (CCI). 

In view of the above, the office of the CCI lwiil cease to have 

relevance. · In ·the Committee's view, SEBI should not become 

a . controlling authority substituting the CCI, but should function 

more as a market regulator to see that the market is operated 

on the basis of · well laid down principles and conventions. The 

capital market should be gradually opened up to foreign portfolio 

investment and simultaneously efforts should be initiated to 

improve the depth 'of the market by facilitating issue of new 

types of equities and imovative debt Instruments. Towards 

facilitating securitisatior:'. of debt, whiCh could increase the flow• 

of Instruments, appropriatee amendments will need to be carried 

out in the Stamp· Acts. 
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43 •. In the last decade several new institutions have appeared . 
an the financial scene. Me~hant banks 1 mutual funds 1 leasing 

COTpanles, venture ""'ltel cOTpanles 51d factoring cOTpanies have now 

joined hire purchase COTpanies in expending the range of financial 

services available. However, the regulatory framework for these 

new set of institutions has still to be developed. 

. 
44. The Committee recommends that the superv~sion of these 

institutions which form en integral part of the financial system 

should come within the purview of the new agency to be set 

'\Jp for this purpose under the aegis of the RBI. The control 

of these institutions should be principally confined to off-site 

supervision with the on-site supervision being resorted to cases 

wh ictl -cell for active intervention. The SEBI which is charged 

with the responsibility ot ensuring orderly functioning of the 

market shoul<;l have jurisdiction over these institutions to the 

extent their activities impinge on' market ·operations.- In ·regard " 

to mutuel funds there is 11 good case for enacting new 

legislation on the llnes obtaining in several countries with 11 

view to providing en appropriate legal framework for their 

constitution end functioning. The present guidelines with regard 

'to v'entur~e ·; 1Capha1 · companies are uOduly restrictive, and 

effecting the growth of 1his business..-d .-...:!to be revi.,....d and emended. 

45. As in the case of banks and financial institutions there 

is need to lay down· prudential norms and guidelines governing 

the functioning of these institutions. These prudential guidelines 
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should relate, among other things, to capital adequacy, debt 

equity ratio, income recognition provisioning against doubtful 

debts 
1 

adherence to. sound accounting and financial policies,. 

disclosure requirements and valuations of assets. The eligibility 

criteria for entry, growth end exit should also be clearly 

stipulated so that the growth of these institutions takes piece 

on proper lines. 

46. The Committee would like to emphasise that(!_ proper 

sequencing of reforms is essential. Deregulation of interest rates 

can only follow success in controlling fiscal ·deficits. Asset" 

reconstruction, institution of capital adequacy end establishment 

of prudential norms with e good supervisory machinery have to 

be proceeded· with In a phased mann? over the next 3 to 5 

years but, we believe, it is important that the process must 

begin in the current year itself. 

47. The above set of proposals would necessitate certein 

amendments in existing laws which the Govemment should 

undertake expeditiously. 

48. 

gains 

C: Committee's approach thus seeks to consolidate the 

made in the Indian financial sector while improving the 

quality of the portfolio, providing greater operational flexibility 

and most importantly greater ·autonomy in the internal operations 

of the banks and financial institutions so as to nurture a 

healthy 1 competitive end vibrant financial sector. This will, 
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1. 
above all. else, require depollticisation of" appob>tments,. implying 

at the same time a self-denial by Government and the perception 

that · it has distanced itself from the internal decision-making 

of the banks and the financial institutions. The proposed deregu-

lation of the financial sector and the measures aimed at 

improving its "health and competitive vitality would, in the 

Committee's view, be consistent with the steps being taken to 

open up the Indian econOR_Jy, enable the Indian financial sector 

to forge closer · links with the global financial . markets, and 

enhance India • s ability to· take competitive advantage of the 

increasing international opportunities for Ind!;..n to·ade, industry 

end fina7 
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Note by Prof M Dotte Chaudhurl 11r1d Shrl M R Shroff 

The Summary Report starts with the following. statements: 

"The Committee's approach to the lss~e of financial, sector 

reform Is to ensure that the financial serv lees industry operates 

on the basis . of operational flexlblllty and functional autonomy with· 

a view to _enhancing efficiency, productivity and proflteblllty •. A 

vibrant and competitive financial system is also .. · necessary to 

sustain the ongoing reform in the structural aspects of the real 

economy. We believe that. ensuring the 1nteg<'1ty and autonomy of 
·~';-1 

operations of banks and DFis · iS by far the more relevant issue at 

present than the question of their own.ershlp !' 

The Committee has thus rightly identified the question bf 

"ensuring the· integrity and autonomy of operations of : banks and 

DFis" as the principal concern of the Report. The · Committee 

predicated its various recommendations on the belief that 1t is 

possible to achieve these· 'objectives without bringing in the 

question of ownership. These ·ecommendations go a long way in 

creating condl tions whereby market discipllnes. can be brought into 

the ·functioning of · the public sector banks and financial 
' 

1nst1 tutlons. But 
t '1 ··, ...-,.- (' ' t l ~ 

we believe that in the prevalling polltlcal 

culture of the country, it Is important to move f\.lrther to make 

the autonomy of these institutions credible. 

In line with the above and the concept of self-denial by 

the Government of Its ownership rights, which the Committee has 

rightly advocated, we think that the Government shou!d not 
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appoint Its officials on the boards of public sector banks and 

financial Institutions. The Banking Division of the Ministry of 

Finance, as at present constltvted, should consequently be 

abolished. 

We are conscious of the Government's accountability to 

Parliament and the public as owner of these Institutions. But 

accountability need not mean Involvement In functJons which are 

the responsibility of boards and managements and can be ensured 

by an adequate system of reporting through the Reserve Bank 

which; the Co!Jlmlttee has rightly stressed, should be the prime 

agency for -the regulation of the banking' system. The continuance 

of c;;overnment directors on the b6ards of the banks' and financial 

lnstitut~Dr1\". will come In the way of ending the duality of control 

between ·the Reserve Bank and the Banking DivisiOn _as 

recommended by the Committee. 

We think that a decision by the Governmef!t nC?t tc;>, have 

Its representatives _on the boards of public sector banks and 

financial institutions will serve as a strong message of autonomy 
' 

to· th~, system and will create a climate_ conducive to the 

successful Implementation of the other recommendations of the 

Committee. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE COMMITTEE's APPROACH 

The financial system has a crucial role to . play In 

mobilisation of savings and their allocation to the most productive 

uses if it is to be, in the words of the Finance Minister In his 

Budget Speech, "an essential adjunct to economic growth". 

In the last few months, major changes have been effected 

by the Government of India In . the areas of industrial, trade and 

exchange rate policies. These changes are designed to correct the 

macro-economic Imbalance ~d effect structural adjustment with the 

objective of bringing about a more competitive system and 

promoting efficiency in the real sectors of the economy. Economic 

reforms In the real sectors of the economy wlil, however, fail to 

realise their full potential without a parallel reform of the 

f)nanclal sector, in order, broadlY. speaking, to enhance the 

efficiency of financial intermediation. Financial sector r~form Is, 

therefore, a necessary concomitant of trade end Industrial policy 

liberelisation so that the competitive spirit and efficiency that we 

are seeking to bring about In the real economy would cover the 

critically Important fi11anclal sector end be further sustained by 

it. With Increasing deregulation of Industry and the emergence of 

more competiilve conditions the responsibilities devolving on the 

financial system In mobilising resources and allocating them 

efficiently and responding flexibly to emerging situations would be 
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much greater. An efficient and market oriented financial system 

could thus be regarded as a complement to market based decision 

making In the real sector. 

To be able to . _Perform· these tasks effectively, the / 

financial system lt_self needs to tone up its productivity· and ' 

efficiency and . Improve its health. The object of reform should 

be not only to correct the present financial weaknesses but seek 

to eliminate the. causes which have- brought about this situation. 

The strategic ~bjective for t~e· financial_ sector, as
1 

indeed for the 

rest of the economy should be competitive_ e!~lciency. 

functioning of the system, and organisation and structure need 

to be fitted Into that strategy. 

The need for reform of the financial sector arises from 

several reasons .. Despite Impressive quantitative achievements in 

resource mobilisation and In extending the credit reach, several 

distortions have, over. the years, crept into the financial system, 

especially In respeCt of allocation of financial resources. 

Productiv Uy and efficiency of the system have suffered, Its 

pi'Ofitability has been eroded and Its portfolio quality has 

deteriorated. Customer service has been poor, work technology 

r""'ains out-dated and transaction costs are high. In the 

process, several banks an!f institutions have themselves become 

weak financially and unable to meet the challenges of a 

comp~titlve environment. 

' 
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Several factors have contributed to this, as we discuss 

In l8ter chapters, but perhaps the most lmport""t "mong them h"s 

been the Impact of policy Induced rigidities such "s "" excessive 

degree of central direction of their operations in terms of 

investments, credit allocations, branch expansion, and even 

internal management aspects of the business. Apart from such 

administrative direction, there has also been an element of 

political interference to which the system has been subjected to 

and which has come in the way of institutions operating on the 

basis of their commercial judgment and in the framework of 

internal autonomy. Indian banks operating "s they do within the 

confines of a rigidly controlled system h8ve virtually ceased being 

competitive or innovative. 

The Committee has approached the task of financial sector 

reform by placing emph8sis en the s~eps needed to Improve the 

financial health of banks and development financial institutions 

(OF Is) to make them viable and efficient so as to better serve 

the emerging needs of the real economy In which the spirit of 

competitive efficiency is being ignited. Greater market orientation 

of the financial system would improve efficiency especially as the 

markets for financial assets are increasing! y being characterised 

by a wide range of financial products and innovative services. 

Resources of the financial system are held by financial 

institutions in trust ar•d have to be deployed for the maximum 
I 

benefit of their owners -- viz., depositors and investors. The 
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safety- of the!,.- funds should be the primary - concern of banks and 

o;egulatory authorities and ensuring the solvency, health and effi

ciency of -the institutions should, therefore,- be central to· effective·: 

financial reform • - · 

The restoration. of financial health of banks and financia~ _ 

Institutions _and !"a_klng them ~ompetltive call for several policy. 

and structural changes., designed to enhance competitive .efficiency, 

productivity and . profitability and to reduce with a view . to its ... 

·eventual elimination the degree of administrative i':'terve<)tion. , in :• 

their management _an~ centralised direction .over funds deployment. 

It is also Imperative that _political interference -be elimlna_ted In_ . 

the working of banks and DFis. 

'Till 'I' 

The restoration of operational autonomy In cred1l decision 

making and In matters of intemal organisation and management, . 

thus, Is the critical element In the process of reform as we. 

conceive it. Ensuring integrity and autonom_y, of functioning of banks 

and OFis Is. In· our view._, by far the more relevant issue • than 

ownership. Issues of competitive efficiency and profltab~llty. are, 

In this sense, ownership neutral. It Is how the institutions 

function or are allowed to function that is more important. 

Institutions should operate in an environment where their decisions 

are not influenced by extraneous pressures ·but are based on their 

own :commercial judgment and th~lr professional appraisal of loan 

proposals under competitive conditions. This calls for 

development of professional skills while, at the ·same time, 
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complying with essential pr<!dentiai norms and safeguards to govern 

their operations so that depositor and investor confidence- in the 

system is sustained. Such prudential norms should cover. aspects. 

such as liquidity, asset portfolio quality, capital adequacy and 

transparency in accounts. The aim of reg"lation would thus be 

to promote the healthy growth of the system and not to interfer-e 

with its Operations: Rule based - regulation rathei- than 

discretionary controls should inform the functioning of the financial 

sector and provide for the needed measure of discipline without 

stifling the spirit of innovation and calculated risk taking which 

is the characteristic of a dynamic financial sector. 

~ance is the most import~t---~.':"id::~etween the present 

and the future in the economic Risk and uncertainty form 

the background to the opera the financial system and 

financial institutions should also be able to develop the strength 

to withstand the risks inherent in lending and investment and 

secure retums commensurate with risk. Objective criteria for 

risk assessment and a measure of judgmental evaluation · based on 

experience are the special skills required of a manager in the 

financial system. Such expertise and experience are in ~r view 

best fostered under the impetus of competition. 

We desist from the temptation of laying down a wholly 

new design or structure from top down. Rather, we suggest 

creation of those conditions through removal of existing obstacles 
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and generation of ·new· attitudes and practices· in ·which·· the 

innovative spirit of individual' elements of· the liystem 'will have 

ample play to evolve institutional structures and instruments which 

can· provide a wide· range 'of financial' services in an· efficient and 

profitable :-manner·.-, 

Our. approach . to , the consideration of the issues referred 

to us is thus .set by tt:>e vision of a healthy, competitive, market 

oriented, efficient and . professionally managed f~nancial . system 

which. would make its .. distinctive contribution to .. the growth ~f. 

the Indian economy in the challenging decades ahead. 



Chapter D 

TWO DECADES OF PROGRESS 

A major developmental objective in this country has 

been· the building up of a flnanclel infrastru"ture geographically 

wide and flxlctionally diverse to help in the process of resource 

mobllisation end to meet the expanding end emerging needs of a 

,developing .economy. 

banking system and 

seen as the major 

The prime focus of attention has been the 

the nationallsation of banks in 1969 was 

step to ensure that timely end adequate 

credit support would be avaUable for viable productive 

endeavour. Nationalisation was a recognition of the potential of 

the banking system to promote broader economic objectives, 

such as growth, better regional balance of economic activity end 

the diffusion of economic power. It was designed to make the 

system reach out to the small man end the rural end semi-urban 

areas end to extend credit coverage to sectors hitherto 

neglected by the banking system and through positive 

affirmative action provide for such expansion of credit to 

agriculture end small industry in place of what was regarded as 

a somewhat oligopolistic situation where the system served 

mainly the urban end industrial sectors end where the grant of 

credit was seen to be en act of patronage end receiving it an 

aspect of priviiege. 

The two decades since nationalisation have seen 

progress with respect to its various l)bjecti-les, As the 
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extension of the geogra.phlcai' spread· of banking was given prime 

Importance both as an "instrument for deposit mobilisation on 

the one hand and purveying credit especially In the rural hinter

land of the economy on the other,. attention was focussed on1 

branch expansion. In· the roughly two decades since bank natlona

llsation, the number of commercial bank branches has Increased 

over seven-fold, t() a little oyer 60,000 offices. ·Suet> a pace 

of expansion has few, If any, parallels In the history of banking 

develr.pinent anywhere. The result of this expansion has been 

a sharp increase in the density of banking coverage as reflected 

in the sharp fall in the number of people served by a banking 

office. While In 1969 each office served 65,000 of the 

population, the figure now Is down to 12,000. Most of the' 

branch expansion has occurred in the rural and semi-urban areas, 

reflecting the concern . to achieve a more balanced spatial 

distribution of credit and today there Is a bank office In almost 

all the 5,000 odd· development blocks of the country. Between 

1969 and 1990, . of the total increase of over 51 ,000 offices, as 

many as 33,600 were in the rural areas "and over 7,900 in the . 

semi-urban. areas, making for a total of over- eo per cent. 

Today, nearly 3 out of 4 bank offices are In the rural and 

seml.,.,rban areas· That banks have ·expanded. so 

rapid~y In rural areas, in many of which they have been circum-

scribed by lnaccesslbUity, poor Infrastructure and other 

discomforts Is a tribute to their devotion to the public purpose. 

Anoth!'lr indicator of the spread of the banking system and 

In particular its endeavour to ·even aut the di-rltles In banking. 
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presence as betw~ different parts of tho country Is reflected 

In the state-wise distribution of· banking "offices. In 1969, five 

\states (Maharashtra, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu, West Bengal and Punjab) 

~ccounted for a little under half of the total number of offices. 

B~ 1990, the share of the other States had risen to nearly 80 

per' cent, reflecting the greater emphasis placed on opening offices 

in the -liitherto under-banked regions of the country • 

The other• indicator of banking expansion has been the 

growth- in volume of transactions in relation to gross domestic 

product. In 1969, deposits amounted to 13 per cent of G D P 

inc.ome and advances to 10 per cent. By 1991, · deposits had 

risen to 38 per cent and advances to 25 per cent, indicating 

the. extent to which the banking system has been Increasing its 

involvement in a growing and inter-dependent economy. The 

growth of deposits has been as much a function of the level of 

income and savings on the one. hand as of institutional factors 

on the other. Massive branch expansion has perhaps been the 

most important· institutional factor in deposit expansion. New 

branches opened have helped considerably in deposit mobilisation 

and the figures suggest that of the incremental deposits a large 

proportion has been from the branches opened since 1969. The 

increase in rural deppsits as a proportion of the total from 3 

per cent to 15 per cent is a manifestation of this. 

The rural penetration of the banking system has in fact played 

an Important part in the transformation that has been ocwrring 
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In the pattern of assets holding of the community. Bank deposits 

now coostltute nearly two-fifths of the financial assets ·held py 

the household sector. Banks have thus contrlbUt~d. sig~if~tly/ 
to .the growth in the volume of financial- savings and to their 

----- . J Increasing share In aggregate savings.. - The financial -. -:- / 
intermediatioo anc;l the incremental financial lnter-'relations ratios 

have been steadily rising. -- l The share of financial·· assets In 1the 

total assets of the community has grown she('ply- The growing 

financial intermedietioo end the widening and . deepening of the ·--financial infrastructure can be rightly regarded as a '!'ajor 

developmental contributioo of the banking system through an 

expansion of both its geographical end functional coverage in the 

lest two decades. 

The growth of deposits through a wide network of 

branches has provided the banking system with en increasing 

volume of resources at its disposal though admittedly the growth 

of these resources has not kept pace with the Increasing demands 

made on them. The claims of the Government and public sector 

on the banking system's resources have been steadily rising 

through the mechanism of the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) v.hich 

today accounts for 38.5 per cent of the net demand end time liabili-

ties of the system. As for the resources remaining after such 

pre-emptioo, bank credit has, In the light of the increasing 

demands made on it, had ·to be apportiooed between competing 

users · and in the Ugnt of their perceived CCI'Itributioo to the 
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furtherance of broader 'economic objectiv~s. It was this 

\ reconCiliation of, need· with avaiiabiUty that was the rationale 
\ 
\ for diverting an increasing proportion' of ' credit to the sectors 
\ 
lmpor-tllnt for 
\ . ·_ 

the national economy in terms of their contrlbu-

tion to growth·, employment generation and broadening the base 
. I - :I_ - ; ' 

of \income distribution but which were relatively neglected _until 

that time by the banking system._ Agriculture, smal~-scale . 

industry and· small enterprise generally represented what came 

=' _to be regarded as the prior1ty sectors. These sectors accounted 

<.4or no more. than _14 per _cent of aggregate bank credit at the 

time of nationallsatlon; in respect· of agriculture the figure was 

5 per cent ,which itself was the result . of . a large _but somewhat 

unplanned step up in agricultural credit by the commercial banks . . 

in the two _ years that preceded , nationalisation • The 

figure for .priority. sector lending has now .reached the current 

tllrget of 40 per cent of aggregate bank credit with the 

incremental ratio for such credit ~n the total naturalll( being 

much higher. A significant part of the · exp~lon 

in the priority sector credit has been in respect of agriculture, 

where the credit extended _by commercial banks has 

increased over 20-fold since 1969 and has enabled banks to 

meet the sub-target for this sector of 18 per cent of aggregate 

credit .• · Small scale industry comprlsliig both industry, transport 

and the self-employed represents the other important priority 

sector and the attention wl)ich the banks have been pay~ to 

meeting the needs of this sector is reflected in the growth of 

credit to It to 11 level ofRS 15,900 crores in 1990) representing 

16.5 per cent of total bank credit· and in fact almost reaching · 
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about two-fifths of the level of credit to medium and large scele , 

Industry. There has been thus a remarkable transformation ln I 
the portfolio· composition of advances. 

/ 
Even more than the growth ln deposit and credit volume 

I 
has been the growth ln the number of depos~t accounts and ln 

I 

that of borrowal accounts, especlelly ln the priority sectOr-. 
(4/•J 

There are today over 300 mllllon deposit accounts which "jen 

allowing for .some multiple deposit ownership represents the 

depth of the coverage of the system. On ttl!" side of bank 

credit, thfi!re were barely 400,000 accounts ln the '.~rlorlty sector 

in 1969. By 1990, the number of such accounts had risen to 

over 35 million and with this the average size of the credit has 

come down sharply with Its obvious and corollary lmplicetions 

of rising unit costs of administering such loans. Not merely has 

the quantum of priority sector credit Increased, the rates .!'f 

Interest for such lending ·have · also been concessional with 

consequences to banks' Income -- an aspect we discuss later. 

The superimposition ·<1f credit needs of the priority sector 

over' those of the traditional sectors of trade and Industry has not 

been without problems. Given the overall resource constraint, an 

Increase of credit to the priority sector has meant II certain pru-

nlng of credit to the other sectors. There have been attempts at 

making an objective evaluation of the credit needs of the tradi

tional sectors and the lnculcetion of flnanclel dlsclpllne as ev lden-

ced by thE! norms prescribed 1n respect of working cepltal 

requirements for Industry In tenns of the recannendatlons of Tendon 
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and Ctiore Committees though it should also be admitted that 

compliance with 'these norms has not been all that satisfactory. 

Jhe relative Insulation of priority sector advances from overall 

credit restriction during periods of tight monetary pollcy has 

meant both a reduction In relation to requirements ·of such credit 
conventional 

to . the (_ sectors and an increase in the cost of such· credit as 

ari aspect of cross subsldisatlon to recompense the .lower rates 

earned on priorftY sector . credit. In the process, it has led 

to the tradition.ll '·.sectors looking for funds· from sources other 
the 

than(_ banking system either through approaching the ·capital 

market and other institutions or- through· raising deposits ~Uy 

fran the public leading to the anergence. of a measure .of banking 

disintennediation. 

The expansion of priority sector lending . and the 

emphasis on the .area approach has led to .a degree of evening 

out of regional disparities in banking. The degree of 

concentration of banking business is less . now and despite the 

obvious limitations of the credit deposit ratio on a state-wise 

basis or of the credit deposit ratio in rural and semi-urban 
of better spatial balance 

areas compared to the urban areas as a rellable measure(_ the 

figures nonetheless reflect the greater involvement of the banking 

system in the relatively under-banked States and their contribu

tion ·to. increasing the absorptive capacity for credit in the rural 

and semi-urban areas and the hitherto under-banked regions of 

the country and arresting and reversing the regressive flow of 

resources from the poorer to the better off areas of the 

country. 
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Alongside the quantitative ex pans ion and functional 

diversification of the banking system, the last few decades have_ / 

witnessed a significant expansion of the activities of term lending: 

or development financial institutions (DFls). With commercia~, 

banks confining themselves to their traditional provisioning of 

working capital . requirements of trade and industry the role of 

specialised financial institutions was· seen as meeting the 

requirements of medium and long .term finance for industry. The 

. network of financial institutions comprising 'the three . aU-india 

development banks (lOBI, ICICI, IFCI) and 18 State Fi"!"ncial 

Corporations and 26 State Industrial Corporations have thus 

brought about a countrywide coverage of term lending facilities< 

If the investment lnstituti~s such as the LIC', GIC and UTI ware 

also to be included, the total financial assets of the term 

lending and Investment institutions today exceeds over Rs 100,000 

crores. The · industrial DFls were .created and organised from 

the top to meet the perceived lacunae the} existed ln the 

financial system for meeting adequately the requirements. of 

Industry for term finance and equity capital ·and foreign currency 

resources. These lacunae arose primarily from the inadequately 

developed state of the capital market on the one hand and the 

traditional preference of commercial banks to providing working 

capital requirements to trade and Industry with only marginal 

provision of term· finance. 

In the four decades of their existence the DFis have 

' been largely successful 1n meeting their primary objective of 

prov idlng funds for industrial investment and 1n relation to the 
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totallnvestment· ln· the private corporate sector between 1985 and 

1990, the "contribution of the three all· India term 

lending Institutions .has· been 20 per cent. The Institutions 

have had a commendable record of prov ldlng much needed finance · 

for the term. requirements of ·Industry at a tlme when the capital 

mar.kets were not sufficiently developed and have "contributed 

slgnlflcantly to .Industrial development lri the last few decades. 

The assistance sanctioned by · the All India Development Banks, 

v!i., IDBI, ICICI, IFCI and also IRBI during the Seventh Plan 

aggregated over Rs 42,000 crores which Is nearly thrice the 

corresponding figure for the Sixth Plan wlth hlgh prlorlty 

industries like sugar, textiles, fertilizers, chemicals, cement, 

metals, metal products, machinery end electricity generation 

accounting for a slgnlflcent portion of total assistance. 

Institutions have also tried to channel an Increasing flow of assls-

tance to Industrially less developed states and backward areas. 

While the all-India lnstltutlons have catered . to the needs of 

larger enterprises, the state level Institutions (SFCs andSloc·s) 

have been meeting the term financial requirements of the small 

PJ¥/4 medium scale sector ln the respective areas of their 

~urlsdlctlon. Th'! lOBI has subscribed to 50 per cent of the 

equity cepltal of the state 

to bring about 11 .coordinating 

financial corporations thus helping 
In eddltlon to provision of 

function In {eflnance. The DFis 

have also attempted 11 wlde range of promotional activities 

Including a major thrust towards entrepreneurship development 

programmes, Identifying Industrial promotion needs of deserving 

segments of the Industrial sector and evolving measures for their 

growth and for providing avenues for cannerclallsetlon of Indigenous 

resour~. 
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A significant fact in the operatien of the Institutions Is 

that they have, on the basis of assured sources of funds, also 

purveyed credit at relatively stable lending r:ates. Against the 

background of a fiscal system which has effectively encouraged 

debt -finance In relation to equity, the Indian corporate sector 

ha£ over the years had high leveraging ratios and become 

increasingly dependent on DFis for investment finance. The. 

dominance of the public financial· institutions in the area of corpo-

rate debt has had the effect of narrowing, if not virtually 

eliminating the choice of the borrower to choose his financier 

as, in their operations, Institutions have generally operated on 

a consortium basis in which the investment institutions also have 

been involved. While inter-Institutional coordlnatien has 

undoubted merit, this has also engendered misgivings that the 

operatiens of the DFis have tended to assume the· character of 

a lenders' cartel. 

The DFis now account for the major share of corporate 

debt, and an aspect of· the increasing reliance of the corporate 

sector en the DFis for finance is that the latter now have 

nominees en the boards of assisted concerns and often have 

covenants relating to aspects of management and .... deployment of 

financial surpluses such as in respect of dividend distributien 

and get involved in what should be regarded as aspects of 

Internal management of companies. .. 
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The term lending instituticns have also invested in 

equity of the private corporate sector, both throUgh the 

operation of the convertibility clause in respect of credit to 

' assisted concems and through their underwriting commitments. 

·The public investment institutions, such as the LIC, GIC, UTI 

-and now the mutual funds, of course, have, "in· 'any case, been 

operating in the market. Consequently, the public sector 

financial institutions apart from accounting for a . major share 

·of corporate debt have also increasingly become holders of 

corporate equity through their investment operaiions. Often the 

combined institutional holding of equity is even if it is not a 

majority of the total equity of a company, the l~rgest\~ingle 
\ -

block which gives the insti'tutions considerable influence in ')\{ing 

and puts them in a position to influence decisions with regard 

to mergers and acquisitions. 

In ihe evolution of the structure of development financing 

institutions, the creation of specialised institutions to cater to 

the financial needs of rehabilitation of sick . industrial units, 

export finance, agriculture and rural development have been ·-of 

significance. The Industrial Reconstruction Bank of India ( IRBI) -----acts as a principai credit and reconstruction agency for rehabili-

tation of sick industrial units. The Export-Import Bank of India 

(EXIM Bank) was set up in 1982 for financing,. facilitating and 

promoting India's foreign trade. With a view to strengthening 

the institutional network catering to the short term, medium term 

and long term credit needs of agriculture, rural and allied 
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sectors, the Nationel Bank for· Agrlwlture and Rural Development 

(NABARD) was established In 1982. In 1986, the Shipping Credit 

and Investment Company of India Ltd (SCICI) was set up tQ 

promote development and Investment in shipping, fishing and 
' 

related industrial areas. In order to meet the distinctive needs 

-
of the tourism industry, a specialised financial institution, viz., 

Tour ism Finance Corporation of India Ltd., was set up in 1gs9. 

lOBI has also recently promoted the Small Industries Development 

Bank of India (SIDBI). SIDBI has been .designated as the 

principal financial institution for the promotion, financing·, deve-

lopment and rehabilitation of the small sector covering a wide . 
spectrum of units in the small scale, village and cottage sectors 

and for coordinating the functions of existing Institutions engaged 

ln·simllar activities. To encourage finance for the housing sector, 

11 Nationei Housing Bank has been established. The Bank provides 

refinance facilities to primary lenders such as housing finance 

companies, cooperative institutions and ·scheduled commercial banks 

and, where appropriate, subscribes to the equity of housing 

finance companies. Apart from share Capital and bonds, the 

resources for housing finance also come from the home loan 

accounts scheme which now comprises over 4 iakh accounts. 

In the last decade the Indian capital market has been 

growing In strength and diversity and new issue activity and 

market transactions have taken a veritable quantum jump. The 

volume of new issues was nearly Rs 6,500 crores In 1989, repre-

senting a phenomenal increase over the decade. Market 
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cepltallsatlon Is a multiple of what It was barely five ·years 

ago. The phenomenon of securltlsation of debt has also reached . . '• 

India. New financial Institutions, such as merchant banks, leasing 

companies, mutual funds a!'d venture capital companies have ·come 

on the scene · and there Is a growing Institutional continuum 

betv-een the money and capital markets with banks entering 

into business one normally associates with the capital market 

· by floating mutual funds and going into leasing, venture capital 

and factoring finance. New financial instruments such as 

convertible· pebentures have appeared in the capital market. 

In the money market, commercial pape~ and certificates. of 
I 

deposits have made their appearance and among money market 

Institutions, the most notable addition has been that of the 

Discount and Finance House of India. A Securities and Exchange 

Board has been set up and credit rating agencies are now 

operational. s'peciallsed savings and Investment Institutions are 

catering to the needs of a growing market. The proliferation 

of financial institutions and instruments now provides the .saver 

"ith a wider choice of assets depending upon his perception of 

risk, liquidity and yield, and has begun to Impart a measure 

of competi tlon in financial services. 

The system has evolved un.der the aegis of an activist 

promotional policy appropriate to the early phases of financial 

development and the policy of promotion combined with regulation 
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to Instil depositor confidence, has achieved notable success in 

terms of resource mobilisation and credit extension to agriculture 

and Industry and has thus assisted In meeting major development 

object lves and creating a specialised and diversified structure 

against the background of reasonable stability. The institutional 

developments and the undoubtedly impressive quantitative 

achievements of the banks and OFis have not been without cost 

as reflected in some deterioration In the quality of their loan 

portfolio and the decline In productivity and efficiency of 

operations and erosion of profitability of the banking system. 

It Is to these aspects that - now tum our attention •. 



Chapter ·ni 

MAJOR ISSUES IN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR 

The Impressive progress mede by the lndien banking 

sector ln achieving sociel goals in the form of extending the 

geographical reach end functional spread of t>ankiflg services 

has, as the prev lous Chapter has outlined, been a major deve

lopm&fltal input of the finencial services industry. However, 

this progress has exacted a heavy toll in the form of a decline 

ln productivity end efficiency of the system end in consequMce 

a serious erosion of Its profitability even to the point of raising 

doubts about the viability of some Important constituents of the 

system. This erosion of profitability has adversely effected 

end continues to effed the eblllty of the system to expend 

further Its range of services, especially in the context of 

assisting ln the creation of competitive vitality end efficlMcy 

in the real economy. 

Though the erosion of profitability of banks is not en 

exclusively Indian phMomenon, tl:'e ratios of profitebility to 

assets or working funds of the Indian banking sys~em are 
0 

certainly much lower then they are in relation to internetionel 

averages and Impairs their prospects for continued afld healthy 

growth. Gross profits (I.e., surplus before provision) have 

been declining for the banking system over the past decades 

end in 1989-90, such profits (before provisicrs) we~e no more 
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than 1.10 per cent of working funds; if allowance were to b_e 

made, even for a measure of inadequate provisioning ln respect 

of sticky advances and against loan losses, the situation cannot 

but be 11 cause for concern. While this represents th.e average 

for the system, there are several banks in whose case the 

incremental cost of operation per rupee of working funds was 

higher than the incremental income per rupee of working funds. 

In its basics, profitability is 11 function of cost reduction and 

return maximisation and in the area of banking h bolls down 

to efficient assets management, especially of the liquidity and 

credit portfolios and liability management in_ terms of deposits 

and capital funds apar.t from operational 'aspects in 

terms of branched and personnel. In other words, 

the decline in profitability has emanated both from 

factors operattng on the side of income and on the side 

of expend! ture of the banking industry. Factors both 

ext~rnai'' ~to · ~ariks ·. in terms of the macro policy environment as 

well as internal to them in terms of organisation, staffing and 

branch spread have been responsible for this. 

As regards macro aspects of the economic 

environment and broader policy goals, the point has 

been made -that the responsibility thrust on banks for 

what might broadly be called social banking has tended 

to depress potential income and.been a factor in banks' 

declining profitability. Banks have used thei" social 

obligations to rationalise their inadequate performance 
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ln terms of low productivity and profitablllty. In the 

Committee's view, there is no inherent contradiction between 

social obligations and profitable banking. The very fact that 

,a few banks in our system have done well both in terms of 

meeting their social obligations and in terms of reaching adequate 

'levels of profitablllty· Is enough e,vidence of this. 

One of the major elements constricting the operational 

flexibility of· banks and depressing banks' income earnings has 

been the system of directed investment .in terms of the minimum 

statutory liquidity ratios .• This together· with the variable cash 

reserve ratios today, account for a. pre-emption of well over half 

of the total. resources mobilised by the banking system. The 

SLR is currently at 38.5 per cent of net demand and time liablli-

. ties wh lle the variable cash reserve ratio is at a basic figure 
"-

of · 15- per cent plus a 10 per cent incremental ratio since May 

· 1991, making for a total of 63.5 per cent at the margin and 

SOinewhat less than this on the average. The statutory liquidity 

ratio derives . its legal sanction from Section 24 of the 

Banking Regulation Act 1949 and was essentially conceived as 

a prudential safeguard. The definition of liquid assets included 

gold, cash, balances with themselves or with other banks and 

. unencumbered Government securities, reflecting the concept of 

immediate mobilisation or liquefaction of the assets. Over the 

years, however, the 5LRs' potential as a monetary instrument 

in terms of diverting credit away from "general uses" came to 

be realised especially at a time when the cash reserve ratio 
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Itself was not variable and, in effect, the system that was 

operated was a variable statutory liquidity ratio. Even though 

-----subsequent legislative amendments introduced the concept of 

variable cash reserve ratios the potential of the SLR as an 

instrument to mobilise bank resources for the public sector was 

clearly evident end the SLR has increasingly been thus used 

as an instrument for diverting part of the household sector's 

sav lngs mobilised by the banking system to finance public sector 

investment. Banks have thus become, along with the insurance 

and provident fund systems, a part of the captive market for 

public borrowings. There is, of course, nothing inherently 

wrong In using a part of the banking system's resources for 

the finance of public sector investment,' given that until recently 

the public sector accounted for ove; half of aggregate investment. 

However, In recent years with large revenue deficits being 

Incurred lt could be argued th.at, at the margin banks' 

investments · through their meeting their SLR obligations have 

been in effect financing {;overnment current expenditure or what 
\ 

in effect has been low yielding public Investment. The high 

level of SLR investments has also tended. to "crowd out" the 

non-Government sector's access to bank funds, thus depriving 

_more productive activities of resources from the banking system. 

By itself, a high level of SLR requirements need not 

have affected profitability of banks if interest earnings 01'1 

investments were remunerative but when the rate paid or 

Government obligations was less than market related rates or 
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that on alternative deployment in credit, the imposition of high 

SLR requirements was In effect acting as a tax on the banking 

system afld, at one remove, on savings rou~ed through banks 

by lowering the competitive returns that banks could offer their 

depositors. Though in the last fe" years coupon rates of 

interest on Government borrOwings have been enhanced, this 

would only help to augment earnings at the margin; for the bulk 

of the investments, the average eamings still remain way below 

market related rates and especially so at a time men rates on bank 

deposits whose maturity is In any event much shorter than that 

of -inv_estments are commanding steadily increasing rates. It is 

thus the level of the interest rate on the SLR investments as 

much as th quantum, that has affected the income of banks. 

The recent increase in bond yields creates problem of a different 

type to banks in terms of depreciation in the market value of 

these investments for which prud'1f'Ce would · suggest adequate 

provlsia~s. In v lew of the lower yield on investments banks 

have not surprisingly sought to effect some cross subsidisatlon 

within the framework of· administered interest rates by putting 

up the rates to the generality of their customers. In the process, 

high interest rates for productive activHy have also contributed 

to making ours a high cost econany. 

As regards the cash reserve ratio, we recognise 

that this is an important instrument ·for monetary 

control, but in terms of the lf1come effect on banks, the impact of 

high cash reserve requirement onr:i again is related to the 
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interest that is paid on deposits above the basic min~ of 3 per_ 

cent. The Reserve Bank has been paying interest on add! tlcnal 

deposits in'pounded with it of 10.5 per cent en .. ligible cash 

balances as on March 1990 and 5 per cent on incr;emental cash 

balances thereafter, but these rates are below the current rate 

for one year bank deposits and, considering that well over half 

of bank deposit resources are term deposits, the loss in potential 

lncare as a result of the "reserve req.Jirenent tax" has adversely 

affected profitability. 

Another factor that has tended to depress banks' potential 

incare has been the system of directed credit progremres. One of 

the msjor objectives of our developrental credit policy, as 

enunciated at the time of natlonallsation of banks, has been to 

seek to extend the reach of bank credit both geographically and 

functionally - geographically in the sense of covering the under

banked regions' of the country especially the rural hinterland and 

functionally ·to expand credit to agrlcul ture, small industry and 

the self.......,loyed -- sectors v.hlch were deemed important in terms 

of their contribution to national incane growth, expansion of 

emploll""flt opportunities and diffusion of economic por.er but v.hich. 

also were relatively neglected upto that time in terms of their 

access to Institutional, especially c:atm>rcial bank, credit and 

to v.hich it ¥1BS felt credit should be increasingly · directed by 

vesting them with priority status In credit allocation . 

. The princiPal Instrument chosen for directing the credit 

flow Into the prlor!ty sectors Ms, after an initial experiment 

with preferential refinance schemes, the stipulation of 
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progressively increasing percentages of the total volume of bank 

credit to be deployed in these sectors by specific target dates. 

Currently, as indicated in the previous Chapter, the tar9eted 

prop.ortion is 40 per cent of total bank credit. Over the years, 

more categories have been add<'d to the priority list 

and sub ta rg<'t s set for specific sectors, eg •' 

agriculture in respect of which the target is currently 18 per 

cent of aggregate bank credit and within agriculture for small 

and marginal farmers. Iri addition to the designated 'priority' 

sectors, banks have, through li combination of exhortation, 

direction and preferential refinance, been asked over the years 

to extend credit in increasing measure to the export sector and 

for food. procurement operations, the latter, in particuler, taking 

on the charecter of pre-emption of bank funds. 

In the two decades after nationallsetion, the banking 

system has, as was pointed out in the previous Chapter, mede 

impressive progress in extending credit to the priority 

sectors end the system has reached the targeted figure of 40 

per cent of a vestly expanded credit tote!. Pert of the increase 

in priority sector credit would be on account of accumulated 

interest arrears which ls edded to the outstanding credit amount. 

Most of this expansion in volume and in the number of 

borrowel accounts hes been in respect of the agricultural sector. 

Agriculture! credit deployment has risen to e level of over Rs 

14,000 crores et which point it exceeds what the cooperatives 
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who have been in this business for several decades have been 

able to achieve, and, incidentally, .Is also 11 multiple of the 

total of all bank credit in .. 1969 .. The expansion of prlodty 

sector lending and the emphasis on 11 better spatial di~tribution 

of credit has also led to some avenin<;~ out of .. regional 

disparities in credit deployment. 

.The system of directed credit programmes has 

contributed to an expansion of credit in the directions that were 

considered necessary • In purely quantitative terms this 

expansion must be regarded as 11 successful fulfilment of the 

objectives of such redirection. However, this· achievement has 

been brQU9ht about at the cost of 11 deterioration of the quality . . .. , 
of the loan portfolio, the growth of overdues and c;onsequent 

erosion of profitability. Fixation of targets for specific sector 

lEI'Iding was essentially the means to achieve the broader goals 

of credit allocation but over the years the means appear to 

have become ends in themselves. . The desire to attain credit 

targets has, we fear, meant, inadequate attention to qualitative 

aspects of . lending and consequent rise in loan delinquencies. 

The objective of developmental credit policy was to forge a 

link between technologlc:al upgradation in agriculture and small 

industry and the availability of finance to enable such technolo-

glc:al · upgradation. This -was--tfle-baS'is for the emphasis of 

purpose oriented credit as distinct from the earlier_ security 

orientation. This was also the . ratidmhe for the concept -of 
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supervised credit• Unfortunately, over the years the neXus 

between .·credit expansion and productivity has been weakened 

• 
and is reflected in the blurring of the distinction between the 

concepts of creqlt need end credit worthiness .• The Institution 

of credit guarantee was designed as a backdrop to credit 

extension but has ·had the unintended effect of the primary 

lender not undertak'ing the needed ·appraisal in the mistaken 

belief that loan recovery was not in question. Meanwhile, colla-

teral requirements have been eased and this combined with lnade-

quate appraisal of credit applications in terms of productive 

use Of cr~dit and insufficient post credit superv lsion has 

affected recovery of dues and increased loan delinquencies. The 

_disturbing growth ·in overdues Is a consequence of the measure of 

laxity and departure from the principles of sound banking. 

But by far th4! · most serious_ damage to thJt system an~ 

a~e which has ca~tributed to the decline· in portfolio quality 

has been the evidence of political and administrative 

interference in credit decision making. Populism end political 

and administrative influence bordering en interference should 

have no place in the lexicon of banking and finance but unfortu-

nately, over the years, competitive populism has affected 

bankirig and credit operations. The experience with regard 

to IRDP is instructive in this regard. In many cases of IRDP 

lending banks have virtually abdicated their responsibilities in 

undertaking need based credit assessment and appraisal of poten-· 

tiel viability and instead have tended to rely .., lists . of. identl-

fied borrowers prepared by · Government authorities;. · The-. 
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~t>enanenon of loan rrelas \'\BS quite contrary to the principles of a 

professional appraisal ·of bank credit needs· There . ...,s ·hardly 

• 
productive 

any serious appraisal of credit need; potential 

activity or provision for effective post credit supervision;. The 

Intended ·socially oriented credit, in the process, degenerated 

Into irresponsible lending. Loan veivers have added an• additional 

elerrent of polltlclsation of banking apart 'fran· the .grave darrege 

to the concept of credit discipline by encouraging defaults. Jhe 

poll tical elerrent v.hich condones overdues should also· have .paid 

regard to the social obligation v.hlch banks owe to. .their 

depositors to Invest their funds with due prudence. 

Altogether, the proportion of. the lnrected portfolio In 

agricultural and small Industrial credit Is estimated to be as high 
( 

as over 20 per cent. It might be pointed out at this stage that 

not all the contamination of the loan port{ollo In terms of delln-

quent accounts can be laid· at . the door . of directed credit 

.programmes to the priority sectors. There- is at least as much ·in• 

cldence of delinquency In respect· of the conventional (I.e •. , 

medium and large s.cale) sectorl as there Is in ·the case of prio-

rlty sectors. The phenomenon of .credit to • sick • industries 

Is the most telling evidence of this. Apart from the 

deterloratlcn ln credit accounts ·in respect of these industries., 

banks have been, through general and sometimes specific Inst

ructions from Govemments, both at the Centre and the States, 

been forced to continue extending credit to sick Industrial units 

often agaainst their better commercial .)Jdgment. Banks have 

also had problems arising from the 'advice' from BIFR and 

' directions even fran Courts to extend credit to sick units. This 
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could be regarded as a different fonn of directed credit. There is, 

therefore, urgent need to address the issue of infected loan 

portfolio in the various directed credit sectors. 

The contamination of the portfolio of priority SE'ctor 

lending has had adverse implications for banks' operating 

results. If proper standards of income recognition were 

employed, the import of this degree of poor portfolio quality 

would be reflected in lower 'true' income, inadequate 

provisioning and erosion of profitability. There is also the larger 

macro economic effect of this lock up of funds diverting credit 

from more productive uses and in resp
1
ect of which the basic 

self-revolving character of bank credit would have been evident. 

Directed credit programmes have had adverse 

implications for the profitability o~ banks also because of the 

stipulation of concessiooal lending rates on priority sector credit 

and the element of subsidy on such lending which now accounts 

for a not insignificant portion of banks' spread. Subsidisation 

of this type of lending arises from the mis-conception that 

socially oriented credit should also be low cost credit. Subsidi

satlon oT credit is clearly 8 case of misplaced emphasis es 

experience in India as elsewhere has shown that it Is the 

timely and adequt~~te access to credit that is of more importance 

than its cost. Institutional finance (even if it is not subs!-

dised overtly or otherwise) is in t~~ny case a cheaper source 

of finance than the alternative of obtaining it from the unorga-
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nlsed or informal sector. There ls no need for a further element 

of subsldlsation which only weakens the ability .of the benking 

system to bulld its strength to extend the coverage of ,credit 

even wider. In this sense there is a regressive character to 

the subsidisation in that the. beneficiaries of subsidised credit 
' ' " 

have become a new class of the privileged whose satisfaction 

is at the expense of those continuing to be denied the benefit. 

of institutional credit. Apart from this overt subsidisation, 

loan delinquencies could also be viewed as· an 'element 

of unintended and unwarranted subsidisation with · attendant· 

adverse effects on income and profitability. 

Thus t; it is both the depression 

in interest income available to banks within their directed 

investment and directed programmes on the one hand and the 

deterioration in the quality of the loan portfolio both to the 

priority sectors. and to the tl'aditional sector that have been 

responsible for erosion of earnings .and l?rofltability. 

The squeeze on· profitability has also emanated .from 

the side of expenditure. Apart from the steady increase in 

interest cost of deposits both as a result of higher l"ates and 

8 shift in maturity pattern of deposits towards longer term 

·deposits, perhaps the single most ~mportant cause for the further 

increase in ex pendlture has been the impact of the J>henomenal 

expansion of branch banking. Growing· diversification of 

functions, · particularly with respect · to extending the. coverage 
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of bank credit to agrirulture and small industries where the 

unit costs of administering the loan tend to be high in 

proportionate terms have also contributed to a faster growth 

in expenditure. The rapid extensicn of banking into the rural 

hlnterlend has often been cited a major factor affecting the 

earning capacity of banks. Many of the semi-urban and rural 

branches of banks have been described as unrenumerative in the 

sense that many· of them 8re primarily deposit centres and do 

not generate adequate credit business and, consequently, income. 

Even if these deposit centres were paid interest on rational 

transfer pricing principles by their head-offices, their advance 

business would contirue to be somewhat unremunerative. 

This is because lending to egriculture and small industries which 

constitute a significant if not a major pro~ortlon of the business 

in rural and semi-urban branches is generally at effectively 

subsidised rates and, therefore, lrJlpinges on banks' earnings, 

as discussed earlier. 

The system is finding it difficult to cope with the ·load 

of servicing more branches as the operational methods and 

procedures have remained largely unchanged. Extensive geogra-

phical spread and lines of command and control have tended to 

weaken central office supervision, without necessarily leading 

to greater delegation and accountability. There has been signifi

cant deterioration in what is referred to as "housekeeping" in 

the areas of balancing of books and reconciliation of entries. The 

record of submission of internal control returns by branches to 

head offices has been unsatisfactory and there has been some 

weakening of internal inspection and audit and increase in 
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unreconcUed Inter branch and Inter bank entries. Though we 

understand there has been some Improvement ln thls regard more 

recently, it still represents an area -of weakness.-c Consequent 

to the rapid expansion of branches; establishment costs have 

risen given that the structure of salaries and -wages do not make 

any real distinction between urban and rural branches • More 

recently, the Reserve Bank has Indicated the need to, ,moderate 

the expansion ln branches, and ls laying ; lncreaslr.J , stress on 

extension of branches on the basis of demonstrated need and 

potential vlablllty of branches, and on, the qualltatlye 

Improvement ln terms of efficiency and profitability of the 

exlstlng branches. 

The rapid growth In the numbers of staff and 

accelerated promotions have also diluted the quality of 

manpower. There has consequently been a perceptible decline 

ln the quality of supervisory and managerial staff ln banks. 

Over-manning at various levels has become· an unfortunate aspect 

of banks' organisational systems over time. 

have performed their legitimate function 

While trade unions 

of looking after the • 
service conditions' of their members, they also ap~ear to have 

cootrlbuted to the proliferation of restrlctve practices ln terms 

of work norms, resistance to mechanls8tlon and computerlsetlon, 

and obstacles to rational policies ln respect of , promotions and 

staff transfers. Some of these practices have affected dlsclpllne 

and work culture and, ln the process, also affected productivity 
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and efficiency. The technology of bank operations has, over 

the past few decades, shown little improvement desoite the mani

fold expansion of business which again has come in the way 

of providing efficient customer service in an industry which 

is essentially a ser, ice industry. A sttuation has arisen today 

where emoluments of bank sta!f and thek revisions are no longer 

directly related to either productivity or profitability of either 

individual banks or of the system. This has aggravated the 

position of some of the weaker constituents of the system. 

Studies undertaken by the Reserve Bank indicate that labour 

productivity (measured either in terms of per capita net income 

or in terms of cost of different activities per rupee of 

established costs) has been declining. The rate of growth in 

staff costs has been higher than that of the surplus of banks. 

It is in this context that the Reserve Bank has advised banks 

to seek to limit the expansion of their staff to around one per 

cent per annum as against an average of 7 per cent per annum 

between 1980 and 1985. The reduction in the yearly expansion 

of staff has effected some potential savings in establish-

ment costs. There is, however, still considerable scope for 

containing manpower growth in banks and to · effect necessary 

re-deployment of staff betv...een urban and metropolitan branches 

en the one hand and the rural semi-urban offices on the other. 

Both management weaknesses and trade union pressures have con

tributed to this degree of over-m~nnlng in the urban and metropo

litan_ centres and inadequdte progress in updating work technology. 
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The deterioration-in portfolio:quallty and- the related erosion-'" of 

profltablllty •of the banking sysiem has ·led to other serious 

short-comings inc the• system- wh ic:h also•· •call for remedial· action. 

As· a resu,lt of declining prof1tabll1ty' Indian -banks have not been 

able to add to their own .resources ·in the form· of reserves-suffi-, 

clently. The ratio of capital funds of · Indian banks - to crisk 
-~ .~-.·!"' 

weighted assets is ·low on the average even on;'.'t.h~. bas!,.••\ot 

published balance .;heets. ·This average .conceals the point. that. 
( 

some· banks are seriously under-capitalised. 'In· ·respect .of public· 

sector banks, there has been injection of capital from the .Govern"'< 

ment in recent years but• the • position stlll is· a tnatter· ··for 

concem. These fl!Jlres, of c~rse; are on the basis of published 

balance sheets -which do not adequately reflect the true state 

of affairs of· banks and financial· 1nst1tut1ons. Accounting prac-

Uces of Indian - banks are not uniform. Nor is •there any. way-

of gleaning from the published balance· sheets and profit and 

loss accounts the• adequacy or ·otherwise of provisions for- loan 

losses and bad- and doubtful -debts. Though the Resel've Bank has 

recently Indicated a model format for balance sheet purposes 

and. presentation of aCcounts, 1t still remains. necessary for 

banks to . adopt ·transparent and uniform accounting practices and 

full. disclosure statements in •conformity. with lntematlonal norms 

and practices in this regard. 

The other · major set- of issues relates to the need for 

ensuring a degree of operational flexibility and, more importantly, 

Internal autonomy for the banks 1n their decision making process 

not only 1n respect of credit sanctions but ln all aspects of 
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lntemal management. While the directed Investments and directed 

credit programmes have tended to inhibit operational flexibility, 

the more serious danger to the system has emanated, as indicated 

earlier in this Chapter, through excessive administrative and 

political Interference In credit decision making which has 

seriously abridged the autonomous functioning of banks. Further, 

the directions which bank managements receive either formally 

or as is more often the case, informally, regarding aspects of 

intemal management Including cases of postings and transfers 

of ofcflcials, have contributed to a measure of de-motivation 

of bank managements and seriously affected their ability to take 

innovative decisions in the furtherance of their . business. The 

issues of autooomy and operational flexibility are also related 

to the need for imparting a greater degree of professionalism 

In banking operations which WO\Ild be fully In keeping with one 

of the more important objectives of bank nationalisation. Thus 

the Issues facing the banking sector relate both to the content 

of their business and the manner in which such business is being 

conducted. The deterioration of the financial health of the 

system would not only impair its ability to serve efficiently 

the emerging needs of the real economy but could further erode 

the real value of and retum or. the savings to It entrusted by 

the depositors and eventually have an adverse effect on depositor 

and Investor confidence. The present situation calls for urgent 

remedial measures. We address these issues in greater detail 

in the subsequent chapters. 



Chapter IV_ 

DIRECTED INVESTMENTS AND CREDIT PROGRAMMES 

·AND INTEREST RATES: SOME PROPOSI'.LS 

The diagnosis of. the . _problems affecting 
--'I .-. l ·• 

'-· - .. 
banks' 

performanc~ and their_ ability_ to cope with the increasing 
• . . ' -r. 

demands being placed., on Jhem also ,suggest the ,~irecUon in which 

improvements would need., to. be effected to ·Improve the 
·, - ' 

efficiency. pr"!!uctivity and profitabillty __ of _th~_ system and to 

enhance its competitive vltallty. 

:-
As regards the directed investments In terms of SLR 

and CRR requirements we are of the view that the SLR require

ments would need to be related, as they were originally intended 

to be, to prudential requirements and not as a monetary 

Instrument or, as they have since become, a major Instrument 

of moblllsation of the household sector • s · financial sav_ings In 

the form of its deposits with the banking system to finance the 

publlc sector • In a situation of large revenue deficits as we 

have now, credit to the Govemmment at the margin, Is as we 

mentioned earlier, going to finance what In economic terms Is 

consumption rather than be· available for financing lnv·estment 
productive 

and activity. The reduction In the . fiscal deficit which Is high 
! 

on the economic agenda of Government should provide the 

backgr.,..,d for a gradual winding down of the statutory Uquldlty 

ratio from its present levels which could be regarded as being 

. ' 
..,sustainable in terms of llmitlng the operational fiex11blllty of 
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banks, in depressing their potenti&l eernings end In • crowding 

out • the legitimate needs of the commercial sector for bank 

credit. If, as is now intended.- the Government fiscal deficit 

were to come down to 6.5 per cent of GOP this year and In the 

next fe\-.. years to a level which could be regarded as consistent 

v.ith broad macro economic stability, it should be possible for 

the SLR also over the next five year:-s to revert to 25 per cent 

of net demand and time liabilities. The Committee recommends 

that such a phased reduction be effected in the SUR, starting prefe-

rably with a reduction in the current year itself. A reduction 

In SLR levels should enable banks to allocate their resources 

on .a flexible and efficient basis to promote investment and 

production In agriculture, Industry and trade with due regard 

to the prod~cti ve use of their resources. 

suggests that Government borrowing rates 

The Committee 8lso 

should progressively 

be market related and thIs should also help to augment banks • 

income from their SLR investments. 

As regards the cash reserve ratio,. it is our view that 

we should allow the Reserve Bank the requisite freedom to 

operate this instrument in terms of its monetary policy goals. 

In a monetary system like ours where the more traditional forms 

of credit control are not particularly effective given the narow

ness of the securities market and the existence of administered 

interest rates, there is likely to be, for some time, reliance 

on the variable reserve ratio as an instrument of monetary and 

credit control. However, with the expected reduction In the 
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Government deficit in relation to GOP the scope for an ex pension 

of the high power reserve money base leading to potential 

secondary expansion of cred~t would also be correspondingly 

.less. Whlle thus the Reserve Bank .should have the freedom 

to operat~ this Instrument, lt would seem to us that the occasion 

for maintaining this high level .. of CRR ·would also diminish with 

.the reduction in the flscal deficit itself • Further, if, as ls 

. now intended by the Government and monetary authorities interest 

rates are progressively freed from the rigid administered system · 

which has prevailed for so long, this in itself should give some 

scope for the use of open market operations as another instrument 

of credit -· contro~ . and thus relieve the variable casl'\ reserve 

ratio from being the principal instrument of such control. The 

Committee accordingly proposes that the Reserve Bank consider 

a progressive reduction in the CRR from its present high level • 

. In any event, lt _is our view that if the instrument of CRR were 

deployed, the Reserve Bank should pay interest on impounded 

deposits above the basic minimum, at a rate which would be 

broadly related to the banks' average cost of deposits. 

However, during the present regime of admlnister~d rates, the 

rate may be fixed at the level of banks' one year deposit 

rates. A movement towards• market related rates would not 

impair bank eamlngs or impose a tax effectively -on the 

depositor. 

With respect to directed credit programmes, the 

Committee 1s of the view that they have played a useful role 
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In extending the reach of the bonking system to cover sectors 

which were hitherto reglected. The Committee, however, 

believes that the pursuit of distributive justice should use the 

lnstrumentollty of the flscol rather then the credit system. 

Therefore, the Committee would like to view directed credit 

programmes not as a regular feature but rather as a case of 

extraordinary support to certain sectors in the absence of 

economic compulsions to make credit available to them and 

designed to correct perceived imperfections in the credit market. 

Such intervention should be seen as a temporary rather than a 

permanent feature. The Committee believes that the issue is 

how to consolidate the quantitative gains that have been made 

while improving the quality of the loan portfolio and health 

of the banking system. Macro credit guidance should continue 

to be a legitimate aspect of developmental credit policy but 

micro credit intervention, sometimes bordering on behest lending 

should be eschewed. 

Directed credit programmes have led to segmentation 

of credit markets and introduced an element of Inflexibility in 

bank operations. Further, the stipulation of high proportion 

of allocation coming on top of informal direction In favour of 

food proaJrement and allied activities after pre-empted uses 

of bank resources through the SLR/CRR mechanism has meant 

that the traditional sectors of medium and large Industry and 

trade have often been subject to severe restriction with conse

quent deleterious effects on the growth of industrial Investment 

and production. 
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The growth of agriculture and small Industry In India 

has now reached a point where the legitimate productive require-

ments of these sector~; (or large parts of them) could be met 

by banks on the basis of their commercial . judgment. The 

question can, therefore, be raised as to whether and to what 

extent there Is a need for continuing this type of special credit 

support. If the logic of extension of credit to the priority · 

sector Is to make these sectors economically viable by enhancing 

production and productivity, two decades of such preferred 

credit Is a long enough period to attempt an evaluation of Its 

continuing need. Despite considerable unproductive lending, there 

Is evidence that the contribution of bank credit to growth of agri

culture and small industry has made en irrpect end served 

Its purpose. There is, therefore, need for re-eX8mination of the 

continued relevance of such directed credit progrii1Tnes at least in 

respect of those v.ho are able to stand on their OWl feet and to v.han .tt 

directed credit programmes with the element of interest concessionality 

that has accompanied it, has beC<J!IIe a source of economic rent. 

Even as two decades ago the quantitative expansion needed a 

measure of credit direction, the present emphasis on quality 

Improvement would seem to suggest that we de-emphasise the 

quantitative targets and try to limit such credit direction only 

to the really needy, such as the small and margin.el farmers 

In agriculture and the tiny sector in industry. The large and 

medium fermer and most of small scale Industry should be able 

to stand on their feet even· without such privileged access to 
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direction and on the basis of productive use of 

by banks relying only on their commercial 

The Committee, therefore, suggests that the system of 

directed credit programmes should be gradually phased out. This 

process of phasing out would also recognise the need that for 

some time it would be necessary for some special credit support 

through direction to be in operation and that some sectors may 

continue to need such credit support. The Committee, therefore, 

proposes that directed credit programmes should cover a 

redefined priority sector, consisting of the small and marginal 

farmer, tiny sector of industry, small business and transport 

operators, village and cottage industries, rural artisans and 

other weaker sections. The Committee proposes that the credit 

target for this redefined priority sector henceforth be fixed 

at 10 per cent of aggregate bank credit which, the Committee 

has observed, would be broadly in line with the credit flows 

to these sectors at present. The Committee further proposes 

that a review may be undertaken at the end of three years to 

see if directed credit programmes need to be continued. Simulta

neously, the stipulation of concesslonal interest to the redefined 

priority sector would need to be reviewed With a view to its 

eventual elimination In about three years. Credit for agriculture 

and small industry should be on the basis of supervised credit 

/~~~on a proper techno-economic appraisal of proposals 8nd 
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administrative or 

With regard to the large and medium farmer and small 

Industries now enjoying the benefit of concesslonal credit and 

to whom the direction would no Ianger apply, we need to 

consider ways of phasing out . their present 'priority' status 0 
by making it economically worthwhile for banks to expand their 

lending to these sectors without detriment to loen quality or· 

banks' income. In this context, we would recommend non.:.lnvaslve 

means of credit directim such as a return to the system of 

preferential refinance from the Reserve Bank in r~~pect of 

incremental credit by a bank to agriculture and small industry 

without, at the same \ime, any loosening of eligibility criteria 

for such refinance. This would make it profitable and attractive 

for the banks to enlarge their credit to these sectors but would 

leave the primary decisioo making to the banks themselves on 

the basis of their credit judgment and their perception of the 

Income generating aspects both in respect of the enterprises 

I being financed and for the banks themselves. It would · revert. 

to the original postulate of social banking, viz., that credit 

should be an instrument of enhancing productivity over large 

areas of agrlcul ture and small industry • In this sense, the 

Committee believes that there would be no conflict between the 

postulates of sourid banking on the me hand and social banking 

on the other. 
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The level and structure of Interest rates and .the ""'Y they 

ere detennlned are relevant not only for the wider goals of R1!cro

econanlc management and for providing 11 carpet! tlve enrlrorment 

to financial Institutions, but also for ensuring the financial 

strength of banks and financial institutions. 

The present administered structure of interest rates is 

characterised by great ccrrplexity and an Inverted yield pattern. 

The ccrrplexlty stems fran the rrultiplicity of authorities Involved 

and add hoc decisions by them with regard to rates of return on 

various types of lnstri.IT'ef'ltS or tax concessions and the at tenpt 

to serve certain social objectives through differential Interest 

rates. The Inverted yield pattern Is largely a consequence of 

inflation and the desire of the Goverrment to shield long-tenn 

Investments 

inflation, 

also reflect 

fran the penalty of high Interest rates caused by 

Commercial bank lending rates to trade and industry 

the cross subsidisatlon being effected to make up 

for concessional interest rates to the priority sectors. Lending 

rates of term lending institutions consequently are typically below 

the minimum lending rates of commercial banks applicable to cash 

credits for trade and Industry. 

The level of interest rates has been influenced to a great 

extent by the Government •s desire to contain its own interest 

burden In the face of its mounting fiscal deficits. 
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Although interest rates on Government loans have been raised 

over the pest decade, they are still not high enough to attract 

voluntary subscribers, though lt should be added that Individual 

subscriptiors to Government borrowing have been through · Savings 

Certificates end similar instruments rather than through 

marketable debt. 

captive market. 

The market for. Government loan~ is in effect a 

The other consideretions governing the level 

of interest rates are resource mobilisation end, lately, the 

anxiety of the authorities to help the banks and financial 

Institutions to attain v lability. Allocative efficiency has not 

been a major desideratum of poUcy. 

The Committee believes that interest rates should 

increasingly be allowed to perform their main function of 

allocating scarce loanable funds among alternative uses. For 

them to do so, rates will have to · be allowed broad! y to be 

determined by market forces. The Committee has noted that 

the Reserve Bank has already moved a considerable distance 

in the direction of deregulation of interest rates. There is no 

longer a ceiling on the lending rates of commercial banks or 

of the term lending institutions but floors have been specified. 

While concessione! rates continue to be In force for lending to 

priority sectors there has recently been an element of 

rationalisation by limiting tha concession to small borrowers. 

The ceiling on interest rates that can be offered by corporate 

entities for debentures has also baen removed, though not for 
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publlc deposits. Bank deposit rates are still capped, though 

the celllngs have been raised both for banks and non-bank finance 

companies. However, the celllng on company deposits has not 

been raised~ These rates as also Government's own borrowing 

rates are, however, belov. what market-determined rates are 

likely to be. 

The Committee is of the view that easy and timely 

access to credit is far more important than its cost and hence 

in line with its general thinking on directed lending to priority 

sectors, it would recommend that concessional rates of interest 

for priority sector loans of small sizes should be phased 

out. This would remove a major dislnce'ltive for banks to 

seek clients in the neglected sectors. Lending to preferred 

sectors should be encouraged as already indicated, by permitting 

commercial rather than concessional rates to the erstwhile 

constituents of the priority sector and by instituting a preferen

tial refinance scheme without any prescription of the final rate 

to the ultimate borrower. Subsidies in some of the development 

programmes, eg., IRDP should also be withdrawn as they have 

distorted the pattern of lending. Withdrawal of such concessiona

lity would reduce the need for cross subsidisation and lead 

to same averaging of credit interest rates paid by different sectors. 

The Committee would also recommend that any further 

deregulation of interest rates be phased to be in step with 

measures to reduce the fiscal deficit. Interest rates on 
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Govemment loan& have been progressively ral&ed over the Jtll&t 

decade. Whlle thl& has provided same though Inadequate ralaf 

to the banks durlng • a perlod when the SLR was alao baing 

gradually ralsed, lt ha& also put pressure on the revenue account 

of the Government • Interest costs now con&tltuta a algnlficant 

proportion of revenue expenditure. Any sudden increase in 

coupon rates could jeopardise the Govemment' s efforts to control 

Its deficit. The Committee would, however, recommend that 

as the SLR ls progressively reduced 1 as suggested earlier 1 the 

Government may bring about a graduated Increase in lta nominal 

borrowing rates to bring them In line wlth other market ratal 

of Interest. 

The Committee ha& noted that Interest ratea in India 

have been, by and large, posltlve. Mora recently the Inflation 

rate· has gone up, - but there Is a general expectation that It 

will come down as measures to restore macro-economl\) balance 

begin to take effect. The current landing ram of bank a end 

DFJs which fs. to some extent a reflection of the currant monetary 

situation are on the high side and there Ia little acope for any 

further Increase. There may be e case for ralalng the caUlng 

on .deposit rates to malntaln their poaltlve character In real 

terms but a total der~latlon Is likely to give a further upward 

push to the lending rates which, we believe, Is not dealrable, 

at least ... m competitive forc:ea come Into full play to provide 

a mechanism for reduction Jn rate& • the Inflation rete cornea 

down or Jn response to change ln demand for and lfUPPlY of 
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funds. The Committee would suggest that, as In the case of 

Government borrowing rates, further Increases In the bank 

deposit rates should be considered along with the suggested 

reduction In SLR. 

The Committee believes that the medium term objective 

should be to move towards market determined interest rates. 

It would, however, advocate a cautious approach to deregulation. 

In t:1e absence of reasonable macro-economic balance and control 

of inflation; total deregulation could pose the danger, as 

experience abroad has shown, of excessive bank lending at high 

nominal rates to borrowe~ of dubious credit-worthiness eventually 

creating acute problems for the banks as well as the borrowers. 

The Reserve Bank should aim at simplifying the structure of 

interest rates. Government fqr its part should also assist in 

this process by rationalising the discriminatory fiscal concessions 

in respect of different savings instruments and desisting from 

introducing such ad hoc concessions in the future. The Reserve 

Bank should be the authority to determine the level and structure 

of interest rates. It ,shwld use the Bank Rate as an anchor 

rate to signal changes in the direction and level of rates· The 

Reserve Bank should use the Bank Rate as its basic refinance 

rate and a floor or prime lending rate with a stipulated spread 

above the Bank Rate should also be indicated. The spreads 

between the Bank Rate, Government borrowing rate, banks' depo

sit rate and the prime lending rate may be indicated by the 

Reserve Bank in accordance with the criteria suggested by the 

Chakravarty Committee while ensuring that real rates of interest 

i'emaln positive. 

• •••••• 



Chap- v 

CAPITAL ADEQUACY 1 ACCOUNTING POLICIES AND . 

The 

deposits or 

OTHER. RELATED MATTERS 

ratio of capital funds In relation to a bank's 

its assets 1s a well recognised and universally 

accepted measure of the strength and stability of the Institution • 

As mentioned 1n an eerUer Chaptll", the capital ratios of Indian 

banks ere generally low. end some banks ere seriously 

under-capitalised. 

The Basle Committee on Banking Regulations · and 

Supervisory Practices appointed by the Bank of Internationaf 

Settlements (BIS} has prescribed certain capttal adequacy 

standards to · be followed by commerclel banks and these 

standards have been accepted for implementation by several 

countries. The . BIS standard, as it is popularly known, seeks 

to measure capital adequacy as the ratio of capital to risk 

weigh ted asset!?. It has prescribed weightages for different 

categories of assets which include certain off-balance sheet items 

as well. The Committee believes that it is necessary that banks 

in India also conform to these standards in a phased manner. 

For the purpose of calculating. capital adequacy, risk 

weightages have to be assigned to different categories of assets. 

While these weights have to c!'"form 
1 
broadly to the requirements 

of the BIS standard, the specific cl~cumstences obtaining ln India 
' 
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would need .to be teken due note of In assl!J1llng such weights. 

We recommend that the Reserve Bank of India do so whne· Issuing 

its guldellnes tq the banks In th ls regard. 

For the purpose of the calculatlon of capite!, BIS has 

classified capital Into two broad categories, namely, Tler 1 

capital consisting of share capital end disclosed reserves and 

Tier 2 capital consisting of undisclosed and latent reserve'!, 

general provisions, hybrid capital and subordinated debt. It 

has also been Indicated that Tier 2 capital should not ·exceed 

Tler 1 capital. The Committee recommends that the BIS basis 

of classification ln this regard should be adopted by banks in 

India. 

The BIS norm for capital adequacy is 8 per o;ent of the 

risk weighted assets. The Committee recommends that all banks 

ln India. reach this figure in a phased manner. For those banks 

which operate on an international scale, the norm shdUld be 

achieved as early as possible and in any event within three 

years, i.e., by March 1994. As far as other banks are 

concerned, they. should achieve a capital adequacy norm of 4 

per cent by March 1993 (of which Tier capite! should not 

be less than 2 per cent) and the 8 per cent norm in full within 

the next three years, i.e., by March 31, 1996. 

Before, however, the norms of capite! adequacy are 

complied with by Indian banks it ls necessary to have their 
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· on a m-e •realistic basis and on the basis of assets revalued ~ 

their realisable value. Banks and DFis have not been following 

a uniform practice in respect of Income recognition, valuation 

of lnve~tments as also provisioning against doubtful debts. 

Necessary adjustments in this regard have to be made as 

recommended by us later ln thlf; O.apter. After making these 

adjustments it would be necessary to Inject further cepltal to 

achieve the capital adequacy norms. The Committee recommends 

that ln respect of banks which have had a consistent record 

of profitability and enjoy a good reputation in the markets it 

should be possible for them to tap the capital market by Issuing 

fresh cepltal to the public. Mutual funds, Insurance companies 

!'"-d. profitable public sector companies could subscribe to such 

:~·: ·;q~lt/,: ·besides employees of the banks and the general public. · 
.I • • •• 

·:· • In · r.espe¢f :•of other banks 
•' .. 

Gover~;;.erit'-: -~~; supplement the . . 

it may be neceessary for the 

capital either by direct subscrlp-
.. 

tion to.' equity or through a loan which could be treated as a 

subordinate ·oebt • 
. ' 

"the ·Ghosh Conmlt tee on the Final Accounts 

of the banks 'had made certain recom!llendatlons in regard to 

valuation of Investments in banks' portfolios. That Committee 

recognised that a significant portion of 11 bank • s portfolio would 

be held till maturity and, therefore, lt would not be necessary 

to provide for dlmlnutlon in the value of such· investments based 

on market quotations. It,· therefore, recommepded that a bank's 

investment portfolio should be bifurcated into two parte, vlz., 
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. "permanent investment" and "current investment'' end suggested 

that it would not be necessary for banks to provide for 

diminution in the value of permanent investment but that full. 

provision would need to be made in the depreciation in the value 

of current investments. The Committee endQrses the 

recommendati.ons of the Ghosh Committee in this matter. 

The Committee believes that a proper system of I Income 

recognition and provisioning Is fundamental to the preservation 

of the strength and stability of the banking system. A proper 

asset classification will, however, have to precede this 

exercise. The Reserve Bank of India has now prescribed that 

all- advances of a bank should· be classified _under the following 

Health Codes: 

Code 

1 • 
6 ~~ b"llf'•·"l11 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

No 

Satisfactory 

Irregular 

Sick: 

Sick: 

viable/under nurs~ 
non-viable/sticky 

Advances recalled 

Suit-filed accounts 

Decreed debts 

Debts classified by the banks as 
bad/doubtful 
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In regerd to income recognition the Reserve Bank has 

directed that in respect · of advances covered by Health Codes 

5 to. 8 interest income should not be recognised until it is· 

realised. The· Committee believes that a policy of income 

recognition should be objective and based on record of recovery 

rather than on any subjective considerations· The international 

practice is that an asset is treated as "non-performing" when 

interest is overdue for at l~>ast two quarters. In respect of 

such non-performing assets interest is not recognised on accrual 

basis but Is booked es Income only when actually received. ,·, 
The Committee Is of the view that a similar practice ·should 

be followed by banks and financial institutions In India and 
i 

_accordinglY recommends that Interest on non-performing assets 

should. not be booked as Income on accrual basis. The 

./non-performing .assets would be defined as an advance where, 

as on the balance sheet date 

(a) In . respect of term loans, 
past due for · a period of 

·days, 

interest remains 
more than 180 

(b) in respect of overdraft end cash 
accounts remain out of order for e 
of more than 180 days, 

credits, 
period 

(c) In respect of bills purchased and discounted, 
the bill remains overdue and unpaid for 
a period of more than 180 days, 

(d) In respect of other accounts, any amount 
to be received remains past due for a 
period of more than 180 days. 

Arl amount Is considered past due when It remains 

outstanding 30 days beyond the due date. 
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The Committee further recommends that In view of the 

different practices hitherto followed by banks end financial 

Institutions In this regard they be given a period of 3 years 

beginning with the year 1991-92 to conform on a uniform basis 

to the above norms. 

Tbe Committee Is of the view that for the _purposes of 

provisioning, banks end· financial Institutions should classify their 

assets by compressing the Health Codes Into the following broad 

groups: 

1) Standard 

11) Sub-standard 

111) Doubtful ·and 

lv) Loss 

The I'BI should prescribe .clear end objective definl tions for these 

4 categories to ensure a uniform, consistent and logical basis for 

classification of assets. Broadly stated, sub-standard assets wx.~ld 

be those v.hlch exhibit problems and Y'oOuld Include assets classified 

as non-performing for a period not exceeding tV«> years. Doubtful 

assets are those non-performing assets W'lich ranain as such for a 

period exceeding tv«> years and v..ould also include loans in respect 

of Wlidl instalments are overdue for a period exceeding 2 years. 

Loss assets are accounts Mere loss has been ldenti fled but the 

amounts have not been ~itten off. 

The Committee believes ·that in the Indian context, given 

the delays In the legal system there Is bound to be " time leg 

between an account becoming doubtful of recovery, its recognition 

"' as such and the reallsaticn of the· sea.~rity. In making provisions, 

this factor has to be kept in mind, besides the market 
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value of the security charged to the banks end institutions. The 

Committee, therefore, recommends that the basis of provisioning 

against bsd end doubtful debts should be as under: 

1 , In respect of 'loss' assets , either the entire' assets 

should be written off in the books or if the · asset is 

permitted to remain in the books for certain reasons, 

100 per cent of the outstandings should be provided 

for. 

2. . In respect of doubtful debts • it would be ·necessary for 

the banks to provide 100 per cent of the security 

·'· 

shortfall, that is, the full extent to which the loans 

end advances are not covered by the realisable value 

of the security. Over end above this, it will be 

necessary for banks and institutions, to make a further 

specific provision to the extent of a certain percentage 

of even the secured portion. This percentage could 

vary fr0ii1"1.lf to 50 per cent depending on the period 

for which en asset remains in the doubtful category. 

3. · In respect of sub-standard assets, a general provision of 10 

per cent of the total outstandings should be created. 

We propose that the Reserve Bank lay down specific 

prudential guidelines in this regard keeping these 

recommendations in mind. :rhe Committee · further recommends 

that banks and financial institutions be given a period of 4 years 

beginning with the current year itself to comply with the above 

basis of provisioning. However, they should ensure that the 
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unsecured ,portion of the doubtful debts are fully provided for 

as soon as possible. Loss assets should either .be written off 

or fully provided for immediately. 

In order that the banks and financial institutions are 

in a position to eomply with the above criteria for income 

recognition and provisioning, it is necessary that there should 

be as llttle divergence as possible between book profits end 
should . 

taxable profits and that there L be appropriate incentives .in the 

tax laws to induce banks and financial institutions to adopt the 

desired accounting practices. The Committee has noted vdih .. 
,·~:<; . 

satisfactior) that in terms of a. recent amendment to the Income 

Tax Act, the Reserve Bank· has been vested with.· the nece~sary 

authority to issue guidelines in regard to income. recognition. · 

The Committee suggests that the Reserve Bank· keep in mind our 

recommendations in this regard ·while formulating the guidelines 
1~1~:> h 
to be issued by it. The Committee furth.er recommends that 

\ 
all specific provisions made in resp.ect of doubtful assets should 

be allowed as a deduction under Section 36( 1) (vii) of the Income 

Tax Act. Also, the deduction. available for general provisions 

under Section 36( 1) (vii){a) of the Income Tax Act 1961 should 

be modified to P.rovide for a ceiling of 0.5 per cent of the aggre

gate average non-agricultural advances in India instead ot' a 

ceiling of 5 per cent of the net income. This deduction should 

also be available to banks having OP.erations outside India in 

respect of their Indian assets in addition to the ded'!ctions 
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avallable ..,der Sectlcn 36(1)(vlll). Jn respect of agrrlculturel 

advances, the present provlslcn of allowing deductions to the 

extent of 2 per cent of such aggregate advances mey be allowed 

to ccntlrue. 

The Committee believes that Cor)current with proper 

procedures for Income recognlticn, provisioning end maintenance. 

of capital adequacy, there should be greater transparency In 

the flnanclel statements of banks. . . In this ccntext we endorse 

the recommendaticns of Ghosh Committee on Final Accounts in 

this regar'cl. After the Ghosh Committee submitted Its report 

the International Accounting Standards Committee Issued Its 

standard en "Disclosures in the financial statements of banks 

and similar finenclel institutions". The Committee recommends 

that this standard be adopted by Indian banks and financial 

instituticns in a phased manner, . commencing wlt_h the current 

year. At the same time, the Committee would suggest , that the 

Reserve' Bank may. aefer implementatlcn of such parts of the 

standards as 1t ccnsiders appropriate duri~g the transitional 

period. 

Banks and financial institutions at present face 

considerable difficulties in recovery of dues from the clients 

and enforcement of security charged· to them due to the delays 

• in the legal processes. A significant portion of the funds of 

banks and financial lnstitutlcins is thus blocked in unproductive 

assets, the values of. which keep deteriorating with the passage 
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of time. Banks , also . incur ,subst'!ntlal amounts, of expenditure 

by ,way of !ega~ charges whicll add_ to. ·their ~ 0verheads. The 

.9ueStla), Of Speeding ·,up the process Of recovery, was examined 

in great detail by .11 committee set up . _by _the Government under 

the Chairmanship of the Jate Shri. Tiwari,. The.: Tiwari .Commit-

tee recommended,, .inter alia, .. the set;ing .up .. of Special Tribunals 
'. 

which could expedite the recovery process. This Committee 

is in . full . agreement with the recommendations-. made . by the 

Tiwari C<;>mmittee ":nd strongly recommends to: t,he Government 
...... ,· 

that ·special .. ,legislation: on. the.· lines ·recommended by Tiwari 

Committee be. Introduced , forthwith .• The . Committee is of the 

view that . unless . a. proper ,judicial. framework Is estabiished 

which. o::ould helP,. banks and Institutions in enfor.cing the claims 

against. their clients. speedily, the fun,ctionlng of the financial 

system would continue to be beset with problems. . We regard 

the setting up of the .. Special Tribunals as critical to the, 

Sl.i1!ceSS'f01 ·implementation of the financial sector reforms. 

The Committee recognises that the Imp11ct of the setting 

up of the Special Tribunals will be felt by banks only over 

a period of time. The appointment of the Tribunals, the finali-

sation of their working procedures and equipping them with the 

necessary Infrastructure for proper functioning would all teke 

some time. In the meanwhile it Is necessary to .work out an 

arrangement to deal with that portion of the portfolio of banks 

which has already become bad and doubtful and whose recovery 

is being hampered by the slow legal process. To continue to 
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·keep" such· assets In banks' balance Sheets would' not be desirable 

even on the assumption that substantial · provisions are 'made 

thereagainst as recommended by · us • It would be far more· 

. appropriate if these . assets were taken off the balance sheetS 

of banks and institutions, so th~t' the · funds "realised "through 

this process can be recycled into more productive assets. The 

. Committee has looked at' the mechanism em'ployed under similar 

circumstances in certain ·other. countries and recommends the 

setting up of, if necessary by special legislation; a separate 

'institution by ·the Gove:nment of India to· be known ·as ... Assets · 
. . -.. -.. -. . . . ; ... 

Reconstruction Fund' (ARF) with "the express purpose of taking 

over 
t . • . ·.~ . ,_. 

such aSsets · from banks and financial institutions and 

· "s~bsequenu;· follo;.ln~ up on .. the recovery of the dues owed to . 
' them from the prim~ry borrowers. . The share capital of this 

. - ~, ... ..,.._ ··"!" 

Fund could be subscribed to by the' Government of." Indla, the 

Reserve Bank of India, publiC: sector banks and financial 

.Institutions•-. ~ ... . ': ., 

The . Fund • would acquire from· banks imd DFis 'the bad 

and d'?"bt.ful debt. ~s,se~s. which are . in th.e process of recovery, 

at a discount. The. quantu"l of. disCount itself would be" deter

.rnined by_ .~nd.ependen\ auditors, i.e. , ·auditors other than those 

of either the .. , t;>aiJks/DFis. or borrower$ concerned and. on _the 

~~s~s of ~ul~eline~. clearly Sf!'t down for · this purpose by an 

f!!Xper.t .. bod~, ~f__<;h_artered accountants. The transfer of assets 

t.'! th;e , A,RF .. by . the , banks/D,Fis" WC11Jld be acc;ompanied by the 

primary lenders renouncing in favour of the ARF· claim• on the 
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collateral pledged in .respect>·, of; .the •·loans ~inclusive·• of any 

guarantees• by· •Central or State Go\lernments :or :any other bodies.· 

The Fund would pay for the a~quisition of these assets 

from banks/Dfls . l!t a discounted price . .in .the form; of five-year 
' ' 

bonds which would bear interest at market related rates.. . The 

bonds would be. guaranteed . !>Y the Central .Government . and thus 
" . 

would qualify for inclusion: as SLR assets·. The advantag'e /to 

banks of this arrangement . would be that a portion· of ~heir bad 

and doubtful debts would be off their ··books ·though at a price, 
I' ; "'' 

but they would halo'e. in substitution ·of 'these advances·, bonds 
• • • --· •• l"l; 

upto the discounted value with .. a certainty of interest income 
. I ': 

which would be an obviously important aspect from the point 
• . • :: ., ... '!•\'·"· ,_ 

of view . of income recogniti.on. further •. by making these bond 
' .. ··,'_;I l '' - , .. , ·' f!: '• ·. T -,~ ;o • ·' 

holdings eligible for SLR purpos"s, fresh,. resource could bec"")e 
'~ -~ 

available f~ normal lending purposes. 

Selling. these assets to· ~he Fund at . ·a discount. •would 

obviously mean an obligation on the· banks/DFls to write off tl)ese 

losses whicti in 'the ease of many of them. 'they . may 'not be in 

a position to do given the~r weak 'capital •·positfon. w.;· propose 

that · to enable ttie banks to finance· the write off ·~represented 

by the extent of the discount, the Gov.ernment of India should 

provide 11 subordinated· loan. ·As far as 'the'Go~emmeni" of'lndla 

·itself is concerned; we believe . that . ttie riJpee' '·e:ciunterpart "ol 

any external assistance that ·would be· ·available. for' ~f~ri.lncilsi 

the banks and DFls. 
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We view wlth equal Importance vesting - the ARF with 

full authority to enable lt to collect the dues and ' Invoke -the 

guarantees for expeditious clearance. These powers could be 

much broader than those contained ln Sections 29 to 32 of the 

State Financial Corporations Act 1951. Once the dues are 

collected by the ARF, It should be In e position to use the 

receipts to redeem the bonds. If, on the other hand, there 

were a deficit, the Government of India would need to take such 

a deficit over. Once the ARF completes Its task of collecting 

the dues and redeeming the bonds, we would expect that It 

would wind Itself up. 

We wish to emphasize that this proposal should be 

regarded as an emergency measure and not a contlnu.1!19 source 

of relief to banks and DFis: It should be made clear to the 

banks and financial Institutions that once their books are cleaned 

up through this process they should in future take normal care 

and pay due c.ommercial attention in loan appraisals ,·and' 

supervision and make adequate provisions for assets of doubtful 

realisable value. 

With a view to ensuring that the new Institution Is not 

burdened with a large number of accounts disproportionate to 

the Infrastructure likely to be available to It, it Is necessary 

that such transfers of assets are done ln .a phased manner. 

To begin with, all consortium accounts where more than one bank 

or Institution Is Involved should be transferred to the ARF. 

The number of such accounts will not be large but the amounts 
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involved would be substantial enough to make a difference to 

the balance sheets of banks/DFis. Gradually_! depending on the 

progress achieved by the ARF, other bad and ·.doubtful debts 

· could. be transferred over il period 'of time. Meanwhile, banks 

and institutions should pursue recovery through the Special 

T_ribunals •.. 

The mechanism of Special Tribunals and the ·ARF are 

intended to faciliitate recovery of dues from clients in · respect 

of whom banks and DFis have already taken a decision to recall 

the loan and proceed with the enforcement of security. There 

are, however, a signif~cant number of sick accounts in the port

folio of banks and 'Dfls which are under various stages of 

nursing progr~s. These accounts represent dues from units 

Which are generally considered viable and Which given appropriate and 

timely assistance could be expected to show improvement. Past expe

r,ience, however, has shov.n that the rehabilitation progrmmes of most 

such sick units are hampered by inordinate delays in decision 

making, particularly when several banks and financtal institutions 

are involved under a consortium arrangement. There are 

sometimes disagreements between the consortium partners in 

regard to some insignificent details which hold up decisions. 

There have been instances where even after agreement is· reached 

on the rehabilitation programme, there are delays in · the 

disbursement of funds for one reason or another. As. a. result 

of these delays even potentially v fable units face prospects of 

closure and winding up jeopardising, funds already invested in 
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them by · the financial system. Several attempts. have. ·bean made 

in the ·past · to br:lng about greater coor-dination between the 

various 1risi1tuticris 'but these have not produced any worthwhile 
. • j 

. results. 

· The ' Committee: believes that In respect of such sick .. 
units which ar'e · under nursing or rehabilitation programme, It 

sh00:.ld be posslble1 'to work out en arrangement slmllar to what 

Is contemplated ynde.-' the ARF to . ensure smooth decision making 

The and implementation, ln. respect of such nursing programmes. 

Comm.lttee recommends that in respect of all consortium accounts 

which er~ classified as sick accounts and· In ··respect of which 
formulated · . 

nursing , programmes have already been oM are h -In· the process 
I 

of Implementation, the .:oncerned lead fb;anclel institutiOn ·and/or 

lead .commercial bank should . take oiler the term loan and working 

cep.ltel dues respectively from . other participating Institutions 

end banks. Such ·acquisitions sho<.ild be ·at a discount based on 

the . realisable. value. on the assets assessed . by a pa!'el of at 

least two Independent auditors as In the case of transfers of 

assetS- 'iO · th8 · ARF·: 

'.' -· .-

' · · In '·respect. of aceounts where the · amounts of dues to 

the 'banks . and Dfls are very 'large, the process recommended 
-

by us could. raise certain issues of 'exposure'. There ere under-

standable'· i1niltetl;,;,~ even for a large Institution or a commercial 

bank to Increase ·its exposure in respect of. indlvldual.accounts. 

Here again, there 1s a need, as in the case of transfer of assets 
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to ARF, to Implement the arrangement In 11 phased manner. To· 

· start , .with'" It: ShClllld · be possible to. ·confine • .this· arrangement."' 

In respect of accounts .where . the totaL dues .. do not exceed .. a 

sum of Rs 10 crores by way· of ·term loans and. Rs .. 20. , crores 

by way of working capital dues. This should, we belle.v_e, 

address the problfl!ll of Individual exposure. Gradually, this 

arrangement o;:ould be extended to other ,accounts.. . In .respect 

of ·'very large accounts which could create exposure pr~lems,. 

the consortium· arrqements may have to be. continued. We 

unders~d 1 howe_ver., that such accounts are very few in number. 
~-·· 

As In the ease of the ARF, the Committee 'recommends 

the abO~e measure as a one-ume arran'ge~entt~ to."·t~k •. ~re J·'ot 

ttje_ special circumstances in which a fairly· 'large· 'number of Units· 

t>ave fallen sick and need· to be ·rehabilitated.' ."T.iie ·fCommittee .. 

is ~lso cOnscious of the . 'burden·. this . proposel could ' place ori 

some lead Institutions and banks. •Once· ·the ·cases. of • existing ... ' 

units\ ..,..e . dealt with, banks and . Institutions ·should in.: future 

ensure that problems of this nature do not arise. The decision .. 

to nurse a unit which _is facing problems sh~l_d be taken pur_ell( 

on professional and commercial considerations. The formulation 

of an appropriate and considerate exit policy by the Govemm.ent, 

providing proper safegUards for the workers should help In 

this .process. The assumption of the liabilities of .the partlclpa-

tlng ·members of a syndicated loan at a dlscoun.t should then 

be a purely . voluntary arrangement between the conca~ned parties' 

based on normal commercial considerations and without any 

extraneous pressures. 
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STRUCTURAL ORGANISATION OF THE 

BANKING SYSTEM 

Die of the terms of reference of the Committee is the 

questlcn of structural organisation of the banking system:~Y' · T~e 

present structure 'of banks in India has be«F the · result of 
z.,.. 

historical evolutlcn and, barring the creation of the regional 

rural banks after 1975, the structure remains broadly what it· 

was at the time of netlcnellsetion of banks. The lssue of 

restructuring the public sector banks has been studied at 

· various times end by at least three committees in the past end 

though certain recommendetlcns were made in the direction of 

restructuring the system, no. actlcn was taken towards implementing 

these proposals. _,~n _ti'eswMgh~,. of the• perceived administrative 

problems. 

(__Our examination of the problem _and our discussions with 

representative organisations of banks, bank labour, industry 

end trade have brought home to us{the need for effecting structu
'"-' 

rel changes with a view to bringing about greater efficiency 

of operations) We were struck by the broad spectrum "of support 
( 

to the idee that there should be'-e substantial reduction in the 

number of public sector banks from their present number of 28. ) 

We are ewere,lis indeed were the representatives of bank manage

ments end labour, of the administrative end staffing problems 
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that are likely. to,b& faced ·In ·doing ~o but agree with those repre-
the 

sentatlves of managerni.nt end labour with .-.han we dlscussedllssues 

that these,, prob~1ems l)ave ,, to ~a tac~led, _In the larger Interest 

and with cooperation from bank staff. 

The Committee ·attaches the utmost importance ·'to· banks' 

functioning wl thin the· fr..........,rk of .,P..ratl.;,al fl..,;ibill ty end in-· 
- ,~ - . ~ -

ternel autonomy end, Is therefore of the view that any move 
.... - - - • • • ' J • -. 

towards restructuring and reducing the nllli>er of banks throughmrgers 

and acqulsit1ons should evolve cin the basis of' market' driven and pro-

f itebfli ty considerations end with understanding support 
bank officers and 

from l steff. This would emphasize the voluntary character of 

the exercise and avoid the type of problems associated with a 

top down approach • 

Consistent with this approach, the Committee would" like 

tr1pJI 4 >U n• . to put forward· the broad pettem -.owaras which the banking· 

structure should evolve. In our view, this broad pattern should 

consist of 

(a) 3 or 4 large banks (including the State 

Bank of India) which could become interne-

tionel ln character; 

(b) 8 to 10. national banks with a network of 

branches ·throughout the country engaged 

in general or universal banking; 

(c) Local banks whose operations would be . . :; 

generally confined to e specific region; and 
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··(d) ; Rural ''banks~'-(lncludl"!! RRBs) whose opera-

tions . would be confined to the Mlra1: areas"-:,;:···-... '": 

~gd0 _ .w!'ose business . ~auld be predominantly 

engaged in financing of agriculture and 

':aH'led 'activities. 

The Committee believes that each of the above .categories ....... .-: . .. : ; .::~,. - ~-

should have differential start up capital requirements stipulatecd 
I I -. - • •• . ' . 

by -~h!. ~eserve Bank __ based _on the. area of operations and branch 

network. The start up capital requirements .would,. of course, 
. l ,. 

be ~upplemented by th~ maintenance of. i:apltal adequacy on the 

lines discussed in an earlier chapter in respect of the large, . 
. . •' . ' ' 

medium and local banks. Subject to the maintenance of minimum . 
. . 

capital requirements related to area. of operations there shoulq 

be no restrictions on banks operating in any part of the country 

though we would expect that the local banks would largely confine 

their branch. operations to _particular regions and have link offices 

in major . c~tres outside their; . reg_lonal area of operations. 

The State Bank of India has already evolved into a bank 

"'ith 'conside~able amount of dOl"estic strength and 11 strong 

international presence. In due course of time it has the potential 

of evo.ivlng into ~- .. strong .international bank. It is necessary to 

think in terms of .~~o _or, . three other banks which could be 

encouraged to replicate the State Bank of. India's pattern of 

~growth. T~~s .. could come . about through_ a pr,ocess' of mergers 

of some of the leading putllic sector banks' whlc!l already have 

a reasonably strong international presence. Recent events have 
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-ply demcnst':~ted th'!, dlff~f?!lti"!! r 1.<?r..., ban~!·-~'l'l'l'lta!J;!~ 1aol strong 

lnt.,.....tional., • .p......,ce. unless they. have a .degree, ·of strength In 

domestic bankln9. Mergers. of'· ~uch i:.ani.s 'wttti extensive domestic 
- .. ...., 

operations and . an .lntematicinat: presence : ~~l,d t!;lu~ ... ~I'~P to create 

strong banks and of reasonable size to take care of flucti,Jations 

In business whlcti · mark operations lJl 'International banking. Thus, 
- -~ .. ' ~ . 

In addition· to the SBI,. we could have two _or three large banks 

having operations .abroa~ ln. major International' ft;:,..,claf''i:EII)tres . 
. ' .. ' 

and In regions. wlt~ strong Indian: ~thnlc presence·; Pen.citn9' the evolu-
. . --,·-~-.. .,,,._ .... ' 

tion of sue:" strong . Indian . banks with an . International ' character, 

the J;ommlttee recommends as an .Interim. measure: that tti<;Se i,;dian 

banks with the largest presence abroad and· strong firianciaf 

position· could _jointly $et up. one or .more subsidiaries. -to take 

over their existing branches ·abroad. 
' . . 

· , · • . ~ •i I '. •: -.·.• ·I• 
The SBI operations abroad 

'. ' ' - ... , ... 
sh'!"ld .continue and in~eed .be .. strengthened In course of time •. 

The Committee also proposes that consideration be given to the 
· •iQ91 .,l9rU ctbi;::~tur•, · '~ · ... . 

.larger banks Increasing their lntematlonal presence and operations 

bY, taking over existing. small banks .. Incorporated abroad.. . The 

Committee believes that. these steps would .help to rationaUse the 

foreign operations of Indian banks. 

env lsag~ · 'It~ 
"·~ . 

, __ . ,, .. _._ 
A national ban!<, ~s ·we WOuld be typically 

network 
~ .. , ~~-. .. •'Hl. 

one which has a wide of branches across the country, 

Whlle the . public sector . banks today would qualify 'tor .. 'ihts' ... 

definition as a result of their branch expansion riot only In the 
' .. 

regions of their orlgln but across the country, thIs expansion 
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..,s ·saneW'Iat unplamed and haphazard with the result that 

considerable strains have been placed on· ·their -organisational 

structure. ·Such· organisational weaknesses have, as we indicate 

in the next Chapter, affected efficiency-- and productivity". Further, 

due'. to· the operatiori of various other factors, as· discussed in 
earlier Chapters, ·the health ·of ·quite a few banks has been !'ffecti!d" •. 

because of the deterioration in the ·quality of their assets -over 

a period of time. -While pursuing· measures outlined in earlier 

Chapters to improve the profitability of the system, we believe 

a measure of restructuring of the system by reducing the number· 

of the remaining public sector banks would be desirable. There 

is clearly need for a degree of consolidation of the structure· 

and this could be ·brought about essentially through a process 

of negotiated rather than imposed mergers based, as mentioned · 

earlier, on profitability considerations as well as for reasons 

of business strategy. :the managements of the various banks 
'iop .... qu t'leJa ·~H"' 

with appropriate help end, where necessary, a measure of 

persuasion by the Government end the Reserve Bank should, we 

believe, work towards this end. In our· v lew, the number of 

national banks, given the needs of the country and the optlmuin 

size of operations both from the business end organisational points 

of view, should not exceed eight to ten. 

The assumption that every bank should be national in· 

character was perhaps responsible for encouraging the public sector 

banks, including even those who prior to natlonallsation had a 

strong regional character, into ex pending in all parts of 
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of the country • This assumption Is questionable as In any struc-

ture of banking there Is always room for banks with a regional 

character and these could function within their area of operations 

as efficiently and profitably as national banks. Local banks have 

undoubtedly several strengths and given appropriate business 

strategies . c:ould offer health¥ competi_tion to banks of larger size. 

The . Committee, tht;refore, visualises that, given- the freedom of 

entry i,nto the financial System·, the.re !'OUld be strong possibility 

that several new banks ,with: a pr~aninantly local ·character .-.ould 

be .. set up and existing local banks would find 

~he. environment congenial. for !!'creasing the size and scope of 

their operations. 

-~ommittee recommends that freedom of entry Into the 

financial system should be llberalised and the Reserve Bank 

should now permit the establishment of new banks In the private 
minimum • ·· 

sector, prcivided they conform to the? start up capital and other 

requirements and the set of prudential norms with regard to 

accounting, provisioning and other aspects of operations':\, 

The Committee also recommends that there should not be 

any difference in treatment between the public sector and· private 

sector banks and any · restrictions in this ·regard' which ·are at 

present in operation should be removed. 

The Committee proposes that the Government· should make 

a positive declaration that- there .would -be ·no further 

natlonalisation of banks. Such en assurance would remove the 
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.to grow. 

In recommending freedom of .entry Into the financial system 

which would result in the possible establishment of 'flew banks 

in the · private sector, the Committee is conscious of the 

possibility ·of misuse of banks by certain vested Interests to their 

special advantage and to the detriment of depositors' interests. 

The ,Committee believes that ensuring strict compliance with the 

prudential guidelines laid ·down by · the Reserve ·aank ··of · lnd'ia 

together with the relevant statutory requirements governing private 

' bank operations ·should provide adequate safeguards ·against .such 

misuse of banks' resources. 

The Committee also believes that consistent with the other 

aspects of Government policy dealing with foreign investment, 

the policy with . regard. to allowing foreign banks to open offices· 
' 

1
" -Cer•L '- , . 

in India either as branches or, where the Reserve Bank considers . 

it appropriate, as subsidiaries, should be more liberal subject to 

the statutory requirement of- recipr:oclty and the r alntenance of 

such minimum assigned capital as · may be prescribed by the· 

Reserve !;lank. The Cannlttee is of· the view that the. joint ventures 

bet-en foreign banks arid .Indian banks should not only be permitted 

but be actively encouraged particularly in regard to merchant and 

investment · banking, leasing and other newer forms of· flnanclel 

services. ·The entry_ of foreign banks into · the country, we . 

believe,· would have a· beneflclel impact from the~ view 
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· of Improving competitive efficiency of the Indian banking system 

as also upgrading work technology. In the short run It could 

create problems to the Indian banks but .over a. period of t~me, 

we believe, Indian banks wouid so reorganise their operations 

1 and lrrprove their efficiency as to meet the competition posed by 

t the . foreign banks. While permitting operations of foreign banks 

1 we would emphasise the Importance of ensuring a level playing 

'field. Foreign banks· In the country are -not subjected to: the 

1 
same social . obllgatio_ns as have been Imposed on· the .. domestic 

banks and this has given an edge . to the foreign banks In regard 

to their profitability. The Committee, therefore, recommends 

that foreign banks In India when permitted to operate In the· 

c;ountr_y ~hould R?e subjected to the- same requirements .as are appli

cable to domestic banks. If,, in v_lew of certain constreints, such 

liS absence of branch network J the foreign banks are uMble to 

fulfil certain requirements-. such as a minimum proportion 6f 

directed credit .(equal,. as we have earlier proposed, to 10 pel" 

cent of aggregate credit) the Reserve Bank should . work out alterna

tive methods with a view to removing any possible competitive 

disadvantage to the Indian banks. l 

The Commlt_tee has given consideration to the present 

system of licensing of branches. Whlle on the one hand the 

present policy has placed restrictions on commercial bariks opening 

offices purely on profitability considerations, It has, on the 

other; directed banks to open offices 1n centreS with the object 

of providing banking services especially· In the rural and semi-

urb.~n areas regardless o:f the fact that such .branches are likely 
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to be unremunereti ve. This pollcy was perhaps desirable, and 

necessary for extending geographical spread In the formative years 

of expanding the financial infrastructure. With ·this objective 

having been substantially achieved, the policy need~ to be / 

reviewed. W lth the banking system now having extended its · 
. 

branch network over a v~st area of the rural 
I 

hinterland .and i 

successfully achieved . an· increase in ·banking density, . the 

Com111lttee sees no further need to continue ~he system of branp.. • 

Ucenslng end we accordingly propose that branch licensing be 

abollshed. Indian carmerclal banks should be given full freedan to 

open or close branches (other than rural bra:.ches for the 

present) or swap their rural branches with those of other 'banks' 

on the basis of their commercial judgment. 

One of the major achievements of the banking s_ystem In· 

the period following natloneUsation has been the substantial 

branch expansion into the rural areas and the Increase In 

provision of credit to agriculture and allied activities but, as 

discussed earller, thls achievement has exacted 11 price In terms 

of erosion of profitability and _organisational strain. Most of 

the rural branches of banks are unremunerative and leek viability 

In their operations. The management of the rural . branches has. 

proved to be 11 daunting task In regard to manpower deployment. 

Internal controls over rural branches have become weak and 

Ineffective. Information retrieval has been hampered by delays 

and inaccuracies and quallty of assets sevrely affected by, 

rongst other things, absence of effective post-credit supervision. 
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Any attempt to restructure the banking system In the country 
. " . . 

can~ot 'but take ~!>te of and d~l . wl th these problems. 

The Institution . of Regional. Rural Ba~ks, (RRBs) was 

designed to_ proyl,de, a ... lo~ cost. ,alter_native.,to, ,tile ,operation of 

commercial bank branches but .,the functioning. of .the . RRBs also 

gives much cause for concern. To a large extent, this· has been· 

the result of the restrictions placed on .. the business they can 

engage in. The wage and salary scales of the RRBs also have 

been rising and the recent award of , a tribunal would lead to 

these scales approximating to those of the commercial banks. 

The low earning capacity and the rising .expenditure have 

seriously affected their viability and, barring a handful, almost 

all the banks are working at considerable loss with little reilef 

In sight. With the increase in salary scales, an Important 

rationale for the setting up of the ·RRBs has ceased to exist. Jhe 

managemants of the RRBs continue to vest with the sponsoring 

banks who also have their own rural branches In the very area of 

operations of the RRBs which have been sponsored and are 

managed by them. This has given. rise to certain anamolies and 

to avoidable expenditure on controls and administration. The 

problem of the RRBs Is, therefore, one of improving their viabi

lity without sacrificing the basic objective for which they were 

set up. 

The Committee believes that the solu!lon lies in evolving 

11 rural banking structure which could combine effectively the 

advantages of the local character of the RRBs and the financial 
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atr.ngth end organlsatlOI'IIIl and managerial skills of the commercial 

benka. Whlle competition should be a relevant factor .in, the 

business of banking' in the partiallar circumstance of rural 

banking this proposition needs to be qualified. ·Given the credit 

gap which exists in rural community, and the · distance still 

required to be covered before the rural banking needs are fully· 

taken care of, the need is to establish a viable banking structure 

which could effectively meet rural credit needs. 

The Committee believes that it would be advantsgeous 

for the sponsor banks to segregate the operations of their rural· 

branches through the formation of one or more subsidiaries, 

depending on the size, administrative convenience and business 

assessment of each sponsor bank. 

a compact area of operations. 

Each subsidiary should have 

This would be particularly 

desirable from the point of v lew of recruitment and deployment 

of manpower apart from prov lding the needed thrust to business 

operations and effective improvements in the control, supervision 

and information systems. If our recommendations in regard 

to abolition of branch licensing is implemented, the sponsor 

banks should have the freedom to swap their rural 

branches with those of other banks which would 

facilitate banks which have fewer rural branches in certain 

districts to cede them in favour of those banks which have a 
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larger · presence. ' Through thls process lt should be possible . 

to eyolve 'a rational structure of subsldlarles of national banks 

\ which ·could handle rural banking ln a more efflclent and cost 

effect! ve manner • 

· Such subsidiaries !>f the national banks should be. treated 

on pa_r with the RRBs ln regard· to >cash reserye and statutory 

liquidity requirements and _refinance facUlties from NABARD with 

a view to Improving the viability of .rural_ operations.. This 

combined with considerable saving In costs of administration 

brought about~-· through. the process of ratlonallsatlon suggested 

above and the phasing· out of cQncesslonaUty in lending to· 

agriculture and small industry should make the subsidiaries more 

viable and eventuall)l ·profitable. The 10 per cent target ·for· 

directed credit which we · haveo recommended as a 'transitional· 

measure should, we suggest; --be _calculated on the basis of the 
~· . '--4J'" 

combined aggregate of the parent banks and their subsidiaries. 

The administrative problems whlch this rationalisation 

exercise would Involve cannot, however,. be Ignored. The 

manpower problems associated ..;ith this cannot also be minimised. 

It is quite possible that a large number of employees would 

hesitate to get themselves absorbed in the newly formed 

subsidiaries and would prefer to remain with their respective 

parent banks. They may have to be initially treated on 

deputation and replaced by employees who are recruited afreSh 

and locally. The training process of the newly recruited 

employees could also take quite some time. These are essentlally 
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transitional problems end while -• ·of them .,could _poee 

dlfflcultles to banks, the Committee believes . thet It .would be 

necessary to face _them _squarely. It Is perhaps tt!e fallure to 

take note of these problems In the peat that hu partly .,_, 

responsible for the present structural deflclencles of the system. 

These problems would noi · plsappii!Jr \under any structu~e. It 

would,· In our view.- be ·better· to find long term solutions as 

suggested above while meeting the transitional difficultieS 1ri · u 

best a manner as possible. 

In regard . to ·Regional Rural Banks,· ·the Committee would: 

recommend that to Impart viability to their operations . they · be' 

permitted to engage In aU types of banking bu~lness. Though 

their focus should contlrue t~ be to lend to the·· target groups · 
\ 

they should not be forced to restrict their operations to the 

target groups. However, to ensure that the assistance at present 

available to the target groups Is not In any way reduced, the 

Committee proposes that, the RRBs should ensure that the level 

of credit to this sector Is maintained as was obtaining during 

the year 1989-90. We would also propose that the Interest rete 

structure of the RRBs shciuld be In line with those of the 

commercial' banks. This should make the operations of the RRBs 

viable over time. To Improve the vleblllty further the Committee 

recommends that 11 mechanism be worked out 

the RRBs could place surplus 

under 

funds 

which 

with 
..J 
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either NABARD or with a special federal type of agency that might 

be set up for this purpose. Simllarly, Instead of RRBs Investing 

In Government and Government guaranteed securities for purposes 

of SLR compliance they could keep cash balances with NABARD 

or the special agency which could pay Interest on such balances 

by Investing or deploying these funds to the best advantage on 

their behalf and thus help augment the Income of the RRBs. Such 

placement of funds by RRBs would also be consistent with the 

statutory requirements In relation to SLR. These steps, we 

' believe, would help to Improve the viability of such of the 

RRBs as would. wish to retain their Identity. 

The Committee would, however, leave the option open 

to the RRBs and their sponsor banks as to whether the RRBs 

should retain their Identity or whether they should be merged 

on a voluntary basis with the sponsor· banks' rural banking 

subsidiaries. Such mergers should be decided malrlly on 

commercial and developmental considerations. In cases of such 

mergers, the Committee recommends that the sponsor banks take 

them over as 100 per cent subsidiaries In the first Instance by 

buying out the shares In the RRBs now held ·by other agencies 

at a token price and eventually merge them with their rural 

banking subsidiaries which we have proposed. 

The Committee believes that the steps we have outlined 

to rationalise the functioning of rural banking institutions would 
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go a long way ln · lmprovlng the vleblllty of the concerned 

lnstltutlons eod help to build a strong end broad based structure 
;~ . 

Gf rural credit. 

-....... 
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Chapter VD 

ORGANISATION, METHODS AND 'PROCEDURES 

IN 8AN(5 

Flexibility of operations, productivity end efficiency 

.·of ·the . benking . system could be regarded • as a function. of the 

organisational· systems, methods end procedures followed by ·the 

.blinking system. An important polnt that emerges on a review 

,of the organisational systems ln the banking Industry is, as 

.. mentioned ln.• an earlier Chapter, that. the methods of operation 

end . procedural systems have not changed in any •major 

qualitative sense In spite of a phenomenal growth· in· the volume 

·of buslnesss, en ex tended geogreph I eel reach and a majo~ 

.diversification of functional activities. As mentioned ln earlier 

;Chapters 1 • .lines of commend end . contr.ol have lengthened to the 

polnt of weakening central' office supervis!on without effectively 

decentralising decisi"'.' making and operations.. Internal retums 
I 

. ere not .submitted either on time. or accurately; intemel audit 

end inspection .. systems have not geared themselves sufficiently 

,to expansion of· business end unreconclled lnte~"'branch end lnter-

bank entries (In spite of some Improvement. In • housekeeping' 

in recent years) remaln areas of concern In view of the 

possibility of such unreconclled entries giving scope for fraud. 

In the result, the expansion end diversification of business have 

put severe lnternel stralns on the system. 
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The Committee ls of the vlew that the form of internal 

organisational structure . ls a matter best left to the. judgment of 
the slze of the banks, the 

lndlvldual banks depending upon the L vowme of their operations, 

the spread of their branch network and the range of their 

functions. There ls ln fact no need to have a uniform 

structure 'tor all the banks. It would, however, be pertinent 

to note that the way the internal organlsatlonal structul'e of banks 

has evolved ls for the larger. banks to have a four-til!.r 

structure, starting wlth the branch, followed by the regional 

office controlling about 30 to 40 branches, a zonal office 

controlling three or four regions and a head or central office 

at the top. The case of the State Bank ls somewhat• unique ln 
the 

the sense that lts equivalent of zonal office ls{ Local Head Office, 

which functions in many respects as a bank wlthin a bank. The 

Committee believes that for the medium and smaller banks a three

tier structure consisting of the branch' the regional offices and 

central office would be adequate whlle for 11 small and local 

banks, such as, for. Instance, the regional ·rural banks, a two-

tier structure with the branch reporting directly to· the central 

office would appear adequate and appropriate. However, as stated 

earlier, the Committee would not wish to prescribe a uniform· 

pattern but leave lt to the banks to decide on 11 structure most 

appropriate to their needs. A general polnt could, however, 

be made, namely that ln any such multi-tier structure, there should 

be 11 considerable measure of decentralisation, especially wlth 

respect to routine operations and credit declslon making upto well 
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·defined limits,· so that the upper-tiers of the system are not 

unduly burdened. The role of controlling offices, whether at 

the zone or at the cen.trai office should be primarily one of 

effective monitoring and providing guidance to the lower-tiers 

In · respect of their operations. Effective branch control Is quite 

·consistent with an autonomous and decentrallsed structure provided 

the . boundaries of ·delegated authority are well laid down and 

conformed to by both the le.vels and supported by an effective 

reporting system. As a rule, administrative offices which are 

essentially cost · rather than profit centres ·should be lean and 

efficient outfits as against the present situation where one sees 

a· considerable proliferation of steff as a r-esult of unplanned end 

haphazard growth and insufficient delegation down the line. 

The branch is the cutting edge of the banking industry 

where there is the direct Interface with the depositor end the 

credit customer. It Is the functioning of the branch that Js thus 

a measure of the efficiency In respect of customer services . 

Banks would, therefore, need to give close attention to the 

organisation, staffing, work technology, work culture and attitudes 

of branch staff. Th! manning of rural branches have posed 

problems for banks owing to the reluctance of urban oriented and 

recruited staff to work in rural branches and the lack of motiva

tion to do so. More local recruitment and improved working condi

tions· i"n rural areas should help to meet this problan. In most bran

ches the work is fairly slnple and routine. Deposit, bank ranlttanCes 
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sl~le advances and bill business do not Indeed require ITl.lch 
skill or 

expertise to process. Procedures and accounting policy are ·simple 

and staff training for these set of. operations should not present 

serious problems. Even If such simple and repetitive work In 

a branch should expand It could be handled especially In non

metropolitan ~entres by additional staff. Beyond a point, however, 

opening new ledgers and app!'lntlng more staff cannot solve the 

problem as a larger volume of work brings In Its train a host 

of other problems such as handling reconciliation of entries, 

balancing of accounts and the like which require a measure of 

mechanisation and computerisation. It is instructive to compare 

the experience of foreign and Indian banks in this regard. Foreign 

banks were in the lead in introducing mechanisation and 

computerisatlon, and in the process, their customer service has 

improved, their standards of efficiency are rated better aod they 

have, In consequence, reaped considerable competitive advantage. 

If Indian banks are to maintain and enhance their. competitive 

efficiency , they would also need to go in for a measure of 

mechanisation and computerisation at least in the bigger branches 

and especially in the urban and .metropolitan centres. Whlle a 

majority of branches would be engaged in geheral business, the 

Increasing diversification of the portfolio and larger volume In 

diverse areas would call for staff with special skills. As work 

In these specialised areas expands, banks could think In terms 

of having separate functional dl visions In branches to handle 

business . of a particular type of clientele with each speclaliaed 

division cata'lng to a pertlo;ular market segment and mamed by 
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staff equipped with the necesSBry skills for this purpose and 

provided with decision making abilities. The divisions could 

maintain their own books of accounts and carry only the totals 

to the branch general ledger. The State Bank of India's 

experience with such dlvlslonalli:;atlon in terms of market segments 

Is indicative of the benefits of such an approach. If the volume 

of business expands beyond even what a division In a branch 

could undertake, there could perhaps be scope for what has been 

termed • dedicated • branches wh lch cater to only one market 

segment, providing all the services of a particular type 

c;llentele's needs and man Its steff, specially skilled and trained 1 

to handle this type of business. It has been observed that such! 

dedicated branches are conducive both to efficiency and to enhanced 

customer satisfaction. We, however, · would suggest that the 

question whe~er branches should be dlvlslonallsed or a system 

of dedicated branches Instituted Is a matter which lndlvld!Jal 
., .. 

bank managements have to decide on based on their perception 

of the volume of busb,ess and req!Jlrements of their clientele. 

With regard to the middle-tier, whether zonal or regional 

offices. their main function. as mentioned earlier. would be one 

of monitoring the operations of the sub-tiers and providing the 

latter with direction and guidance within a scheme . of ·delegated 

authority. The Committee believes that even where banks are 
• 

now operating a multi-tier organisation, the extent of delegation 
' . 

of authority Is Inadequate. Nor Is there a cl•r enough perception 
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end reviewing the activities. of the branches end 

effectively. The Committee believes thet whet 

supervIsing the'!' . -
is needed ls a 

judicious blend of ~-site and off-site controls with a 

middle-tier ensuring thet the branches adhere to prescribed norms 

and guidelines. 

As regards the heed office, the. Committee observes that these 

are organised ln different banks on dlff!'f'ent lines wlth some 

controlllng operations of the branches on a zonal or 'geographlC(ll 

basis whlle others have attempted a functional organisation .at 

the heed office level. This again is a metter, whlch we believe, 

ls best left to individual institutions. We would, however, utter 

a note of eeution against frequent ·changes in the structure ·of head 

office organisation depending upon the changing perceptions of 

individual chief executives. The central office, in our vlew, 

should be so organised as to' enable the top management to pay 

undivided attention to the key areas of the banks • operations 

end pursuit of broader corporate goals in the areas of productivity 

and profitability es well es customer service with the help of 

appropriate inputs from their steff end line functionaries. 

More then the formal hiererchieel structure of internal 

organisation it is the methods of conducting bank business ihat 

the Committee believes is at the heart of the issues of efficiency, 

productivity and customer service. There has been, as stetecf 

earlier, little change in the basic methods of operation of the., 

banking system in the lest two deeedes, despite the large growth 
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. In the volume of business end lts functional diversification. The 

work. technology remains virtually the same end changes In the 

hlererchlcel patterns have not addressed the problems. posed by 

the explosion of banking business. It has been stated that one 

of the r....sons coming In the way of Improving systems end 

pr<;>cedures end adapting them to emerging needs Is the resistance 

from organised labour to any change. As stated In en earlier 

Chapter, while bank trade unions have performed their legitimate 

f.;,ction of protecting serv lee conditions of the employees, they 

also appear to have contributed to the growth of restrictive 

practices in areas such as work norms end other aspects of 

operations such es transfers of steff leading to e lop sided 

sltuetfon where many urban end metropolitan branches ere 

over-manned even as steff ·shortages have been e feature of 

several rural branches. There i$ also some ev ldence of weakening 

of discipline which has effected menegerlel functioning. 

The Committee has heard the view that it ls the resistance 

from organised labour to mechanisation end computerlsetion that 

has come 1n the way of Improvement ln work technology. In the 

Committee's view, lt would be taking e simplistic view to perceive 

mechanisation end computerlsstion as substituting labour. In 

respect of repetitive operations it could perhaps be argued that 

mechanisation could substitute l"bour but there ere limits to which 

even this can go end, as mentioned earlier_, lf customer service 

ls to be Improved, especially et the metropolitan centres, even 
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In respect of fairly routine bankl':'g transectlons, s~ch as servIcing 

the depositor, a measure of mechanisation and computerlsatlon 

may be necessary. In any event, modem banking Involves a great 

deal of processing of masses of Information. Timely and adequate 

Information about various aspects of the business have become 

an essential constituent of an efficient management Information 

system·. This, along with the Increasing use of electronic aids 

to cheque clearance and transmission of funds Is something which 

cannot be efficiently or effectively done by employ lng more hands 

as these activities do not lend themselves to efficient manual 

.handling. In this sense, c~puterlsetlon should not be regarded 

as 11 substitute for labour but In fact · as an aid to handling a 
. tr-. · 

larger volume of business and, In that sense, leading to larger 
I 

employment opportunities. In the servIces sector, machines and 

computers bring about 11 qualitative change in the· nature of 

service and where time ·Is an essential Input In the quality of 

service, labour and machines cease to be substitutes but assume 

complementary roles. As pointed out by the Rangarajan Committee 

on Computerlsetion, the programme of computerlsatlon envisaged 

would not result In any reduction of labour but some reallocation 

of work and the objective of mechanisation Is not to replace man 

with machines but make work life more meaningful and reduce 

the drudgery Involved In routine work. That Committee pointed 

correctly that the work force In the banking Industry must ·look 

upon computerlsatlon as 11 means to improve customer serv lee and 

efficiency which would lead to growth and thus help to expand 
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employment. In today' s conditions, when banks l!lre ln.-. comp_etition 

wlth highly computerised and fuUy eutomated financial companies, 

we beUeve that for providing efficient services, there would. need 

to be- a greater measure of cofnputerlsation. We are confident that 

the enlightened leadership of labour unions would realise that 

It ls In their own interest to strengthen the competitive ability 

of the banking industry, so that its .viability end growth would 

help not merely to protect but enlarge job opportunities ln the 

industry. The Committee believes that there h11s to be· a 

· recognition on the part- of ·bank man11gements and- labour that ·the 

system cannot hope to be competitive lnternaUy end ·keep ln step 

with _the wide ranging ·innovations taking place ln the banking 

industry 'abroad wl thout a radical change ln work · technology and 

culture. We have ·been re11ssured to know that ·organised labour 

Is as much convinced of the importance of enhancing the v lability 

and . profltablUty of the banking industry end providing efficient 

customer service and, therefore, are· hopeful• that they would appre

ciate the importance of computerlsation end .mechanisation and have 

their fears allayed regarding the loss of -potential employment 

opportunities in the industry. 

managements to adopt . forward 

.. It is equ11lly incumbent on bank 

looking personnel · pollcies.' which 

are seen also to be objective and consistent so as to ·help cre11te 

a satisfying work environment. 

In this connection, the Committee is constrained to 

observe trat management of banks also do not appear to have 

exerted themselves sufficiently ln furthering the process of 
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IMChefti.Mtlan and computerisatlan and have taken shelter behind 

the perceived opposition of organised labour• Some constituents 

of the system, however, have embarked on the move towards 

meeh.,I.Mtlan and computerisatlon. As mentioned earlier, foreign 

blroks have been in the van ln this regard but among the Indian 

banks, the State Bank has gone farther than the oihers. The 

question legitimately arises that if the State Bank could do so 

why could not th.e others. In more recent years there. has been 

some progress in the matter of introducing modern work 

technology • The Reserve Bank has introduced electronic clearing 

in major centres and some mechanisation is being attempted in 
of banks 

central and zonal· office[" However, the progress with regard 

to developing appropriate software for management information 

systems and internal control returns is still ·Somewhat uneven. 

In this connection, the Committee strongly endorses ·the ·recommen-

datlons of the Rangarajan Committee on computerlsation of banking 

activity and would urge bank managements to discuss with 

organised labour the issues lnvol ved. In the Committee's . view, 

the system of industry-wide negotiations may have something. to 

do with the slow progress in this regard. In a sense·, Industry

wide negotiations, which incidentally predate natlonallsatlon of 

banks, tend to obscure the problems and potential of individual 

banks end at least in respect of non-wage areas to start with 

the Committee would llke bank managements to explore the possibi

lity of; negotiations with organised labour on en individual bank 

basis. 
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The· discussion.· on ·organisational : ·methods . and· · systems 

.would not be complete ·without reference ·to ·the ·issues ·.of · human' 

resource development end training. > In .the · emerging • competitive 

conditions in the financial services industry' in· which .banks wiil 

continue to be the major.. players, the need · for .specialised 

expertise in assessing the .needs of 'the corporate -sector ·end 

evolving suitable products to meet these needs cennoi be over-

emphasised. The task of pricing v.erlous services; providing 
' : ~- -·: ..... -.-

for access to information technology, evolviMg appropriate computer 
,., ~. 

software end . insights into the international money end capital 

markets would need steff with special expertise. In this connec-

tion, the Committee urges a review of the system of recruitment 

and promotion in the banks. Given the increasing diversity end 

' sophisti.cetion of business 1 it may be necessary for banks to go 
1 

to the market for recruiting manpower with special skills from 

time to time and, it would be 1 therefore, · necessary to establish 
••· ,,,,-•j'i':f"tf''<T :JnH•__. · ':·f:,!l 11!"-;l. :.P 

a convention whereby a certain percentage of posts in several 

cadres in a bank may' be recruited from the 'cipen market. The at t1 tude 

of officers' essociafions v.hich some have tenned 'closed shops' 
,_. -. 

would; therefore, have to undergo a change if banks ere to stey 

competitive and be able to take advantage of the emerging oppor-

tunities in the financial services market. It would also be 

~ecessary to reward specially skilled and talented persons of 

proven merit with accelerated promotional opportunities if banks 

are to retain the bright members of their steff and not lose them 

to competitors in the financial services industry. With branch 

expansion tapering off, opportunities for pranotion are likely 
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to be thrau!to the expansion of business througoo· provision of new 

-..1-, lMtrunents end a · greater exploration .. of ·the business 

needa of the clientele. Business expansion would ·be as · rruc:h 

CJalltatlve as (Jantltatlve and pranotlons would Increasingly have 

to be based on .....,.use and special skills rather·. than merely ·on 

seniority or on the basis of span of control over branches. 

In aU this, the role of training !lnd, hlm!n. .resource 

develcpnent bllcanes lrrportant. One of the factors contribUting to 

the deterioration of the quality of service Is the dllutlon In the 
" 

""'llty of supervisory staff and the lnllblllty of bank personnel 
' , . ~ . . ' 

to discharge their news ~oles. Training and orientation courses . .-
designed 'to lnprove professional expertise and lrrbue staff with 

motivation have becane rather routine exercises. The quell ty· of 

training llrparted In l:!"nks has been s.......V.at unev&n and training 

methodology has becane stereo-typed with insufficient attention 

being paid to the selection and development of training faculty 

and periodic revision of the curricule for training In relation 

to emerging needs. Most Importantly 1 corporate commitment to 

training and HRD has to be clear. Modern banking Is getting 

Increasingly skill Intensive and employee training has, therefore, 

to be recOgnised as an Important Instrument to develop skills 

and attitudes among the staff. We would urge the · Standing 

Coordination Committee appointed by the Reserve Bank In this 

regard to address Itself to these areas and provide the requisite 

guidance to the banks. 
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·One·. ··factor· ·contribut lng ·to· the weakening 

management systems -In the banks has, -·as mentioned 

·ear'l ~er·; · been' the inability of banks to· recruit 

their o;taff directly and tlie r-Igidities •that have 

·preva lled · in· 
The Committee 
Rt. Lproposes 

·the system of 

·the t instead 

reward and punishment. 

of .. •hav ing a co11111on 

recruitment system, indiv !dual· banks should· be· free 

to.'make. theil1· own. recruitment. ·.of .·officers-. There 

is, thus,, in ·the Commitiee's view no need· for 

-setting. up a Ban·king ·Service , · Commission for 

centralised recr.ultment .of officers: .. nor· for- their 

rec.,.uitment'-' ;,s' at present through the Banking 

Serv.ice ·. Recruitment -Boards (BSRBs) • Th~s would 

glve. indi.vidual banks scope. for scouting· for talent 

and,, at· ·the ··same t,lme ,. training systems should 

be so designed that new skills are imparted 

to bank personnei .'' ·' · nle · Coir'rni t tee', however, 

predicates .this recommendation· on the 

assumption that panks will ..... ::set up object! ve, 

fair and impartial recruitment, procedures and 

wherever appropriate they could come together 

on IS voluntary basis to have IS joint 

recruitment system, As regard clerical grades, the present 

system of recruitment through BSRBs may · continue but the 

Committee would urge . that the responsibility· for the 

appointment of the Chairman of these Boards should be 

totally left to the coordinating banks. 
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. The other_ important aspect -of organisation is .concerned 

with the top management structure. Ali ·nationalised banks today, 

irrespective of their size, ·have a slmller type of management 

structure, namely a ·board of directors, including two whole-time 

directors the Chairmen end Managing Director end the Executive 

Director end top executive functionaries in the cadres cof 

3enerel. managers, deputy general managers end assistant general 

managers. As regards the boards of banks, it should be clearly 

indicated that their primary functfon should be to ley- down the 

broad financial policy of the bank concerned end set corporate 

goals end review performance• Boards should, in our view, ·not 

get involved in day to day operational decisions. These ere the 

primary responsibility -of the chief executive end his senior 

colleagues acting in accordance with the policies laid down by 

the board or of its committees. A view has been put forward 

to the Committee that the post of Chairmen end Managing Director 

be separated (as is the case now with the State Bank of India) 

so as to relieve the Chairman from administrative responsibilities 

and leave him. free to concentrate on ·policy planning and strategic 

management • The Committee has· no strong views on the matter 

except to say that this ':"ould depend on the size· of the bank. 

For the large banks 'there may be some advantage in following 

the State Bank of India model put for ·the medium end small banks 

Ne see no particular merit in the proposal. . The role of the 

oxecutive Director in bank . however needs to· be clearly 

lemarcated end not left to the perception of lndivldua1 Chairmen. 
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In""' ·our VIe':"',• the autonomy- of Interned·' deciSion· -'making Is 

,critical , to,~ the -functioning· ·of ·a . competltlvEi . ...,d • efficient banking· 

.SY!~an.4 Such,.. autonany• presupposes .. absence -of- any., type of 'external· 

pr~s~re, ()r ~nfluen~e ... Lnfor_~una1:ely,, the experience ,In, -this regard, ~ 

,as ment,loned,.l'l the previous Chapters; ,has n.ot been happy. There have. 

been cases of aclnlnlstrative and political l[>terferenc!' ln _lndlvldue~ . 

. decision making ln various . aspects of busines~ and aclnlnlstration 

Which has .seriously abridged operational autonomy. In our view, there

fore, it ls C)f paramount lnportance to depollticlse the functioning 

,of_ banks and insulate thsn fran pollt.lcal and aclnlnlstrative. inter-,_ 

terence In Internal rre.nnaganent.. . 

'Consistent with· the Cannittee's view that the integrity and 

lntemal •autmomy of ·banks is far· more lnportant than the question 

of """'ership,. the .. Cannittee ;..o..ld. reccmnend .certain. changes with 

regard to, ,·consti tu.tlon of boards iond appointment .of .chief executives 

C)f banks,. As ~ first step it is., we_ be.11eve1 necessary ,to appoint 

11181t>ers to the boards 9f directors_ canposed of individuals of proven 

professional canpetence and expertise and with special inslg>ts into 
~ . . . 

specific econanl<: activities., In the case of nationalised banks the 

camposltlon ls laid down ln the relative statute and seeks to provide ... ' 

representation for various interests. In r~spect of the private 

~ector banks the legal requlrsnents are that not less than 51 per cent 

of 11181t>ers of the board should have specialised knowledge or practical 

experience ln the area specified ln the legislation. Within the 

confines pf, these statutory .. provisions u .. should be possible to • 

stresnl.lne ~he procedure .for selection of. persons to be appointed es 

directors on the boards without giving any <JJ~Srter to political 

- lnfl- In euch appointments. 
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At present, boards . of public .sector. banks have nominees 

both of the Government end of the Reserve Bank. ·As long the 

Government owns the banks it would perhaps. be necessary to have 

11 representative of the G.ovemment to take care of what, one 

might term, the 'proprietorial' concems, but it' would also be 

important to have officials of sufficient seniority on boards of 

banks. 1 The Committee, however, feels· that there Is no need 
,. 

for the representation of the Reserve Bank on the boards of 

banks so as to avoid possibility of conflict of . interest. 

As regards the structure of the ·boards, we suggest that for. the 

large banks of en all India character they could have, as the 

State Bank of India now does, locel boards which would be 

fllmlllar with operational matters . with respect to regions under 

- their jurisdiction. while ·the· ·central boerd ~ould concentrate on 

broad strategic Issues;· covering the bank; as 11 .whole. We· believe 

it would be a salutary principle for banks 'to constitute executive 

committees of the board which ·would be primarily charged with 

overseeing functional' areas such liS credit 0 inv~stments 
0 

fund . 
management, Internal Inspection end II!Jdlt, human resource 

, 
development and :other operational areas, while the main boerd 

could concentrate on broeder Issues of policy direction and 

strategic management in relation to corporate goels of the bank. 

--------------------------------------------
1 

Two of our colleagues take the v lew that Government should 
not appoint its representatalve on the boards and that as a 
·con~ce the Ben~lng Division, as at present constituted, 
Should be abolished,· · Their note Is appended. 
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The Commltt~ Is of the opinion that In the appointment 

of Chairman and Managing Director of the banks, professional 

competence and Integrity should be the prime consideration In 

such selections on the basis of ·fair, objective and· consistent 

norms. It Is equally Important to ensure security of tenure for 

the chief executive of the banks for a specified term, which could 

be 5 years and . to stipulate that the_ services of a chief executive 

could be terminated only . on the basls . of proven misconduct. 

The Committee beUeves that while the formal appointments to 

these posts for pubUc sector banks .would have to be made by 

the Government, the recommendations fo~ .. such appointments should 

be made by a group of eminent persons such as retired Govemors 

of the Reserve Bank and other .. widely respected persons. In the 

financial world, who could be lnv.ited by the Governor of the 

Reserve Bank to make recommendations In this regard and further 

that a convention . should be established that such reccommendations 

would invariably be accepted by the authorities. Similarly, the 

termination of services would also have to be on the basis of 

recommendations of this group of eminent persons. The Committee 

would also recommend thet the appointment to banks' boards 

should also be made on the basis of the recommendations of this 

group of eminent persons. Flexibility of operations and ensuring 

the needed autonomy of Internal functioning ls, In the Committee's 

view, directly Unked to the de-politiclslng the appointment of 

the chief executive and boards of banks. As regards the other 

whole-time director we believe, It would be an advantage to 
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appoint to. this · post . a person from. within . the. organisation on 

the basis of hls service record and not .necessarily on. the basi~ 

of mere seniority •. Undiluted application . of ~eniority ,could 

degenerate lnt~ rewarding mediocrity. 

.. 
The banking system . ln ~n l~crea~ing' competitive enyiran.:: 

:..ent would . face new challeng;,s and . al.;., new, opp.;,.tunitl~s •. · There 

would be more scope t..: competitloo, both, . int~' se,., amo'ng'' the 

banks and between the banks ·and· other players in the sy~t~m· who 

are more conscious of costs~ and who place an aci:ent on efficient 

service. It Is, therefore, necessary ·that banks· equip themselves 

with the ri!#>t organisatiCnal structure, ·and even· 'more importantly,' 

·the rlght personnel and 'systems · to 'cope with· these :challenges;· 

Banks have been reactive In ·.their attitude with respect' to 

organisational challenges 5o far. It is 'time · for them now to be 

proactive In their approach ·and to anticipate the new demands 

on their skills that will be emerging and to· prepare for the same 

through appropriate adjustments In· their organisational' structure 

end methods 1lf operations and procedures In' 'aii · environment of' 

operational flexlblllty and Internal autonomy.·· 
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DEVELOPMENT. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

- -.-... 

Devel<?p~ent Financial Institutions. ·(oFis) In India have, 

as we Indicated earlier, by and large been able to fulfil the 
. 

objectives for which they were set up. · The Institutions have been 

largely successful In accelerating the growth of· ·Industrial 

development by providing needed flnenclal suppOJ:! "'! fairly 1\beral 

.terms and stable rates · of Interest for setting 'up new projects, 

for expansion of existing projects end modemlsatlon ·of projects 

by . the Induction of new technologies. · The growth In the · volume 

of their operations and their dominance In financing Investment 

Is testimony to their successful lntermedletiori role •. The promotional 

role played by these Institutions has· enable? the country. to achieve 

a . broadening of the entrepreneurial _.bese which today. Is . one of 

the major strengths of the industrial scene. . The institutions in 

tuni:. h8!Je ... benefited f,rom a secure market niche, assured sourc~ 

of funds end relatively stable borrowing and lending rates. Many 

of these conditions ere now undergoing a change with increasing 

competition from other parts of the fl<)enciel s.ector, pressure on 

the availability of pr i v 11 eged (end concessione!) funds 

through banks 1 ·SLR Investments end the progressive deregulation 

of Interest rates. This cells .for ·.DFis .. to become more competitive, 

more efficient end more profitable. 

As In the case of the commercial banks,. the DFis have 

in the course of the lest several years suffered some decline in 

proflteblUty end deterioration In financial health. This Is 
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particularly so ln the case of state level flnanclal Institutions. 

Though the all India institutions have by and large managed to 

retain their flnancla"i viability, there have b"'" more recently 

signs of some erosion of profitability. However; · unlike In the 

case of commercial banks, this decline in profltablllty is not so 

much because of acceptance of soc:ial obligations. of lending to some 

sectors at concesslonal rates of interest but because of; deterioration 

in the asset quality. The DFis did have tlll recently schemes 

for provision of interest at concessional terms to projects set up 

in backward areas, for modernisation· of technology, energy 

conservation and export oriented ·units, ·but· these together did not 

form any significant part of their portfolio and were not li major 

factor in the decline in profitability. For a long period the DFis 

enjoyed comfortable gross spreads of about 3 per cent mainly 

because of assured and privileged access to resources through the 

SLR mechanism at relatively stable and concesslonal rates of 
!! fiJ. 9l 

interest. This favourable situation started changing only during 

the last four to five yeers partly due to stepping up of the coupon 

rates on the bonds and with the increasing demands on them, the 

institutions have had to resort to borrowings at market rates of 

interest for a larger proportion of their resources. This has led 

to some narrowing of the spreads though with the lending rates 

of the institutions being freed the ·spreads have been ~ldening 

again. In the last two years the spreads are around 2 .5 per cent 

which still are well above those of the commercial banks where 

the gross spreads have been between 1 pen cent and 1i per cent. 
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The single most lmportent factor contributing to the . 

deterioration of .the health of the flnenclel Institutions Is, as 

mentioned earlier, the decline In the quality of their portfolio 

owing to a ·combl1111tlon of several factors. 

Under a system of Industrial llcenclng it was assumed 

though not explicitly stet!!(~, that once an industrlel licence was 

granted by the Government, fi1111ncing by the Government owned 

institutions would follow automatically. This unfortunately led 

to considerable but unwarranted relaxation in the appraisal 

standards by the. Institutions. Also the deficiencies in the 

licensing system had its effect on lending processes as ·well, leading 

to .. promotion and financing of several unviable projects. by entre= 

preneurs without proven competence. 

While the 'liberal lending norms, particularly the high 

leverage in the form of a debt equity of 2:1 did lndeed help in 

attracting new entrepreneurs, it acted as a deterrent ·in making 

the projects fi1111ncially viable particularly ln the context of fiscal 

end market uncertainties. In a way this could be attributed 

to the fiscal system which favoured ~ebt rather than equity as 

a source of investment financing as a result of which most of the 

projects were seriously undercepitelised thereby affecting their ability 

to withstand difficult times. Frequent changes in fiscal and trade 

policy against a background of macro-economic lnsteblllty also took 

their toll on projects as the basic parameters forming the appraisal 

exercise underwent changes. 
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. Another factor . which contributed to .. the decline in asset 

. quell t y was . the poUey _ followed . in respect of . nursing . of , ,sick 

·units both in the p~ivate anc! public sector,, owing largely to the, 

. Government •s concern for . employment protection •. The. I?Fl~ were 

obliged to continue to provide often against their better 

commerclel judgment - financial support to · units which . had lost 

their. viability .with obvious implications for the quality of their 

portfolio •. 

DFI operations in India have. been marked by the toter 

absence of compet~tion' in the matter of provision of term finance.• 

The system ·has evolved. ·into a segmentation of business between 

the ·oFis ·end the ·banks, the latter· concentrating on working capital 

·finance···and the former on -investment. financing. Though commercial 

· banks provide term loans for industry, es a matter of policy 1 they 

·have been · restricted to smell enterprises while in the case. of 

larger ' projects their share in consortium financing does not go 

beyond 25 per cent of the project cost. While this dichotomy 

inay · have helped some speclellsation of functions, it also meant 

that the number of participants in the term lending business were 

very few. There has also been a clear demarcation of responsibility 

between the state level institutions end the ell India institutions. 

Borrowers as a consequence have had no choice in the matter of 
·' ..... : 

selecting an institution for financing their , projects. While 
. '. ' ' 

inter-institutional consultation and .coordination hav11 undoubted. merit, 

the manner in which the institutions have operated as a consortium 

·has virtually taken. the characteristic of a cartel. \\hUe 
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the structured ·consortium arrangement did indeed . provide some 

comfort to the borrowing clientele in. the sense that it saved them 

from' the responsibility of epproeching several • institutions for 

arranging their finance, it had two principal drawbacks. When 

the ·consortium rejected ·an application ' the borrower did not have 

any further option.' • Secondly,· even thciugh the' 'formal"- nature of 

the consortium has been diluted end is · now "in · theory voluntary, 
_, ~ . 

in effect it is -mandatory and militates against the ·participating 

institutions devel<?p!J:!£1 .a sense of accountability end responsibility 

for a large portion of their portfolio. 

The first major . issue that arises fol'. consideration in any 

contemplated reform package is the examination . of the continued 

relevance of the DFis in the contemplated scheme of things. As 

industrial development proceeds end the economy acquires greeter 

sophistication the need for specielised financial institutions focussing 

their attention m a pro":'otionel __ end developmental role is likely . 

to diminish, though it should be added that in the present stage 

of. development of .. the Indian economy this situation has not arisen. 

There ·is, .therefore, -a . significant role to be played .by the DFis 

in. the·. acceleration :of . industrial development end hence .their 

continuing relevance. In fact wtth the progressive . deregulation 

of' · industry and curtailment of the area of industrial licensing, 

the respenslbllity ·devolving on DFis ·for taking due cere .in their 

techno-economic appraisal of projects end arranging end providing 
would 

financing packages would be greeter end l call for increased 

professional · skills. ·over the medium term, with an Increasing 
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number of players In the financial ·services Industry,· the roles· 

of DFls would perhaps undergo a change and they could. become 

less specialist In their operations. 

HI Important Issue In. this context · Is whether there .Is 

any need to rethink the ownership pattem of the DFis. Glv.,_ 

their promotional and developmental role, It was but logical the~ 

DFls were set up In the pubUc sector with ownership by the 

Government directly or Indirectly. Only one of the DFis, ICICI 

has evolved Into a different pattem with a substantial public 

holding accounting for as much as 43 per cent of Its capital 

structure. There may perhaps be a case for other DFls following 

the example of ICICI over a period of time and to start with, 

for a dilution of ·holdings In equity . which IDBI has In other 

Institutions. But for the present, as In the case of the commercia~ 

banks, Improvement In the efficiency and financial health of the 

DFls and ensuring autonomy In decision making Is, ~&1\.0U~J·jYiew, 

of much greater importance than t~e ownership pattern per se. 

The real Issue Is, therefore 1 not ane sO much of ownership 

by Govemment but of the degree of control by Government ·over ; 

their operations. As with the banks, part of the problems of 

the financial Institutions In terms of deterioration In portfolio: 

quality h..,. · bean brought about by political ·and administrative 

interference end lt ls, therefore, necessary ~o work out a scheme . 

for autonomy of the financial Institutions, enabling themln the proc.ess. 

to ~lstanca themselves from the Government In matters of Internal 

~- administration. :Thl!, .Committee believes. It Is necessary ~or. State " 
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level lnatltuilona to function on business principles based on pruden

. tlisl norms and have a lllll'lag<rnent set up epproprl10te to this Clbjectlve. 

We propose that en action plan' on these lines be worked out to be 

lrrplanented over the next. three years. 

'As' wlth the banks, the apPOintments to post of chief· executive 

·and to the Boosrd of DFis should b& of persons wlth proven professional 

CO!petence· and, as In·· the- case .of• mat ""' h10ve proposed for banks, 

be. based ·on· the .reccmnendlltlcins of panel of, aninent persons. As for-. 

~he boards of DF~s we believe they shouid also include represent10tion 

fran the incilstrial sector. lhls pertlcul10r propos10l is even more. 
1 level lnstltutlons 

necess10ry _ and desir&ble In the case of State l ,mich h10ve been 

functioning more as wings of the State Govennments rather than aS auto-
. -- . . ' - - ' - ' ' 

!'anous fin10nci10l institutions. The dellnking of these institutions 
. ' ..,_ . . ' ·... . '-, ' . 

f.ran the St10te Governnent would be a -~jor · elanent in bringing 10bout 

en elanent of efficlency. In many cases State level lnstitutlons h10ve 

<>11511"-e<le"dld themselves in terms of mnD&rs of projects mich h10s IOf

fected their- foUc7.. up and recOvery procedures. They 10lso f10ce " 

resource 'crunch with i lmlted access to the cap1t10l msrkets. 

The oper10tions of the DFis in respect of loan sanctions 

should be the sole responsibility of the institutions themselves based 

on a ·profession..! 10ppr10iS8l of the' technical• and econanic 8Spects of 

the project,' en .ev10luatlm of the praooters' CO!petence and integrity 
. . ' ----

and the financing' and other aspects of the proposal: There shO<ild 

be no rcian for behest' lending of any kind. 

The supervision of 'the llfls should be· conducted by the some 

supervisory' ..uthorlty thiOt' we have proposed- in Olapter-X and m10tever' 

policy· directives the Governnent, desires to issue should cans throu!t>

the Reserve· Bank of Indi10 ;-
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Glv., the deterioration ln the health of the DPl_s importance 

wlll have to be attached to lts · early restoration,. We. proppse 

that the DFls should also be covered by the operations of 1. the 

ARF so that the contaminated portion· of their portfolio is ' tak., 

off the books. Once their books are cleaned up. DFls should. adopt 
6 

uniform accounting systems ln regard · to . recognition oof .income, and 

prov lslonlng of doubtful debts segregation. of bad , and- .. doubtful 

debts and adoption of prudential norms· that: are' internationally 

!'Ccepted. Efforts at recapitallsation should also proceed apace 

so as to restore capital adequacy. 

· There ls also need to inject an ·element of competition ln 

the matter of term lending finance with a view to providing greater 

choice to the borrowing clientele. As e first step we recommend 

' that the system of consortium lending be done away with • In its 

place, where the institutions and the borrowers agree, a system 

of loan syndication or participation with other _DFls and commercial r 

banks could be considered. ,Thougtl in the short run, the borrowers 

may miss the shelter of a structured consortium arrangement, 

in the long term they should welcome the progress towards a 

competitive environment. The present restrictions placed on 

commercial banks in . respect of prov lslon of term finance will. 

as indicated earlier, have to be removed so that the number of 

players providing proje,:;t finance could be enlarged significantly. 

The progressive deregulation of , interest rates from the 

present detailed adminlstratalve control as we have recommended . 
earlier should also considerably facilitate this process. Market 

related rates based on risk perception would, be en· important 
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. element In any competitive framework by Introducing en element 

of, price competition. The entry of the comm,erclel banks Into the 

arena of project finance will require them to raise longer term 

deposits to J>revent en asset lleblllty mismatch~ If will also 

require a conscious process of provision of training fecllltles to 

the commercial bank steff end term lending Institutions should help 

ln th ls process. 

·Currently, some OFis have representation a1 Bach,. other's 

b011rds. .Such-: cross representation ,may have had _relevance at 8' 

time of. closely. coordinated , conSortium t,ype , of lending but when 

the objective Is, as now, to promote ·healthy competition between 

the Institutions end a measure. of lndlvlduel . autonomy we see no 

reason to continue with the present cross • holding pattern for equity 

and cross representation oo the boards of variOus DFis. 

In the context of enlarging the area of competition· between 

the various players ln the field· there ls also need 'io re-examine 

~he .s,harp,. dlchot""!Y. that exists between working capital. ,finance 

an~, .~~~-Joens_. ..This. distinction_ was perhaps relevant when the 

responsibility between commercial banks on the one hand and the 

DFls on the other were clesrly demarcated. As hlis been mentioned 

earlier, as the economy acquires greeter sophlstlcatlon, and as 
.t 

the totality of the financing package assumes Importance, this 

dlstlnctlon ls bound to get blurred . end the roles of DFis end 

commercial · banks would come closer as has happened ln other 

countries. While the entry of 'commercial banks Into the ·provision 

of term., finance Js , the first of necessary, steps In this direction, 

It Is also necessary to permit DFis to enter the area of working 

capital finance. There are, In our view, sound logical reasons for 
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this. Firstly, there is elweys e core portion of working ·capital 
/" 

finance which can be provided by way of loan rather then cash 

credit which is more appropriate to meet the needs of 'the 

fluctuating portion of credit and which could vary · with seasonal 

requirements. ReceivablES flnan~ 'has appropriately to be· provided 

by way of bill discounting limits. As has been postulated by 

~everal earlier committees that have exa,;,lned this question, the 

core portion of the working capital finance will, over a period 

· of time have to ·come out of the cash accruals of the company or 

by way of enhancing equity. It should, therefore, be possible 

for the term lending institution to provide this ·core portion by 

way of a term loan which could be repaid out of cash generation. 

This would also bring down the high ieverag.lng which marks the 

flnanclng pattern presently of the corporate sector, remove the 

artificial segregation of. business between comm'i'r.cial 'banks and 

DFis and usher in a greater measure of competition. 

A precondition for bringing about competitive efficiency ·is 

the restoration of a level playing field between the different instl-

tutions. It is necessary to bring about certain changes in the role 

and functions of IDBI to facilitate this process. The IDBI, 

we bel_ieve, should separate its pranotional apex and refinancing role 

in respect of, for instance, .SFCs, SIDBI, etc., and its direct 

financing function. This could be brou!t>t about by set tlng up, a 

financial 1nst1 tutlon W.ich could be incorporated as a c:arpany to take 

over IDBI 's direct lending function. The decision of the Governnent 

recently to remove the tax concessions for IIBI is a desirable step 

in this direction by equalising the tax treatment of various DFls. 
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At present DFis have privileged and concessional access 

to resources through . the SLR ·mechanism. This will need to be 

phased out over the next 3 years along with a reduction, as we 

have proposed earlier, in the SLR requirements. The DFis will 

over time ·have to obtain their resources from the capital market 

through borrowing at market related· rates for the purpose of 

meeting their -requiements. While they cannot as such be equated 

with ·banks in ·regard to mobilisation of ·deposits directly there 

is no reason why they' should not be permitted to access ·the 

household sector directly through certain schemes· which 'do not 

directly ·conflict· with commercial banks' deposif mobilisation 

efforts. ~hile competition for business should grow In! tha P""SB't closel:f" 

interconnected operations ellmlre.ted, there will still be need for 

.effective arrangements to be evolved by DFis and banks for sharing 

·credit information · and ensuring financial discipline on the part 

of borrowers. 

,As stated in an earlier· Chapter, with the DFis now 

accounting for a . major share of corporate. debt and with the 

increasing reliance of. the corporate sector on them,. the , .DFis . now 

have nominees, on the boards of assisted concems and often have 

covenants relating to aspects of· management and deployment , of 
financial 

corporate{esources such .. as in respect of ,dividend distribution and 

are involved in what should be regarded as aspects of internal 

management . of ,companies. The term. landing institutions, . as 

mentioned earlier, have also invested in the equity of .the private 

corporate sector_, both .through the operation of the convertibility 
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clause and through their underwriting commitments. Together 'l'lth,. 

the investment institutions, the public financia~ .institutions ,.today 

have considerable stake in the equity _of the corporate sector and 

in many companies their combined holding accounts. Jor: a significant 

portion ~f the total equity. This. .puts them in a 'position- to 

influence decisions with. regard to mergers and acquisitions,, 

especially as the portion of .stock changing hands in the JTiarket 

in a typical take-over bid rarely exceeds- 15-20 pel' cent of .-the 

equity base of the company. Under such, circumstances 1 it, is. 

either the passive and sometimes the active role of the ·financial 

institutions .. voting .bloc that determines the outcome. The financial 
I 
institutions can be expected to take a professional view but there. 

have been occasions for some disquiet that in individual cases 

their actions .have also reflected the view of Government as to. 

who should control which unit -- an aspect of the excessive degree 

of Government superintendence over the activities of these 

institutions. Financial institutions have an awesome. 

responsibllty arising from the trust . which' they have to discha10ge, 

to the depositing and subscribing public on· 'the one hand and 

development oriented financial markets on the other. · In fact a 

case could be made out for the holding of the financial instl tutions 

to be used to broaden the base of share· ownership by gradual 

sale in small lots over a broad range of investors lri the market 

to overcome the situations where the paucity · of good scrips in 

relation to funds seeking to . invest in theni could lead and has· 

led to unhealthy speculative activity in the markets. Such 

sale of scrips could also help to revolve the funds of the financial 
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Institutions. The Committee bi!lleves -. that In respect of corporate 

take-overs DFis should ·lend . support. to existing managements who 

have a record of conducting 'the affairs of the company In a manner 

beneficial to a~l concerned Including the shareholders, unless in 

the~r_, .oplnl~ •. the prospe.ctlv!' new management ~s. likel)l t<t promote 

th~, Interests of the ,company , better. In doing, so, we would e_xpect 

the Institutions tci exercise their individual prof.,ssional . judgment 

free of any extraneous. pres~ures. 

The Committee believes that the proposals · outlined above 
·' 

would provide for greater: competition amongst the various 
the 

sub-sectors in{. financial. services industry, provide for enhanced 

operatl~al fiexlblllty" and most importantly for· greater 

institutional autonomy, subject to their observance ·of prudential 

norms and proper supervision designed to improve their health. 

In this way the DFis which have contributed to the national 

economy so· much In ttie past should have t,he flnanc.ial strengt!" 

and organisational capabil~tles to .· ~perate. successfully In the more 

challengln_g economic environment ah~~~-· 
' J ~ ' 



· Chapter ·IX . 

OTHER MONEY ANO CAPITAL'MARKET 
INSTITUTIONS 

'' 

· In the ·last twenty years there have been several 

developments In the money and capital markets. The volume ' of 

capital market activity has· risen sharply and its functioning 

increasingly diversified. New financial institutions such'- as 

merchant banks, leasing companies, mutual funds and venture 

capital companies have come on the scene. New financial 

instruments such as convertible debentures, 182-day Treasury 

Bills, commercial paper and certificates of deposit have appeared 

in the money and capital markets. These reflect the growing 

diversification and a measure of sophsitication of the financial 

services industry with specialised investment institutions and 

instruments catering to the needs of a· growing market. As 

mentioned' in an earlier Chapter there is a growing institutional 

continuum -- a process 'which has been aided by · commercial banks 

entering into capital market activity by floating merchan't banks 

and mutual fund subsidiaries and going into leasing and venture 

capital finance. 

Money market activity, though still centred on the call 

money market, has been broadening and a beginning made to 

develop a secondary market. . The last decade has witnessed the 

capital market growing in strength and diversity. New issue 

actlv lty and market. transactions have risen manifold. Market 
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capltaliSIItlcn is a multiple of what It was "even ·a few yearsagc. 

and the number of shareholders runs lnto several · mUllens 

indicating the growth In the cult of equity. 

Amcngst the non-bank financial intermedlaries, hire 

purchase finance companies have been. some of the oldest and most 

prominent instltutlons. They have played an important role in 

the finance of the road transport sector; orie estimate puts about 

25-30 per cent of ail civliian commercial vehicles Sllles as having 

been financed by hire purchase companies. The ev ldence also 

indicates that the recovery performance in respect of thosE! 

companies engaged in hire purchase finance of commercial vehicles 

is good. Typically, hire purchase companies have obtained their 

resources by seeking deposits from the public and obtaining 

finance from th~ · banking system. W lth a v lew to promoting the 

business on prudent lines the ·Reserve Bank has stipulated that 

the overall borrowing Umit (both by way of deposits and credit 

from banks) for hire purchase finance companies should not exceed 

ten times their net owned funds • The Reserve Bank also 
. · ·! I.,. 

requires these companies to maintain a liquidity ratio of, 
f, ""l.i '' I'· 

presently, 15 per cent of their deposit levels. 

In ·recent years, a ·farge· number of leasing cOmpanies have 

been floated , providing. another flexible fLindlng opticn. 

Experience' with leasing companies, however, ·has been somewhat 

mixed. Severar of them were under•capitallsed and not 

P..rtlrulariy well 'managed and the last few years has seen a shake 

out in the business leaving the more efficient and better geared 
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companies , In .•business. today,:, Leasing . has <proved•. 11 · . popular 

financing method for acquiring .plant and· machinery' .especially -for 

small and medium sized enterprises • Leasing. companies ·_-have 

provided off-balance sheet financing speedily and often without the 

·' 
type of conditionalities which Institutional lenders normally 

Impose. The advantage of speed and Informality associated · with 

leasing as · In the case of hire purchase arrangements and the 

flexibility with which financing can be structured to suit 

Individual needs has been 11 factor in favour of the growth of 

leasing business though the cost to the user of hire purchase or 

leasing finance ls more than from the more traditional Institutional 

sources • Leasing companies, like hire purchase companies, are 
. , 

governed by the stipulation of their borrowings being restricted 

to ten times their net worth and maintenance of a minimum liquidity 

ratio of 15 per cent. 

The Committee is of the view that having regard to the 

important and growing role of leasing and hire purchase institutions 

in the financial intermediation 
.. ' 

process and their recourse to 

borrowing, minimum capital requirements should be stipulated In 

addition to the existing requirements relating to gearing and 

liquidity. Prudential norms and guidelines In respect of conduct 

of business should also be laid down and . a system of off-site 

supervision based on p;rialic retum 8wld be Instituted by the type of 



· ·unified supervisory authority. which·· we recommend In ·a later 

Chapter\ 

Begln~lng !"lth ,the _Seventies~, several commercial. _banks, 

both Indian and foreign,_ set up r:nerchant banking_ dlvlslc;>ns_ and 

}n course of time some of. these .divisions have been_ hived off 

to _ separate mer~han! banking. _.subsidiaries., . More rece'1tly., some 

private ~inancial serviC<! .comp!"nio;s ,have also been_ . set up 

some of them in association with foreign .pan king. and money __ market 

institutions. There have also been a f~w !'"~rchant banks set 

up by firms and individual'! _engaged in brokerage anf~ financial 

adv,isory business. These merchant .banks perforll) the usual. 

functions associated with such institutions such as the. management 

and under-writing of new issues, syndication of credit and 

><provision of· advisory·. services· to' corporate ciients on fund· raising 

and o-other. financial- aspects. While the •merchant banks which 

' are, affiliated· -to or· are- subsldiar:les · of · commercial banks have 

an advantage In drawing on• the --resource base of -the parent 

:institution · the ·other ·merchant banks lacking this particular 

advantage have tended· to concentrate more on advisory- and 

brokering - functions. Uniike merchant • banks abroad, · merchant banks · 

•In India. -- both the -subsidiaries -•of •banks' and- the Individual· 

entitles -- are ·not· authorised to·· undertake • banking business such 

as deposit taking, lending and foreign exchange services. The 
.,r ,J '1 

Committee sees considerable potential for the operation of merchant 

" 
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banks ln the framework of a deregulated ·industrial. economy. The 

Committee belleves that the emergence of well capitallsed, financially 

strong and lndepedent merchant banks ~ld complement the role of the 

merchant banks promoted by the banks and financial Institutions 

and help to make the merchant banking sector in the country more 

active, diversified and "competitive. The formation "of joint ventures 

with well reputed international merchant and investment banks 

should also be encwraged. In ·course ·'of time, merchant banks could 

be permitted like· some other non~blmk financial intermediaries 

to access the market for deposits er\d- borrowed resources subject 

to the stipulation of "minimum capital and liquidity and the 

observance of prudential norms specially tailored to the conduct 

of their business. 

Merchant banking in India · is now regulated by more . than 

one authority. While SEBI seeks to authorise and· regulate all 

merchant banks, those which are. subsidiaries or are affiliates -of 

commercial banks -&re additionally supervised. by the Reserve Bank 

of ·India. Further, SEBI focusses on issue- activity and .portfollo 

management business of merchant banks .. rather than• on the totality 

of their activity, On the other hand, if merchant banks were to 

raise depl>sits as suggested above, they would be subject to the 

guidelines issued in this regard by the Reserve Bank. 

Amongst the newer capital market institutions, the most 

prominent are the mutual funds. In the last 4 to 5 years, several 

publlc sector banks and financial institutions have been permitted 
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·to set up mutual f..,ds on a tax-exempt basis virtually on 'the 

same footing as the Unit Trust of India. These mutua\ funds have 

attracted strong investor support and have shown .significant 

progress. More recently, Government have 1111nounced their decision 

to promote the further development . of mutual funds by throwing 

the field open to the private sector and joint secttor mutyal 

funds. 

The Committee believes that it is Important and necessary 

that an appropr'lete regulatory framework be created for the 

sound, orderly end· competitive growth of mutual fund business, 

whether they be in the public, joint or private sector. The 

Committee is of the v lew that to start with a proper legal 

framework would be necessary to govern the establishment end 

operation of mutual funds. While the u:n was set up under a 

special statute , there is no dedicated legislation in respect of 

other mutual funds. The Committee, therefore, recommends that 
soon 

special legislation be enacted t whi,ch would pr.ov ide, . inter· alia, 

for arms length ~elationships, prevention of conflict of interest 

end indication of the role of· fund -managers end other related 

matters. In enacting legislation and lnstJtuting regulation the 

<;ommittee would expect that there ·be equality of treatment between 

various mutuel ·funds,' including' ·the ·unit Trust and especially In 

the erea of tax cooncesslons. We would expect SEBI to lay down 

prudential guidelines for the conduct of their business by mutuel 

funds and supervise the effect! ve implementation pf the guidelines. 
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One of the more recent entrants into the ·capital market 

hall been venture capital financing. With increasing_ deregulation 

and the emergence of technocrat entrepreneurs and wlth the 

insistence by financial institutions of greater promoter contribution 

to investment financing, the scope for venture capital business 

in the country is considerable now and will be more so in the 

future. While Government has recognised the potential of venture 

capital companies to give commercial support to new ideas and 

lntrod!Jctlon and adaptation of new technologies, the guidelines 

issued by Government in this regard laying down eligibility 

criteria with regard to the size of the investment, technology 

and the background of the entrepreneurs are so restrictive end 

indeed unrealistic that they have come in the way of the growth 

of this business. The Committee believes that to create 

conditions for the . sound and orderly growth of venture capital 

business the present guidelines need to be reviewed and amended 

to widen the scope of eligibility criteria and impart a measure 

of flexibility to the operations of · venture capital companies. 

An important aspect of venture capital business is connected with 

the divestiture of their investment. A reduction in the tax on long 

term cepltal gains made by venture capital companies also needs 

to be considered in view of the high degree of risk inherent in 

the business. The Committee also suggests that there should be 

equality of tax treatment irrespective ofthe form of organisation and 

between venture capital inst.itutions and mutual funds. 

The Ccmnlt tee is of the v lew that these various institu-

tions have helped to broaden the market and provided the saver and 

investor With II variety of options. Thj.G is a w~lcome 

development and needs to be encouraged further. 
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The growth of · the newer forms of flnanclaf 'Institutions 
• 

·Is· an Indication of· the growing volume and diversification of the 

capital market. For' the business to grow on · sound lines a 

framework · ·of· regulation is however necessary as ~ measure of 

'Investor · protection.· The Committee belleves, however,- that the 

present measure of control on thEt capital ma1•ket requires urgent 

review_. The controls at present are ·exercised ·· by the Office 

of the . Controller of Capital Issues (CCI). Pne aspect of this 

control Is that the prior· approval of the CCI Is necessary for 
new 

any L Issue In the· inarket. In the scenario that we env lsage It 

would be for the merchant · bankers and the ·'underwriters who 

should offer· professional advice on a particular Issue, on the 

nature· of the' 'instrument, ·its terms and' ·pricing and. for the lssuer 

to decide ·on ·these· 'matters. The' Committee does .not believe' that 

either' the CCI or,· for· 'that matter,· SEB!' should be involved in 

prior sanction •of new capital issues in respect of 'companies whose 

scrips· are listed· ·on the 'stock e~changes; ' In respect of unlisted 

shares however 0• where Investor awareness of the · prospects and 

background of the promoters may not 'be high and· with a view 

to -·prevent any• misuse by·· promoters, It may ·be stipulated that 

the Stack Exchanges should approve the . 'prospectus ·In terms- of 

the . guidelines . Issued by SEEU ·as ·an aspect of · self-rE!!lulatlon 

rather than that SEBI should be directly involved even 

pre-issue stage. 

at the 

The regulation of the capital market should aim 

at protecting the investor interest against possible risks end 
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fraud. For this purpose, the Committee proposes that SEBI 

should formulate a set of prudential guidelines to protect the 

interests of the investor. This should replace the extant 

restrlctlve guidelines · of the Controller of Capital Issues. With 

the establishment of SEBI, the Committee sees no reason for the 

continuance of the Offlee of the CCI. Its market regulatory 

functions should be transferred to the SEBI. Though SEBI has 

been set up and has begun functioning, the process is not complete 

as its powers for overseeing operations in the market still require 

enactment of legislation for this purpose and the Committee would 

urge speedy action in this behalf. However, the Committee 

believes that there is no point in SEBI merely replacing the 

restrictive controls now exercised by the Office of the CCL 

The role of SEBI, as we envisage it, should be that of a market 

regulator to see that the market is operated on the basis of well 

laid down principles and guidelines .and not get involved in 

detailed day to day functioning of the market. As in the ease of 

other segments of the financial system, the role of regulation 

should be one of ensuring cmpliance with such prudential· norms 

rather than excessive discretionery control of the type now being 

practised by the CCI. The Committee would also suggest that 

the capital market should be gradually opened up to foreign port

folio investments and simultaneously efforts should be initiated 

to Improve the depth of the market by facilitating issue of new 

types of equities and innovative debt instruments. 
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As regards the money me.rket, · as mentioned earlier, the' 

lest few years have witnessed efforts at broadening activity end 

creation of a secondary market • Wh lle inter-bank cell money. 

transactions stlli form the major pert of money market activity, 

new instruments such as 182-dey Treasury bllls, certificates of 

deposits end commercial paper have been introduced. A major 

problem in the .cell inoney market is its high degree of volatility • 
. 

The quantum of cell money transactions has been increasing end 

reflecting credit conditions average cell money rates have· been 

rising.. Whlle the 182-dey Treasury Bills end certificates of 

deposits have established themselves in reasonable fashion, 

transactions In commercial paper have not picked up perhaps as 

a result of high money market rates. With regard to the money 

market the objective has been to broaden its base by permitting· 

more participants end to bulld up en ecti ve secondary market 

aspects whIch ere inter-related. The Reserve Bank has 

recently indicated that it would permit banks end "their 

subsidiaries to set up Money Market Mutuel Funds. The 

establishment of these Funds would 'add to the supply of funds 

to the money markets. We would also propose that well managed 

non-bank financial intermediaries .like hire purchases end leasing 

companies as well as merchant banks be permitted to operate in · 

the market. Even venture capital companies could be allowed, 

within limits, to place their short ·term surplus .funds in 

the market. Market activity would also expend if. greater scope 

were given for bill discounting business and for the Reserve Bank 
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In this connection to use Its commercial bill rediscounting function 

in larger measure as a method of refinance, so· as to popularise 

the bill as an Instrument of finance. Broadening the base of the 

money market by Induction of more participants especially of 

market makers and enlarging the variety of Instruments would 

also help to develop and activate a secondary market. The 

setting up of the Discount and Finance House of India (DFHI) Is 

an Important step In this direction and apart from helping to 

even out fluctuations in the market, the Committee would expect 

the DFHI to actively encourage the creation of a secondary market. 

In this connection, the Committee believes that efforts 

should be made towards expanding the area of debt :::eci.Jritisation 

which would help to increase the flow of instruments. This would 

Imply that retail loans would need to be securitlsed so that they 

could be funded through issues of collateralised debt instruments. 

However, certain fiscal impediments have come in the way of more 

progress towards debt securitisation mainly in the form of high 

stamp duties which vary in different States. 

Securitisation could only proceed if the cost of assignment arising 

from these stamp duties were to be lessened and the 

Committee commends for consideration of all State Governments 

the adoption of the practice of some states where the st8mp duty 

is a fixed sum and not calrulated on an ad valorem basis 

Reference has been made In earlier parts of this Chapter 

to the regul8tory framework to govern different Institutions. 
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Though the precise content ··of such· a ·regulatory 'framework would 

depend on the · ·partialllir · · type of · institution, the general 

principles governing" such a regulatory framework should ·relate, 

among other things, to capitlil adequacy, debt equity ratio, credit 

~oncentration ratio, income recognition, provision against doubtful 

debts, . adherence to. sound accounting practices, . uniform disclosure 

requirements and · assets valuation. The eligibility criteria for 

entry, growth and exit should also be laid .down.. The .. Commi,ttee 

believes that a regulatory framework is necessary for the orderly 

growth of the money and capital market institutions. 

On the q'uestion of supervision, consistent· with th·e 

Committee's approach that there should not be a multiplicity of 

Institutions supervising financial institutions, the Committee 

recommends that the supervision of those Institutions as form 

an integral part of the financial system should encourage self

regulation and be generally confined to off-site supervision "tO 1 

ensure complience with guidelines with on-site inspections being 

resorted to only where necessa':'y. SEBI should have· supervisory 

ju_risdicUon, over. those institutions whose primary activities ere 

releted to. the capital merket end whicl) · .fHrecUy · i!"p~nge on 

merket. operations. 

• •••••• 



CHAPTER X 

REGULATION AND SUPERVISION OF 

Tl£ FINANCIAL SECTOR 

The financial sector, the most important constituent 

which is the banking system, has traditionally been an area 

regulatory interest the world over. The case for regulation 

the financial system rests on the obvious ground that 

solvency, safety and soundness is of paramount importance 

of 

of 

of 

its 

for 

stability and orderly growth of the economy. The institLJtional 

development of the financial sector can only take place if the 

depositing and investing public have ·confidence in the system. 

Instilling 'SUCh confidence is thus a major promotional objective 

of regulation. Regulation is, therefore, designed to ensure 

efficiency of the system, prevent concentration of business in it 

and protect depositors and investors from the vulnerability of 

financial institutions to market failure, mismanagement and fraud. 

The regulation of the banking system therefore has 

sought to ensure that the funds placed with financial intermedia

ries, viz., banks, near banks and capital market institutions and 

the rest are deployed by them in prudent fashion without 

jeopardising their safety, liquidity and solvency. The 

enhancement of the strength of the financial system and building 

up its ability to withstand shocks induced as a result of its 

constituents falling to service in full or on time their obligations 

to the system has 1ecY' regulatory authorities in many countries 
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keeping 11 watchful. aye. en balance . sheet . and off-balance sheet 

aggregates of the · concemed lnstltutlcns and prescribing prudent 

,checks en them. As, in the ultimate analysis, 1t is the quality 

of the assets .portfoll~ of the system that determines the safety 

of the depositors • or Investors' funds, r~ulatory actlv lty has 

sought to concern itself with ensuring minimum standards for 

asset portfollo quallty. In respect of banks It has taken the 

form of prescribing minimum liquidity ratios, qualltative and 

quantitative checks en asset portfollos by Umiting certain types 

of transactions, eg., share and corporate security business, 

stipulation of risk asset Umits and individual• credit exposure 

limits and establishing a system of health coding· of' assets; to 

'mention the more Important aspects of ·regulation. The same 

'princ~p~es have also been . applied to other constituents of the 

financial system •. Equally, ·as a prudential safeguard,. :the 

regulatof.y .authorities have sought to ensure en edequate meesure 

of owned funds of banks and financial. institutions to enable them, 

to withstand any adverse developments In their business. Hence, 

capital adequacy. norms In relatiorf to risk · assets and asset 

gearing ratios figure prominently among regulatory measures. · 

Sometimes the types of resources which institutions . should be 

permitted to raise .and even the terms and conditions en which 

they could be raised have figu~d .in regulatory prescriptions; 

In this sense, regulation far from being contrary to the concept 

of competition could be regarded as helping to enhance 

competition by ensuring that there are enough players in \he 

market and that they Ill"!' all subject to the same prudential req

uirementa designed for depositor and. Investor protection · and 

prevention of restrictive practices. 
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Given this broad· frameworl< of regulation and· allowing 

for country speclfl'c adaptation the function of supervision 'has 

been to ensure compliance with the prudential regulations and has 

been vested either In ·the ·central banks or ·special agencies set 

up for this purpose. The regulatory system In India also 

accords primacy to the protection of the depositors' and Inves

tors' Interest and, for this purpose, the Reserve Bank of India 

has been statutorily vested with the extensive powers of 

regulation end supervIsion over banks and non-bank financial 

intermediaries to "'J.SUre adherence to the various legal provisions 

and administrative directions or guidelines prescribed from time 

to time with regard. to the asset portfolio and other aspects of 

business. ·It should be added that there are no similar 

comprehensive provisions for the regulation and supervision of 

the DFis or for that matter" in respect of some of the new institu

tions entering the money and' capital markets. 
; .. 

Apart from · the tradit'ional areas of ·regulatory · Interest 

supervisory control over the banking system In India has 

over the years extended to point where It now 

covers virtually every aspect of banks' functioning· end 

especially so in the period following nationallsation. With 

nationalisation, the public sector banks were also brought 

directly under the administrative and regulatory review of the 

Govemment, leading in the process to 11 measure of duality of 

supervisory contr~l over them. 
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. _ -While regulation In ter:ms of. satisfying .certain ,rules and 

norms of_ operation and supervision to,_~sure. :compllance witiJ 

. such . _rules and . norms ,Js necessary and justified, . the , situation .. PJ 

:India as far as .the, .banks .. are-. concerned. i.s that, regulation and 

. supervision have extended to, aspects not direcUy .. connected wlt.l:l 

the safety of depositors' funds. . Detailed . branch licensing is a 

case in point • Various. aspects of. management of banks including 

.. matters of internal organisation,. . operational procedures llfle! 

administrative. o:natters, have come wi~l:lln the _purview .. of regulation 

and. supervisory control •. There . is . hardly .any_ . aspect . of. 

operations ant:J management whichc 1s not, CQv.ered. The. system in 

.consequence -ha<; become c:>ver,-regulated .. and.,_ over-administered: .. and 

has .J:>laced an_ undue_ burden... 9'1 the . superv isqry authority. 

,Detailed ._and .wide-ranging .regulations - have .... led .. t'l delays and 

-rigidities:: .-and~ have .. lE•d -: .to- ¥Jsufficien~ :operationaL,. flexibility,,; 

segmentation.- of mar'kets.,, loss_ of .. lnitiative. and . autonomy .. .in 

·decision, _making,, and lower efficiency, Tf:iis degree of 

regulation and supervision has still not been able to prevent 

a. deterioration· . 1n -the. health . of, the system ·and .. 1n assets 

quality.,· Jn fact,· 1as rdiscusse'! , earlier:-, . part -Jof --the reason ,for• 

such deterioration .is the measure .. qf. ,administrative; direction in. 

the matter of assets deployment, the prescription of targets for 

lending· and 'the detailed · administration of interest rates which 

has ied to· banks receiving less thari market· related rates on their 

investments and on a significant portion of'their credit ... 
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· The Committee believes that• it is essential for the finan

cial system · to be regulated and that the regulation should ·cover 

essential aspects of protecting' the quality of assets. With· deregu

lation of industry, trade and, as • proposed by L!S, of several 

aspects · of the financial · sector·; · and, consequenU y , en increasing 

measure of competition, the risks ·of business could be exl>ected to 

increase and there· would be even · greater- need then now f.,..., 

prudential regulation of the· financial 'sector. The tesk ·of supervi-

sion is to ensure . compliance · with such pruilentlel regulations, 

which should be directly conceme'ci with :the protection of deposi-

tors' or investors' interests ·and' with ensuring adequate balance _., 
sheet quality. Our recommendations in earlier' parts of the Report 

regarding eboliticn of branch licensing end a review _of directed 

investment and directed- credit · programmes.. must b~ seen in this 

ccntext. There is naed to examine clcisely, with a --view· to their 

eliminatlcn, of regulations, administrative directions and 

supervisory controls over aspec~s . of ''internal" orgailisetlon . and 

administration which are not directly 'concerned with protecting 

the depositors' interests, • such as managerial functlcns, manpower 

recruitment, remuneratlcn of steff, locatiO... ·ot offices, hiring of 

premises and advertisement expenditure.· 

The . approach the . Com..;lttee . has ,teken is ,that emphasis 

should be placed on prescription of prudential norms and statutory 

requirements relating to asset quality such liS minimum 

liquidity. ratios, qualitative and !lusntitative checks on credit 

portfollos, stipuiatlcn of risk asset Umits, checks on individual 
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credit exposure,~ prescription .of well ·accepted and , .transparent 

accounting • practices,. provisioning· and' disclosure . statements as 

well as· ·With, respect tO ·capital .adequacy, We believe the 

system should be impersonal and . object! ve and be-. based on 

self-regulation which would call for strengthening the management 

(juallty and the· internal inspecilon. and Internal audit systems of 

banks. The main responsibility for ensuring compliance• with the 

prudential norms and ·safeguards wm.ild thus be with · the banks 

themselves who shOuld send periodic returns to the supervising 

authoritieS . on the'se aspects. . Due submission' of such returns 

shouid' promot.; both adequate supervision ·.by the supervisory 

authority while ·providing for healthy' internal autonomy. Our 

preferene<i, accordingly,· is for ensuring' off-site enforcement of 

rules with ori~siie · .. inspectiOn 'being occasional c and designed to' 

assure the supervisory authority that 'internai audit and 

inspection 'procedures and aspects such as credit appraisal 1' 

systems are 'in proper place and adequate and ·conform to well 

laid down norms and that the regulations are being properly 

complied with. c . 

The Committee is · firmll!. of the opinion that the di.rallty 

of . control over the banking system between the Reserve Bank 

and . the Banking Division of. the Mlnlstry of Finance should end 

and that thE! Reserve . Bank should be the primary agency for the 

regulation of the, banking system. 
..~. 

At present, the supervisory function over banks ls 

being exercised by a department of the Reserve Bank of India. 
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we 'have given ''Clue ·consideration 'to this•· aspect. end ·believe -that 

the present' system has·: over-burdened' the· Reserve aenk. end• has 

not· allowed ··undivided attention to be ·Cpald·· ·to, this :aspect end 

to develop' the necessary sklll' and ·expertise; 

. ··.' s-- .. · 

Whlle the Reserve Bank .... would,_, nor'!'Blil( . be . the , epp.rop-: 

rlete agency .. for regulation~. we '!Joweve!:_.,.P•:opose ,that, t_he, supeo;-v~"' 

sory functl"'1 . be , seperetecl :from, 0 th&, , m_'lre,.,-~rediti~el, ~ent!:e~ 

banking . function'! o~ the Reserye,, ,Bank ,en_q ,that, ,a sei>~rate agency, 

which could , be. a. ,quesi,-eutonomous ,.Ben_klng .. Superv~sory _ Board 

under the aegis of the , Reserve; Ben~. b~, set up." J.'? .)1 ie>y of . th!" 

widening end ~ee_pening .of the, financial .. sec_~~r. ,and. the __ e'!'ergenc': 

of many new _types of functional lnstltu~ions, ,,. 't!'le ,~c;>m.111~t~"" 

proposes that the Board should have supervisory jurif!dlction 

not merely over the _banking system but also over the 

development finance institutions, _non-bank financial interme-. 

diaries and other para ba_nklng financial. ~nstltutions, such as 

those which accept deposits or float,. bC)I1dS from. the_ public. 

With the financial sector getting both diversified and more 

closely Interdependent·, there is gr<!"~ . advantage in having a 

single Integrated system of supervision so · .as to · avoid 

segmentetim of the market for supervisory purposes and 'the 

associated problem of inadequate coordination between different 

apervlsay authorities covering the financial system. As regards 

the stock exchanges end other institutions more . dlr~cily. forming 

pert of. the capital · market the Securities Exchange Board of 
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India .. would ·.be the appropriate regulatory and, supervisor~ 

authority and we- would expect coo_rdlnation between the. Banking 

Supervisory Board end the SEBI ·to prev.ent any avoidable . duplice• 

•tion and overlap. of functions. The Banking Superv.isory. Boarq 

that. we contemplate could .have a membership of five and be com· 

posed of. professionals from areas such as banking, development 

finance! accountancy, law 1 management and have a representative of 

the Government at a s~ior level. · The Governor of the Reserve 

Bank , we propose 1 should be the ex·officlo Chairman of the · Board. 

while the three . other members C:ot.ild' 'be full·time, holding office 

for a minimum period· of · 3 years, with the full-time chief• 

executiv~ of ttie "Board being ·an official' with·' the status ·of'· ttie 

Deputy Governor· of the Reser'lle Bank; 

We ·r,ecommend that. ·the Reserve Bank review the extan.t 

directions and ·guidelines issued by the Government . and by itself 

to 'banks and DFis with a·. view to . deciding on their continuing 

relevance ·in the context of the ·need to ensure the independence 

and autonomy of banks. Such· guidelines or . directions which 

relate to matters. of internal 'administration· such as. creation and 

categorisation of posts, promotion procedures and similar matters 

should, as mentioned earlier, be rescinded. The Board •s supervi

sory functions should ensure compliance with the prudential guide

lines that may be issued by the Reserve Bank and be 

appropriately adapted to the different parts of the system. 

These guidelines should cover assets . quality, capital adequacy, 

credit concentration ratios, accounting practices and disclosure I 
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policies. The Board would devise .Its own control retums to 

-ble It to undertake effective off-site- supervision and, .as men,

tloned . earlier 1 In exceptional cases, undertake on-site. Inspection 

'· and to see how the system of self-regulation by. banks • and 

flnanclal Institution Is operating. The Board, In our schem" . would 

also have the ·power to enforce Implementation of Its prudential 

norms by recomml!nding any ·remedlal action In . case of Infringement 

to 'the Reserve Bank. 

With the presence of a Govemment official on. the Board1 

there would ·be no. further need for Govemment to be involved 

In direct control over banks and financial institutions. However, , . . 

as long as the Government has propr_ietory interes~ . in banks and 

financial Institutions, it would be appropriate for the Ministry 

of Flnance to ~eal with other· Government departmen~s and 

Parliament and discharge Its statutory obligations but . not to 
or superv lsory 

engage In direct regulatory L functions. The Committee· . would 

suggest · to Govemment that ·other Government departments should 

not deal directly with the banks and financial Institutions but 

do ao only through ·the Ministry of Finance which in tum would 

do so through the Reserve Bank • 

••••••• 



Chapter XI 

LEGISLATIVE MEASURES 

Implementation of the recommendations of the. Committee 

would require some amendments to .the statutes presently governing 

the operations of banks arid financial institutions .• , Special 

legislati""! may also be ~ecessary to put into effect the 

arrangemenl~ suggested by us to improve the . functioning of the 

financial. system •. Legislative measures broadly identified .. by 

us as being , needed are indicated in the following paragraphs:, 

We have suggested progress towards capital adequacy 

norms . based. on BIS standards. Tne provisions in. the, Banking 

Compani~s.. (Acquisition. . anp 

1970/1980 Section 3(2A) 

Transfer of Undertakings) Acts, 

an(j Section 9(2) (a) -- prescribing 

the maximum paid .up capital qf Rs 500 . croras. would require 

amen.dments as the capital needs of some banks, based on risk 

weighted assets, may necessitate paid .up capital beyond this 

ceiling. Amendments (11ay also be required in the .Nati.onalised 

Banks (Management and Miscellaneous Provisions) Schemes,. 

1970/1980 to modify suitably the .upper ceiling for issued capital. 

We have recommended access to the capital market where 

appropriate by some public sactor banks for enhancement of 

capital. Section 3 of the Banking Companies (Acquisition and 

Transfer of Undertakings) Acts, 1970/1980 stipulates that the 

entire capit~l of natial!ll.ise:l l:!ri<s !hill vest with Central. Government. 



Amendments, to enable issue: of ~fresh- ~pi tal to the public would, 

therefore, need to be incorpor-ated •. '~ Corr-esponding amendments 

would . be needed in the Nationalised Banks ~ (Management and 

Miscellaneous Pr-ovisions) Schemes, . 1970/1980 . ..-- Clause 19 and 

20 r-espectively-·-- ·to allow increase of capital through~. public 

issue. We do not per-ceive any difficulty in: the SBI appr-oaching 

the capital mar-ket as Section 10 of the State Bank of India Act, 

1955, lays down only that not less than· 55 per' cent of the lf;sued 

capital of ·SBI would 'be with RBI. Similar-ly, the SBI (Subsidiar-y 

Banks) Act, 1959, allows increase in capital of the Associate 

Banks _pr-ovided SBI holds not less· than 55 per- cent of· the issued 

capital.- . 

Consequent to our- r-ecommendations in . r-egard to the 

constitution of Boar-d of Dir~ctor-s and Management .of Banks, ·the 

.relevant pr-ovisions ·in· the ,;tatutes may need to be suitably 

amended. We would also like it to be examined whether- a com-

pr-ehensive legislation:. to r-eP,lace existing Acts may· be ''br-ought 

·in, to~ achieve the· objective of public shar-eholding, flexibility 

of oper-ations and autonomy of management and internal· functioning. 

We would suggest that · Govemment· expeditiously issue 

notifications in ter-ms of Section .29(4) of the Banking Regulation 

Act to amend the for-ms set out in the Thir-d Schedule to the 
~' 

Banking Regulation Act to ensur-e tr-anspar-ency and full disclosur-e 

in' balance sheet and prOfit and loss account. 
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, ·· .- , Our.,..r•ecommendatials for the · o&tructure. of rural · credit 

envisage -settlng-··up ··of ;rural banking• subsldlarles by· public sector 

banks. cln·• ·.order to Implement· our suggestion that -. such 

subsidiaries ·may· ·be .on par cwlth -regional· crural banks, In respect 

of '•CRR/SLRvrequirements,- amendments -would - be -necessary to 

various provisions of Banking Regulations .. Act· and RBI Act 

pertalnlng to lay lng down of these ratios and matters Incidental 

thereto. Further, our recommenda~ion · that RRBs' balances held 

wltti- NABARD - or . by a Special Federal Agency that might be- set 

up .. may coont as SLR assets rray 'require <mendnent of Sections S and 

24 · i>f the ·Banking Regulation Act. Amendments may also· be_ 

required ln the National Bank for Agriculture and Rural 

Development Act, 1981, for specific ·inclusion of rural ben king 

subsidlaries within the purview of' the credit- functions of NABARD. 

We have proposed that regional rural banks be · allowed 

to engage in all types of banklng buslness .• The statutory 

emphasis on _ target groups under Section 18(2) of the RRB Act, 
need 

1976,_ would,, therefore, to be amended. -The option for the 
L 

sponsor banks _ tq take over the RRBs as 100 per cent subsidiaries 

m~y also require 11 change ln Section 6 of the RRB Act, 1976, 

prescribing, proportions of issued capital of the RRBs between 

the Central Government, State Govemm..-.t and the sponsor banks. 

Sections 11 (3) and 11 (2) of the Banklng Regulation Act 

prescribe minimum capital requirements for the banking companies 

incorporated ln India and outside Indla respectively. In llne 
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wit II the broad pattem· of structUre . Indicated· by· ·us :.Comprising 
' 

lntematlonal banks, ·national· banks, -IOCIIl banks. and truraL•.banks';> 
. I 

and a more liberal approach to foreign banks, different · .:stertl 

. rup capital .requirements: •would •need to• be oprescrlbed' by> c.th& 

Reserve Bank and the stipulations· of, .mlnlmum--•pald •up ·capite!· 

would accordingly ·need ·modification. ~-'' . 

We have recommended abolltla;> of branch 
I 'J .. 

~lcenslng as 

we are of the v lew that the matter of . opening ~f branches ,or; 

closing of branches (other than .rural branches fo_: t~e present) 

be left to the commercial judgment of the lndlvldua~ banks,. 

Section , 23 of the Banking Regulation Act stll?ulat":'g ~he O?tatutoq 

requirement for obtaining ~he prior permission o~, R_BI 1fo~ openin~ 

a new place of buslnes'\ would,, therefore,, ne~cl,,to ~.e. recast. 

The definition of •rural centre' will also need incorporation 

in the Section itself •. , __ '•' .. 
We are not in favour of a Banking Service Commlssion 

for centralised recruitment of officers and hence rec~mmend repeel 

of Banking Service Commission Act, 1984. We have also suggested 

that the centralised recruitment of officers through Banking 

Service R~cruitment Boards (BSRBs) may· be·' discontinued; The 

administrative orders of the Govemment regarding the jurisdiction' 

of BSRBs · would,. consequently, need amendments~ 

administrative orders regarding BSRBs may also b~ amended 'id 

distance the Government from the appointment of the Chairmen 
':J ,,:, •:_.r, .,.,.:.~_ .. :;:.:-.--~ 

of these Boards which should be totally left to the coordinating 
. ·' 

banks. 
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Amendments would- be required In the SBI Act, SBI Subs1-

d1erles ·Act and Natlonallsed Banks (Management end Miscellaneous 

Pr!>vlslons) Schemes, 1970/1980, lOBI ~ct" end the IFCI Act for 
i 

removal of RBI nominees. from the Boards of these organisations • 

. ' 
In the light of the recommendations of the Committee 

regarding· security of tenure of · the chief executives the 

provisions Introduced In various r~levant statutes through the 

Act No• 73 of 1976 would have ·to be deleted. 

In addition to the various amendments detailed In the 

foregoing • paragraphs to - the. existing statutes,. special statut<U 

may be- ·required for setting up of Asset Reconstruction Fund, 

Special Recovery Tribunals and for creating a- Supervisory 

Board under the aegis of Reserve Bank of India. The special 

statute for· Asset Reconstruction Fund will, Inter alia, need to 

provide for speedy recovery on lines broader than Sections 29-, 

32 of the SFCs . Act·. The .legislation may also Incorporate 

-provisions to ·facllltate transfer _of debts end securities and 

all the rights pertaining to such assets to the ARF. 

Consequential amendments ·to the Urban Land Celllng legislation 

may also be necessary where sale of real estate In urban areas 

Is Involved. Waiver of stamp duty attracted on such transfers 

will also require legislative formulations. The Speciai Recovery 

Tribunals may also be constituted as statutory bodies with 

special powers of summery trial end· speedy recovery. 
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the I 
..... ' The· statute for ·creation ofc Supervlsory;.Board··" should / . I 

ensure -transfer of ·powers of .. super;lslon ·-vested with tRBI:undef 

the RBI Act .and· the· B.R, Act• to this Boarci~.,This.-· .Board r·mrY' 
also· ··need •to . be vested' · with•· some·· additional .... powers l,on 

I 
implementing Integrated supervision over the entire-. financial 

i 
sector. 

,· ' ' 
New legislation is ~;tlso ·necessary ·for providing legaL 

framework for mutual funds and for • confer.ring statutory ·. powers• 

on ·sEBI. 

Statutes- governing the DFls, · ·viZ•I lDBl ··Act," lfCl . .Actl 

and IRBI Act may·• 'have :to ~be amended· to·. do .. away· ,with the 

present system- of ·cross holding of eqult~ and cross represents:_ 

tion on the Boards ·of the DFls. 'The. SFC Acts would ·also 

require ·amendments to give effect to the recommendations . relating' 

to these State level institutions. • Legislation will ,also need' 

to be enacted for transferring lOBI's commercial • functions to: 

a new Institution which could 'be incorporated• as a company ..•. 

, .. 

Our recommendations. also impinge upon some, ... of the 

· provisions of . the statutes not exclusively dealing with the banks 

'!r the . financial Institutions. Our recommendations for .th!'. 

purpose of prov lsloning cover the Issue_ of , deduction~ .. under. 

the Income Tax .Act. Section 36 of the lpcome, Tax ,Act,, ,_w~l<\-

'require amendment , . to Implement these recommendations •. .. . . ~ . ; .. .... .. - ' ~ 

Amendments would also be required in the Income Tax Act to 

i 
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comply with the recommendations·· regarding equality of tax treat-

m..t ·as between various mutual funds and the recommendation 

regarding venture capital Institutions regarding concession on 

capital gains and equality of tax treatment as between different 

forms of organisation. of venture capital Institutions. Amendments 

to the Capital 
,· 

Issues Control Act, 1947 and the notifications 
. - . , 

Issued .;,der ·the Act would be necessary for llberalfsatlon of 
. 1 _- • 

~he capital ·market and the recommendation regarding abolishing 

the Office'. -~f' th;, . cOritrolie~· of Capitai Issues: Amendments 
- , ,- ,. , 4 •. '·:· , I. 

would al!i!O be needed to be ini tlated inthe Stamp Acts to facilitate. 

securltlsatlon of debt. 

~ '. '• 
suggestions for legislative measures are not These 

e;.haust,lve~ We . 'w;;..ld 'recomm.,;,ci' that ·the l~al implications 

with 'referenc~ to' each of' our ' reco,;;.,.;.,datlons will need to be . 

!'Xaml~ and detailed i;,gislati;,~· . steps Identified ' by ·:·the 

••••••• 



CHAPTER XU 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

As the foregoing chapters have Indicated, the In?lan 

.financial system has made Impressive gains ln the last twc:_ decades 

ln resource moblUsation and ln extending Its geographical and 
- ' ' . . ' ''. 

f..,ctional reach, but these achievements. have taken their toll ln 

terms of a serious deterioration ln the. quality of s~rvlces and ln 

the health of the system. 

,, 
The demands on the flnanclal system ln the years ahead 

would be greater and morEl diversified. New skills need to be 

fashioned and new• a"reas of expertise developed. The financial 
! • . . ·.~ 

· system ls getting more complex and sophisticated, which cells for 

new concepts of management, mpre professional deCision making and 

modemlsation of work systems. Our review and recommendations 

-k to build on the quantitative gains made by the system while 

lmprov lng the quality of serv lees, and restoring the. health , 

productivity and competitive efficiency of the system· and thus 

enhance its capabilities to meet. the challenges of the future. 

Our recommendations and the measures of reform which we 

have lndlcatH covering aspects of the functioning of the system, 

its organisation and structure and the regulatory framework should 

be seen . as an integrated package aimed at improv lng portfolio 

quality, prov idlng greater operational flexlbllllty and ensuring 

compliance with prudential n.orms, while, at the same time, 
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Improving the flnancllll strength of the system through measures 

aimed at enhancing ·productivity, efficiency and profitability. 

Central to this approach end Indeed underlying it Is the 

Issue of full autonomy with respect to .Internal operations of banks 

end flnancllll Institutions. Management of banks end the Institutions 

must be given freedom· to manege their Institutions subject to their 

accountability for performance end . compliance . with well laid down 

prudential norms and guidelines end. macro credit policies which 

,would be rul.,.,bound · end .not -discretionery and be equally 

applicable to ell the constituents of the particular financial sector. 

c Autonomy . in. decision making end operational flexibility. can only 

be· ensured if there ere no extraneous administrative ,end political 

pressures, which., as the Committee has .;>olnted out earlier, . has 

been responsible to a. greet extent for the problems now facing the 

financial services. industry. It is for this reason that the 

Committee has stressed the importance .of d.,.,politicislng 

appointments of chief .executives end boards of the Institutions end 

restoring to management ·Of institutions rights over recruitment, 

rewards and punishment. This would imply e medsure of 

self-denial by Government of its perceived right as en owner to 

intervene in what should be the internal decision making of· the 

· institutions and distancing itself from aspects of internal 
-..,. .. :.,::;:_~. ·:...:. .. 

management and credit eU~!lOO)li!,:·. ... . -- ·.·• •· 
··, ·..... ' 

A proper sequencing of the reforms is essentllll to Its 

success. The liberalisatlon of the system can only succeed 1n en 
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atmosphere of b~oed macro economic. stebiUty •. The. Committee, 

therefore, attaches the greatest .importance to. the earlY. restoration 

of a measure of fiscal balance and continued progress towards 

further UberaUsation of. the ·real ·economy 'lf th'l financial system 

is to play its expected part. ln promoting competitive efficiency 

in the economy, Interest rate deregulation is a specific case in 

point where . it can only proceed with a·. reduction in . the · fiscal 

def,ldt · and correspondingly a slowing of the pace of growth of 

internal debt. Steps towards assets reconstruction, capital 

adequacy, institution of uniformly accepted . transparent accounting 

practices and stipulation and compliance· with prudential· norms 

have to· be phased' over a period _'Of····3 to 5 years so as to avoid 

dislocation and difficulties in complying with the requir~>ments 

through the insistence of immediate conformity with the desired 

norms and practices. While phasing ls important, the process must 

begin immediately in many of these areas to give the right signal 

regarding the earnestness of the intentions, Financial sector: reform 

should thus be an essential element of macro economic adjustment 

based on increasing ·reliance on the market mechanism~ 

. Domestic financial liberqpsation and greater 

internal competition should form the basis for greater contacts of 

the. Indian financial sector with the global fi'1ancial markets. This 

would help to upgrade our financial technology and give us greater 

access to the new and emerging modes of financial engineering. India 

arnot aff<rd firanclalautarky any more than ·industrial or ·trade autarky • 
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The 1n~stitut1on·_ Jn a· 'sequen~·· ~anne~-' of -_8 -~more· open ~financial 

<.... ·-System would thus be entirely consistent with the steps being 

1 
.., >~teken now to open up the Indian- economY and should enhance 

-i~ndla'~ ,ebll~ty ~.to take .C?ompetitlye advantage C?~ ~he ~c.reaslng 

lntematlonal opportunities for Indian trade, Industry and finance • 

M 'Naraslmham- ' ... 

HYDERABAD' 

.NOVEMBER 16, 1991 

' . ' 

A 'Ghosh 

. " 

-:-· ~~-.y-L 
N Veghul 

.. 

• . , • 1 

M· N Golporla 

~ 
M R Shroff 
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Nota by Pi"of M Datta Chaudhuri ..,d Shri M R Shroff 

The Summary Report starts with th~ following statements: 

"The Committee's approach to the Issue of financial sector 

reform Is to ensure that the financial services Industry operates 

on the basis of operatiooal flexlblllty end functional autonomy with 

a view to enhancing efficiency, productivity end profitability. A 

vibrant and competitive financial system is also necessary to 

sustain the ongoing reform in the structural aspects of the real 

economy. We believe that ensuring the integrity and autonomy of 

operations of banks end DFls is by far the more relevant issue at 

present than the questioo. of their ownership!' 

... -
The Committee has thus rightly Identified the question of 

"ensuring the Integrity end autonomy of operations of banks and. 

DFls" as the principal coocern 6f the Report. The Committee 

predicated Its various recommendatioos on the belief that it Is 

possible to achieve these objectives without bringing In the 

questloo of ownership. These recommendations go a long way in 

creating conditions whereby market disciplines can be brought into 

the functloolng of the public sector banks end financial 

lnstitutloos. But we believe that In the prevailing political 

culture of the country, It Is Important to move further to make 

the autooomy. of these institutions credible. 

In line with the above and the concept of self-denial by 

the Government of its ownership rights, which the Committee has 

rightly advocatad, we think that the Government should not 
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appoint .Us officials on the boards of public sector. banks end 

fll'lllnclel Institutions.' The' Banking 'Division of· the' Ministry' of 

Finance, as at . present . constituted,. should .;:onsequently be 

ebollshed ,, 

We ere conscious of the Government's eccounteblllty to 

. Parliament end . the public as owner of these institutions. But 

accountability need not mean involvement In functions which are· 

the responsibility of boards end .·managements and can be ensured 

by an adequate system of reporting through the Reserve Bank 

which, .the Committee has· rightly. stressed, should be the ·.prime 

agency · far the· ,.egulation of the banking system. The continuance 

o~. Govemment · directors· on ·the boards of. the· ·banks and .financial 

Institutions will come In the way of ending the du.al~ty of ·control 

between the Reserve Bank and· the. Banking Division· as 

recommended by the Committee. 

--
We think, that a dec~slon . by,. the Government not to have 

its representatives on the · boards of public sector banks e11d 

fl1111nciel Institutions will serve es 11 strong message of autonomy 

to the system end will create a climate conducl ve to the 

successful implementation · of the other recommendations of the 



ANNEXIIIE - I 

To .'be pW>U.ahed in PaR %% Ssct:i.m 3 (!1) of the Gazette of! India 

Bxtraordinarr) No.F.lS(S)/91-BO.I 
Government of Ind1a/Bharat Barker 
M1nistrr of Finance/Yitta Mantralaya 

Department of Sconcad.c Affairs/Arthik Kazya V1bhag 
(Banld.ng DivilliCD/Banking P.rabhag) 

'!!':!2~ 

Nev Dalhi-110001 

Dated• !'mst 14! 1UL 
sr.Vana~ • lsA~CA> 

~m!...2'!_'£!:!U:[I!~-~..m?.! 

s.o. The last two decades have .. en a phenomenal expansion 

in ·the 9B09raph1cal ccwera!ll' "and financial epreed of our 
financial system. The developo-.t of the financial sector 

1s a major achievement and it has contributed si9dficantly 
to the increase in our saving~~ rate, ·expecially of ·the household 
sector. rn recent years, however,· certain rigl.ditiea end -ak,.; 

nesses have developed 1n the system and these have to be 

addressed to enable the financial system to play its role in 
ushering in a more efficient and corrpeti tive economy. 

2. rt has, l;herefore, been decided by the Govemment of 

l:ndia to set up a High Level Corrmittaa to exami.ne all aspects 
·.r: ..,.t ~lt,....i1rrt1"'"P:.Pt ., f ){l·n·, 

relating to the structure, organisation~ functions and 
procedures of the financ;ial system. The Cormd.ttee wil,.l 
consist. of the followings 

1. Shri M. Narasintu1111 Chairman 
2. Deputy Govemor, RBl: 

(Banking Operations) 
Member 

3. Chairman, State Bank of l:ndia Member 
4. Chairman, IDBI Member 
s. Chairman, l:CICI Menber 
6. Shri Manu Shroff Member 

'· Sl>ri Y .K. Male gam Member 
e. .Shri Mrinal Datta..cbaudhuri Member 
9. Mditional Secretarr(Banking) Mernbar-secretarr 

¥ _ _., •• ::::- ·"..~ 
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3 • • 1'he te,.,.., Of referen~ of the CCIIIIIIittaa will be 
.. fo.llow.t 

(i) To examine the exbting atnlature of the finana.ial 

ayatem end ita variCIWI CC~~~>.cnente and to malce 

reccmnendaticna for iaproving ~e effioiency and 

effectivent~aa of the eyatem with 'perticul~ 

referenoa to the accnauy of oparaticna, aaaauntabi

Uty and profitebllity of the ·carmeraial bl!llks and 
financial inatituti·cna. 

(Ul To make recCIIIIIIandaticna for .iaprov:ing and modemising 

the organisaticnal eystema and procedures as vall as 
managertal poll~ .. , 

(iii) To make reqommanda~ons for infua~ greater 

cC~~~>Stitive vitality intD the eystam so aa to 

en;i>le the banks .,d fin;maial instituticns to 

respond more effectively 'to the emerging credit 

needs of the ecCilCmyl 

(.iv! TO examine tho cost, aarposi tion and adequacy of 

~e capital' structw:e ¢ the vadous financial 
insti tuti:>ns and to malca sui table recQmlendations 

1::. this regard. 

(v) To review the relative roles of the different type11 

of financi'al inaJ:.i tutions in the finana.ial !!YIItem 

and to make recanmendations fDr their balanced 

grOWth I 

(vi) To review the existing &IJI'erviaory arrangements· 

rel~ting to the various entities in the financial 

sector. in particular ths CQ!In8ra.ial banks and 

the term lending institutiCDs and to make 

recanmandaticna for ensuring apprcpriate and 
affective supervisianl 

(viil To review the .xisting legislative fr,..ewodc 

.,d to suggest necessary llllll!lldmente for iaple
manting the rec._,daticna that ID"J' require 

legislative chang&~ 

••••• 3 
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( Yill) To make tec:CIIIheJICl.atiq,s CD lillY other aubj ect 
matter as the Camnittee m~ consider ge.t:mcne 

to the subject of enquiey or al1f related ma.ttar 
which mq be specifically referred to the camlittee 
by the Goverr&~~ant of India. · 

4. The Ccnmit- will aublllit ita report by 15th NoveJiber, 
199lo The CCIIIIIit- may., however, submit all interim report 
on al1f specific matter, 

1118 Man agar, 
Govt. of India l'ress, 
lUng Road, Mqapuri Induatri..l Area, 
New Delhi. 



( TO BE PUBLXSHE:D IN PARr II SECl'ION 3(11) OF THE GAZE:'l'l'E OF 
INDIA - EX.TRAORDINARr) 

No. F.16(5l/~1-B.o.r 
Bovemment of Indi~Bharat Sarkar 
Ministry of Finance/Vitta ~tralaya 

Depar1>.nent of Eccnanic Affairs/..rthik ka.rya vibhag 
(Banking Div:Lsion)/(Banlcing Prabhag) 

••••••••••••••••• 
New Delhi, dated 14th 1lov...'!nber

5 
1991 

Ka.~23, i9l3[:ShkA 

s.o. A High •4'vel Co!!111ittee to e>lmnin!' ell as~ts relating 

tc the structure, organisation, functions and procedures of the 

financial systen. was set up Vide Memorandum No. Fo16(S)/91-B.O.I 

dated AUgust 14, 1991. The COnmittee w..S required tc subnit its 

report by 15th November, 1991. 

2. The ccmnittee has sUbmitted the 11wnmary ~the report 

and is engaged in finalisin~ the main report. The tem t'f the' 

c.rrnittee is hereby extended. till 30th November, 1991 for 

sUbmitting its main report. 

'"'~~ (K.Jo Reddy) , 
Additiooal secretary tc the qovemment <'f lhdia ' 

To, 
The Manager, 
GOvernme:1t of India Press, 
Mayapuri Industrial Area, 
Ring Road, 
New Delhi. 



AHNEXUR£ n 

Organisations/Individuals who submitted Memoranda ·for 

consideration of the Committee 

1 • Indian Banks Association, Bombay 

2. Federation of Indian Chambers of Commeri:e and Industry 
( FICCI) , New Oe!hl 

3. Associated Chambers of Commerce (ASSOCHAM) , New Delhi 

4. ·confederation of Engineering Industry (CEI), New Delhi 

5. National Confederation of Bank ~mployees, Hyderabad 

6. All lndla Bank Officers Association (AIBOA) 

7. All India Bank Officers Confederation (AIBOC) 

. 8. Indian National Bank Employees Federation 

g. Indian National Bank Officers Congress 

10. Institute of Chartered Ffnanclal Analysts of India, Hyderabad 

11 • Secretary, Ministry of Commerce 

12. Shri R K Talwar, Pondicherry 

13. Shri Bhabatosh Oetta, Calcutta 

14. Bank Employees Federation of India, Calcutta. 

15. All India Bank· Employees Association, Calcutta 

16. All India· Bank Depositors Association, Bombay 
. . I 

17. PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry, New Delhi 

18. Institute of Chartered Accountants of India, New Delhi 

19. All India RRB Employees Association 

20. Agricultural Finance Corporation Ltd Officers· Association 

21. Agricultural Finance Corporation Ltd Employees Association 

22. Punjab State Electronics Development end Production 
Corporation, Chandlgarh 

23. Indian Merchant Chambers, Bombay 

24. I RBI Officers Association, Calcutta 

25. Bankers Training College, Bombay 

26. Sundaram Finance Ltd, Madras 

27. Bengal National Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

28. Associate Bank Officers Association, Bangalore. 

29. All India Reserve Bank Employees Association 

30. Indian National Bank Employees Congress 



. F~deraUon of Indian. Export Organisation 

Shrl Klran S Nanlwadekar, Kolahpur 

Shrl c· P. Shah, Bombay 

StM-1 R S Bhatt, Bombay 

Or A C Shah, Bombay 

Shrl S D Nayar and Shri T .C Mltla 

Shrl Ramesh Gelli, Vysya Bank 

Shrl 5 R Prabhu, General Manager (Retd), Canara Bank 
. . 

National. Confederation of RRB 's Employees, Hyderabad. 

Shri 0 P Ohanuka, ·Riga Sugar co· Ltd, Calcutta 

Shri B K Dutt, Calcutta 

Sh_ri M. J Pherwani, Chairman, National Housing Bank 

IN BE C 

Bombay· Chamber of Commerce ana Industry 

The South Indian Bank Limited 
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ANNEXURE - Iii 

Organisations which tendered oral evidence 

before the Committee 

1 • All India Bank Officers' Association 

2. Forum of All India Private Sector Banks 

3. Indian Banks' Association 

4. Federation of Indian 
Industry ( FICCI) 

Chambers of, Commerce 

5. National Confederation of Bank Eimployees 

• 6. Associate Banks' Association 

7. All India Bank Employees Association 

8. All India Bank Officers Confederation 

9. PHD Chamber of Commerce and Industry 

and 

10. Associated Chambers of Commerce end Industry (ASSOCHAM} 


